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PREAMBLE

When an individual announces that he is through with fandom, that
he is quitting the field; and then implements his withdrawal by pro
ducing what is probably the largest one man project in fandom’s en
tire history, it is evident that he owes someone an explanation of
such contradictory conduct.
My motivation for writing these memoirs
was a decidedly mixed one. Very probably the strongest single incen
tive was to try to explain to myself the inexplicable, to resolve if
possible in my own mind the reasons which caused me to get so deeply
involved in the amazing happenings which this book chronicles.
Once
the scales had completely fallen from my eyes and I saw fandom with
pitiless objective clarity, I looked back upon Laney the fan with much
the same sense of disbelief that a civilized man would feel upon being
thrust suddenly face to face with a Yahoo. Why did this earlier Laney
disregard the mountain"of evidence to the contrary and persist for
years in considering fandom to be a group of wonderful, intelligent,
worthwhile, and integrated people; to be an instrumentality for his
own redemption and advancement? Why did he stay embroiled in the cess
pool that is the LASFS? Why did he permit himself to associate with
psychic misfits and social outcasts of every description — thieves,
truants, dead-beats, psycho-pathic drinkers, communists, crackpots,
homosexuals — because they were fans and belonged to the LASFS? Why
did he squander untold hours and days and weeks of his best energies
toward the advancement of this outre microcosmos? Why indeed? The
answering of these and similar questions very shortly became one of
my most crying needs.
' ..
At the time I wrote the main body of these me
moirs in the winter and. spring of 1946-47, I was driving out to Covi
na to see Cecile between three and four times a week.
That is nearly
an hour’s drive, and on those long lonely return trips I used to stew
at a great rate as to the whys and wherefores of my sojourn in fandom.
From stewing it was but a short step to recalling whole episodes and
the recalling merged readily into exhaustive critical analysis.
One
night, it occurred to me that if I were to start setting down my re
collections it might help my self-analysis, would certainly give me
something to keep me at home and away from money-spending temptations
on the nights I did not head Covina-wards.
And it always had seemed
silly to me to write anything on paper when it is just as easy to put
it on stencils.
So I tackled Forrest J Ackerman, outlined a 75-80
page brochure of memoirs, and suggested that if the Fantasy Foundation
cared to furnish the supplies they could have the profits. We both
remembered the $100 plus net profit on Speer’s FANCYCLOPEDIA, so it
was not difficult to get this backing.
The only difference in opin
ion between us was that I wanted enough copies so I could put it in
FAPA while Ackie wanted them all for sale.
The final agreement (un
til Ackerman renigged as I shall describe subsequently) was that I
would run off l/J copies, keeping ten for my own use, and all proceeds
from the remainder would go to the Foundation, which in turn agreed
to absorb every penny of the expense of production.
The casual reader
will naturally assume that the writing and publishing of a book such
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as this is a monstrous task.
In-a- sense it is.
It must be remembered,
however, that I had been a fan.
The body of this book was written on
the stencils, in” somewhat iess:time than Laney the .fan would have de
voted to his . correspondence’ dvrinn■*the's^me length: of time...something
like f our to sever, 'hours' per *eek;.
I invariably spent Monday evenings
on it, and about two-thirds of'the time Friday evenings as well.
A
workin? evening ran from about 6:30 until about 9;00 or 9;3O.
This
regime followed for not’ quite five months resulted in 130 pages of
text,
. •_
back to motivations'.
■*
I had never really seen fandom as it is
until I 'started'my’ critical analyses of it.
It v<ts patent to me that
I’d never"have been a very active fan if I’d been able to see both
fandom and myself in'an objective light.
It naturally enough follows
that ’I began to wonder just'how many oth^r fans ”fould remain in the
field if they’ ran head on into a revelation.
So there was a certain
amount of altruism involved.
In" furtherance of this aim, I early re
solved not to spare myself in the least; t>. ’ set dor,n just what happen
ed as accurately as possible regardless of what kind of a braying
jackass it might make the Fan Laney.
Perhaps, I reasoned, if I use
myself as a horrible example it may help some of the other fans to see
the light, and analyse their o7’n Participation in the microcosmos.
An
objective and. factual analysis of this nature is apt to chill one’s in*
terest.in fandom very ruthlessly.
00 there has been no intentional
elision or omission'.
On the contrary, I have tried to set down every
thing just exactly as it happened.
This of course makes some of the
actors in the narrative considera1 ly less than supermen.
And I have
tried to hold do™n editorializing to a minimum.
My aim has been to set
down what happened and. let the reader draw his own conclusions. With
the exception of several digressions as to my own underlying motiva
tions at' different times, I believe I’ve usually succeeded in this
1 o
aim.
•
One motivation that I’ve not as yet touched on is a strong de
sire to expose the LASFS. There is something about this group -- with
its banality, futility, and downright viciousness — that affects many
people most unfavorably. Those who have little previous involvement
with fandom and. hence no roots in the field simply turn and run, fade- '■
out of the picture. Established fans who get to see the LASFS as it
is react”1 in one of three Ti,ays.
A few will do as I did for years, de
liver- tely close their eyes and ignore the club’s worthless vileness.
The less aggressive types win quit the club, and in many cases fandom
itself; they win scorn and despise the LASFS but win not as a rule
take any overt step's against the group, though chortling gleefully
when a Yerke or a Laney starts v,aving his shillelagh. These are people
like Liebscher or Liedenbeck or Burbee. ' An aggressive person who has
gotten deeply involved in fandom will 'tend to so lose his sense of
perspective as to regard the destruction of the LASFS as almost a duty
to his integrity and self-respect.
It is mighty hard to justify to
one’s self one’s participation"in a fandom which boasts the LASFS as a
Shangri La utopia.
Among those who have at various times felt very
strongly that the LASFS should be destroyed are Yerke, Bronson, Ashley,
and Laney.
;
Despite this motivation on my part, my memoirs are not fab
ricated," or exaggerated or slanted.
I could write pages of invective,
and they would not be nearly so much of a body blov’ to the LASFS as the
objective ticking off of the daily happenings around the Bixelstrasse,
the good, along with the bad.
ii

The writing of the memoirs themselves was concluded in June 194-7I let them lie ‘fallow for two or three months and then commenced
reading them over with a view to correcting the more glaring errors.
It was possible to make many corrections directly on the stencils,
but subsequent information on one matter requires an additional foot
note.
. '
.
'
This is the strange case of E. Everett Evans. This individual
went to prison on a morals charge while president of the NFFF,- and
information emanating from the midwest indicated that he had been
called to the colors for top-secret navy work.® The truth of the sto
ry very shortly leaked out, and I, among many others, was utterly re
volted at the hypocrisy involved. My disgust was not abated by the
subsequent appearance of Evans1 magazine, The Timebinder, with its
quaintly homespun, love-thy-brother, philosophy.
On him it just did
n’t look good, this air of sanctity and Christ-like patience and pose
of moral rectitude.
On him it stank to high heaven of the most, bla
tant kind of hypocrisy.
So I was pretty avidly anti-Evans.
(In jus
tice to him, it is only fair to point out that he claims to have been
framed, and, more to the point, that I have never seen him do anything
or hearth him say anything which, could point even remotely to any taint
of homosexuality on his pa rt — on the contrary he appears far more maS’
culine than most of the LASFS members, including some known hetero
sexuals.)
But there were still plenty of objective grounds for tak
ing a dim view of the gentleman, particularly that hypocrisy.
So a
couple of us started working along a line of attack designed to put
Evans on such a spot ..that his past, would out publicly, with the idea
both of showing him up for what he1 is and of making the LASFS a bit ■
too hot, to hold him.
A clean-up squad, in other words.
.■
The•end re-'
suit of our maneuvers was that Evans largely vindicated himself.
;- ■.
•
‘
< •
.*..;
At" _
the LASFS meeting of September 11, 194-7 ? Evans .was so maneuvered- into
the open that he admitted-publicly his incarceration and,what it was
for, though maintaining his insistence that he was framed. -He went
on to point out that’he meant to quit both the NFFF presidency and
fandom at.that time, but that he was talked into reconsidering, and -that the statement to the NFFF on his behalf was prepared without his
knowledge until after the event.
An individual was present who. was
an actor in these matters; he backed Evans up, testified' as to the
truth of this statement.
..
'■
: '
■ .. ‘
•
In other words, Evans was made the victim
of a stupendous double-cross.
An alibi was prepared for him .by his
midwestern associates, an alibi which committed Evans most thoroughly.
Then these associates, or some of them, apparently worked overtime
spreading the rumor of where Evans actually was and why. Evans was
still in prison when I first heard- of it, so it is evident that sha
dowy but unequivocal statements weive circulating long before Evans
- got out and started telling about it himself, as he is reputed to
have done in private conversations. '• -’> •
•" What a way to ruin someone — fix
him up, with a public’'alibi and then tear it down privately!
For some
time I seriously considered suppressing all mention of Evans’ mishaps
from the memoirs, but thorough consideration not only pointed out that
he was still the same as always but also drove home the fact that his
having been made the recipient of some thoroughly despicable treatment
did not in the least palliate his numerous shortcomings.
After all,
-- iii —

though he did.propose- to dp the right-■thing, and’ quit fandOm and' the
NFFF rather” than -to’manufacture a--lying alibi, he "’as not at all reluc-t a nt’to .use' the alibi once it had been set for’ him. The.difference bet
tween a deliberate hypocrite and a fortitious hypocrite is only one of
degree, not of kind.
(It may be
ndered what I think Evans -should have
•done. ‘He should have been honest. . He should have issued a statement
' telling fandom what had happened to him, giving .heavy stress to his
c’la.im of having been framed, and asked a vote. of confidence in the NFFF..
It; is not. at. all -unlikely that fandom-as- a whole would have sympathized
■' with him • and sustained him; had they cast him out he would at least have
had the inner satisfaction, of-having acted honestly and honorably, of
having acted in complete accord with the philosophic .precepts which he
'pretends to espouse.)
\
..... I believe that these additional remarks give the
•:Evans case the overall truthful accuracy’which I have striven for
throughout these memoirs. •
--- 00O00---

The actual publication of this volume has been fraught with difficul
ties.
As-was pointed out in FAH-DhBGO #16, the LASFS allowed Daugherty
to ban me from using the club mimeograph.
So then Burbee and I worked
out a deal for me to borrow-Rotsler’s mimeograph.
This machine'.proved
unworkable. After a deal of casting’around, I finally traded my OUTSID
ER for Al Ashley ’ s-mimeograph, an ink-smeared relic of another era.. If
you are not reading 'this,. lt; means that the ex-Ashley mimeograph didn’t
work either and ’I threw .the. stencils in the ’ incinerator.
: ;
-.<•
cl
...
•
Then, on.IQ Nov47, Ackerman wrote- me as fpllowsc,-- ' : '
'
”1 am personally refunding to the Foun
dation the money it has laid out so far on the.pro ject s ’ Several suppor
ters, have counselled, that, despite: its total lack, of intention,/inevi 
table mention of Foundation money used’1-for the ‘production- of the. Memoirs
might be misinterpreted by. enemies, to m’eah approbation of;a ‘document.
• which in all probability the:• Foundation would...frown .upon;-As’ you. know, I
was thinking only of a means by which 'the treasury might profit.. After
I see the TLM, it probably’will make me unhappy’-to contemplate that my
money made issuance of the item possible. But between throwing mud at
the Foundation and at that leading .pararioid/schizoid (take your choice)
FJAckerman, fandom has had more practice throwing mud.;at me...” etc. He
also did not. wish.'his name used as sponsor, so I won’t.
: .
■ ’ ■’’
,if
;-.V/ell, I was .'quite
willing, to do all this work for- nothing and. let’• the ‘Foundation/have the
profit.
I am not willing to do this w0rp’-for Ackerman.or any other ..in
dividual.
Consequently, I shall reimburse Acterman for the money he '-has
advanced-(as an instrumentality of the Foundation) ;and publish the book,
for my..own inscrutable ends and profit if any.
v’‘
‘
Oddly enough, this Founda
tion withdrawal merely underlines what I said along about page 128 about
the Foundation and its futility as it is presently being operated. What
is that sum of nearly $400 for, Mr. Ackerman?
--- 00O00---

Well, that about winds us up.
At this writing, my only fan interest
is FAPA -- I may be active in that group for years yet and I may not.
As long as I still feel the yen for occasional written self-expression,
I’ll probably be around. But not as an active fan, no sir.’

Francis T. Laney

February 5, 1948

-
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CHAPTER ONE
-0O0The Golden Dawn

.
...

........ c
t.

.
•. ..
. .

Unlike most reminiscing fans, I am unable to point with pride
to a long, pre-fan acquaintance with fantasy.
My reading tastes, have
always -been quite catholic, .and during the days that my contemporar
ies -were going quietly berserk over Gernsback and Sloane, I was quite
happily reading and collecting a much more varied bunch of stuff/_.At
that time, my chief fictional interest centered around seafaring
1
tales, and these were but second choice reading as.compared with non
fiction dealing with such things as naval history, zoology, entomolo
gy epsychology , eugenics, and the American Civil War. ,..
’ ’, \
-no.-.
’ There'was. a ,
faint amount of fantasy present, however. When I was very little., I
read and reread nearly all of the Oz books, and'along about ,1925,--EE,-,
when I was eleven years old, I was completely swept off my feet byt j
Thomas Janvier’s In.the Sargasso Sea, the Moscow Public Library copy,
of which I must have read at least a dozen times.
I can also recall,
reading one installment of Ray Cummings’ Into the Fourth Dimension in
a stray copy of Science and Invention which my father had brought
home for some of the shop notes.
Jekyll and Hyde and. ’’The Phantom-,. ,
Rickshaw” were also in my bookcase, though neither of them held a
particularly high spot in my esteem.
•In the fall of 1929,, as I. start
ed my junior year in high school, I was given the opportunity to take
journalism, a course which was ordinarily limited to seniors. Very
quickly, I developed a deep interest in writing generally and in the.
school paper in particular, a trend which led’me to editorial writer,
feature writer, copy editor, and finally, in my.senior year, to the
editorship of the paper. Sixteen issues were published under my • /
aegis, and while they strike me today as being excessively lousy,
even for high school papers, there can be no doubt that the., training
I received at that time made fan journalism possible for.me. .The;//;
teacher, Mary U.S. Fox, not only ironed the more obvious flaws out' .
of. my writing, but through a most unusually sympathetic approach.
gave me what win probably always be an abiding interest in writing
and publishing.
.
~
From I93I until 1936, nothing happened to me which '/
.even remotely could be said to lead toward fannish paths.
I completed my University course, stepped out into the world as a young
would-be adult, and finally got a job.
My interests at this time '/
^centered entirely around drinking and dating; though I did a certain
amount of reading, most of my time and energy was spent tripping • /
joyously down the rosebud trail.
I averaged, perhaps two evenings a?4
month at home -- the.rest of the time I was chasing.
Sometime in the
-.;middle part of 1936, a girl piano player in a Lewiston, Idaho tavern
introduced me to Duane Rimel.
Both of them were quite drunk at the «
time, as was I.
Neither Duane nor I made any especial impression
on each other at the time, though from then on we moved in much the
same crowd, and gradually became better acquainted.
I can recall on
ly one Rimel-esque anecdote definitely dating from this period -4 a /pi
nochle party which ’Duane and his gal friend punctuated with too much
beer, with the result that, my first ..wife and I had-to. take care, of
them. • ...
• ;
< . • •• • ..... ’
:
; /;
During my association, -offhand on, with Duane, I had gradually

—

—

....

.become aware' of the fact that he had not only written but sold some
stories to some magazine, but I more or less brushed the idea-off,
In 1939, after my divorce, ;I had blossomed out with.a new record play
er7 and a number of Louis .Armstrong records.
One Saturday afternoon,
I ran into Duane in a beer parlor, the record under my arm-attracted
/• hiS attention (KHAT, IS THIS THING. CALLED: SK-ING and JEEPERS CREEPERS
. by'Louis Armstrong), and’ the upshot of it all was that we went up to
my• apartment and had o.ur first joint bash. From then on, we were in■ creasingly friendly., but. still.,... somehow-,.:., the-matter of writing was
never mentioned.
r • ••;
■ ...
.-.j ■
' As a-result ’ of ^remarrying in. 1939? I moved-into a
small: .'houses ’■•■in-Ularks.tpnWashington,. and., for-- ihe first 'time since I
left home, in’ 1'9.3 5-’.had'. enough'no.om .for s'ome'of my books,'. When Duane
saw • them/ he was-"immediately‘"sent (mv- tastes by' this time having: ex
panded to cover realism in the novel! and he delivered me quite a mon
ologue on his aspirations as a writer, his sales.to WEIRD TALES ;and
FUTURE, -and his correspondence with several, successful writer s ^r most
notably an H. P. Lovecraft,- I-was considerably amused by pua-ne’a awe
as he* spoke of HPL;. I’d .never heard of the fellow, and anyway figured
that no pulp'magazine writer could be much good.
-rr.
’
’
Not too long-after
this, Duane informed me . that. some small, midwest.publishing house.-was
bringing out . a collection of Lovecraft's stories, and,-that he wanted
me to read them. ....(I had previously read the January or February 1939
KT with a Rimel story in it,. and?had’been utterly unimpressed*).- In
due season, he reverently brought over his copy of the then-new OUT
SIDER AND OTHERS1, and. left it,with me.
It sat around the house for
several days," but .finally. I decided. I had better glance at it- enough
to seem to have read it, and return it to Duane with thanks.
I opened
the book pretty much.at random,' leafed'back to the beginning of the
.story I’d opened to, and started skimming through .itThat story. .
held me more than any single-yarn I had-ever read, and when I.„came to
the?denouement’I was really sent:>
’’The Thing on the Doorstep” is not
really a ■ very’, good tale --- too melodramatic ahd’ overdone, and completely
r.lackihg in characterization.^-rnbut it rocked/tie tha IE night from -tob to
bottom. ■ I read HPL that.lnight -until after three' in the morningj and
did?;n6t" really step, until/! had read that book through and through.

-.-At this time,'Duane ’ s enthusiasm was.more or less latent., but I wae
iso cbmplef elypseut that, he. began to-perk up right "away.' Yes,. he Had
lots mor^Jfstbfie?Sl.in :7the,.same- vein — a whole closet, ’full: of VJ-T-; yes,
he was ?-St’’ill -writing, away vmerrily; no, he had scarcely, any of. .the
books''HPL mentioned .in ’’Supernatural Horror in Literature^, but-.-HPL'
-;hadr loaned-him. ma’ny./.of .them-In. some sort of: circulating library deal,
lq I-immediate!y made ’up..ran alphabeticaT.blbldb^ra’:phy..:p'f the stuff. •listed
.therein, and' headed ..'for’ Spokane - and Clark’s Did Book Store.
The re
sultant lootp which included a volume of Bierce, set..both• of us off
all the more,.
i-t;■- : - ’I'’-1 ,
133•
Say, had I ever .seen~a fan magazine? V/hat the hell was
that? Very shortly I found myself with the loan of a complete file
of Fantasy Fan, a handful of Fantasy Magazines, and (most important,
since it was still being published) several copies of Polaris.
My
god. I thought, something like this would be fun, but right about
that time the writing bug bit me very badly, and it took me several
months to work it out of my system.
(The less said about the stories
I wrote at this time, the better.
There were about equally inspired by
HPL and Bierce, and the best one — terrible though it is — appeared
eventually in the first issue of Acolyte.
The others have long since
met the cremation they so richly deserved.)
— 2 —

i -enough t very seriously about sending a subscription to Po
laris, which I regarded as a likely outlet for my stories, but my in
terest uretty much waned when I learned that Paul Freehafer, in com
mon with other fan publishers, did not pay for material.
(All right,
1a ugh, d a mn you!)
One of the really big events of 1940 was my dis
covery of Abe Merritto FACE IN THE ABYSS and SNAKE MOTHER appeared
wellnigh simultaneously in FFM and FN; Duane brought over his copies,
and, after he had left, I started reading them.
Meanwhile, nature
called me, and I carried the darned magazines into the bathroom with
meo Utterly oblivious to where I was and what I was doing, I sat
there on that WC nearly all night, utterly lost in Graydon’s weird
adventures. When I finally finished SNAKE MOTHER, the spell broke,
I tried to stand up, and was so cramped and cold that my legs would
not support me.
I collapsed into a heap, and lay there on the floor
laughing at myself for being such a damned fool. But I’d give a lot
today if I could find any story that would hit me as hard as those
two did.
So 1940 faded into 1941.
Despite an increasing preoccupa
tion with fantasy, my life at the time was thoroughly normal and en
joyable. Jackie and I got along famously, we were both very much
wrapped up in the infant Sandy (then less than a year old), we went
dancing frequently, played many evenings of pinochle with other
young couples, drove the car a great deal, and otherwise lived like
human beings.
I spent perhaps two evenings a week monkeying around
with fantasy, and oftentimes not even that.
February 1, 1941 Duane
and I, in the course of gathering up his girl friend for a party to
be held at my house, got into the way of a wild driver. The result
ing crash demolished my Chrysler, and put me hors de combat for over
two months.
Duane was at that time leading pretty much the garret
dweller’s life, working like a dog with his writing, and picking up
his living playing the piano around town. When I became somewhat
convalescent, I spent many of my afternoons with him, and bit by bit
borrowed and read all his VJT (a run 90/* complete from 1928 through
1940), Had it not been for the wreck, I daresay I would have escaped
fandom altogether, but we were stony broke and without a car until
the insurance company paid off, so I fell deeper into the morass of
fantasy, and also cultivated much more of a habit of staying at home.
The roots of the breakup of my second marriage were very likely plan
ted at this time: since Jackie did not share my interest in the fan
tasy we gradually began to grow apart somewhat.
In September 1941,
we bought a new house (the once-familiar 720 Tenth St. Address) and
the moving in, remodelling, and what not momentarily gave us a common
focus once again.
Duane and I averaged perhaps three sessions a
month, playing records and discussing fantasy.
On my infrequent
trips to the city, I still tried to pick up fantasy in the used book
places, but it didn’t mean much to me any more, though. I used part of
the settlement from the insurance company to buy the OUTSIDER.
After
a year and a half of good intentions, I finally committed my first
acts as an overt fan, sending Paul Freehafer a subscription to POLAR
IS and Art Joquel 3*^ for three of the pamphlets he’d advertised
therein.
This was in late December 1941.
Joquel promptly sent me
SUN T(R)AILS, which was utterly incomprehensible to me. dealing large
ly
as it did with the Hornig/Pogo fracas: and eventually refunded my
dimes one by one. Freehafer was slower about replying, but finally
— 3 —

sent me a very friendly note, in which he regretted that POLARIS, had
become defunct, but suggested that I send the subscription and a
poem which I’d also sent him, to a Harry Jenkins, '-’ho had taken the
magazine over. Under separate cover, he sent me the last three is
sues of POLARIS; I’d seen them before, but was of course pleased to
have copies of my own.
After the delay of several weeks, I sent the
poem to Jenkins, and rather to my surprise got a virtually return
mail reply, which praised the poem quite unwarrantedly and guaranteed
its publication.
In April 1942 I received the one Jenkins issue of
POLARIS, containing my poem, together with JINX #2, and a copy of FAN
EDITOR AND JOURNALIST.. I immediately answered at some length, but
was given the old brush-off treatment by Jenkins, and lapsed back in
to normalcy.
About the only fanning that I did for the next several
months was reading Rimel’s set of READER AND COLLECTOR.
They gave
me a very high opinion of H.C. Koenig, which better acquaintance has
only'strengthened.
His attitude toward ethics in fan publishing al
so had' a very strong effect on the editorial policy of THE ACuLYTE,
if I may get ahead of myself for a moment.
This would be a pretty
good place to veer momentarily, and sketch in some informs.tion on
Rimel,’ since he is such an important character in these memoirs.
Duane Weldon Rimel (pronounced rye’-mel) is the son of Asotin County
probate- judge P.G. Rimel, and was raised in the'hamlet of Asotin,
Washington. '-He* is a brawny fellow, 6’ tall and weighing 190 pounds,
but his entire life has 'been colored by recurrent inflamatory rheuma
tism, which first struck him in his early teens, and which has pretty
much ;kept him from the active physical life.
About simultaneously
with his first semi-invalidism, he became very closely associated
with another Asotin youth, Franklin Lee Baldwin, who at the time
was actively reading and collecting fantasy, corresponding with H.P.
Lovecraft and other 'fantasy names of the early 30’s. Duane straight
way got into the Lovecraft circle, and soon both of them were active
ly-contributing to FANTASY FAN, FANTASY MAGAZINE, and others. To
bind them still closer, they were both crazy about jazz, especially
the piano of Earl Hines. When Lovecraft died' in early 1937? Baldwin '
was heartbroken, and dropped out of fantasy altogether.
Duane was
also deeply affected, but chose rather to carry on as an Acolyte,
having hit E'EIRD TALES for the first time in the last issue that
Lovecraft saw. 'Though he sold a few stories, and devoted the bulk
of his' time to writing, he made a passable living playing piano,
mostly around Lewiston and Clarkston, and la. ter as a reporter for
the Clarkston HerAld, for which he conducted a scientifictional
weekly column (Twenty Years from Today) for over two years.
Through
his membership in the American Federation of Musicians? he became
active in the Lewiston Central Labor Council, and eventually climbed
across the bar he had leaned on so often. He’s been a bartender
for about four years now, is still writing (as witness his sale of
detective books both here and in England), and' eventually hopes to
become a full-time writer.
He’s married happily, and has a small
-child.
Duane has one of the most attractive personalities I’ve ever
encountered.
He couples the insight and sensitivity of the intro
vert, with the bonhommie of the born mixer.
A brilliant raconteur,
he is the life of any party, yet has the depth to hold up his end
of any serious discussion.
He’s always well-dressed, and meticulous 
ly groomed; and being an unusually handsome fellow, used to be a de
vil with the ladies
in his bachelor days.
He is deeply interested
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sense of perspective as to bury
himself in it.
All in all, he is the sort of fellow fandom needs
more of, and, perhaps, would have if fandom but offered this type of
man anything worthy of his serious attention.
. ■ •
'
At this' point, we’ll
v.err back .to June 1942, and the next of the. series of accidents or
what not that kept pushing me into fandom'. At that time, I was em
ployed in the invoicing department of Potlatch Forests in Lewiston,
and, being bucking for promotion, had made it a point to learn every
other, job in the department. A reorganization of the office moved
the: big electric Ditto machine into our department, and more or less
as a joke, my boss told me I’d better learn how to run that too.
I
d'id, and just about the time I rolled the first page out of it I was
’struck with its possibilities for publishing a fanzine.
I immediate
ly inquired into the possibilities of converting it to my .own use,
and found that no one had the faintest objection, so long as I paid
for materials used, and did all the work on my own time.
Coincidentally with all this,. Jackie was pregnant with the child Quiggie, and
I had a good deal of time on my hands in the evenings, since she was
not very well, and found it necessary to retire very early.
Another
push toward fandom.
.
:
Duane and I talked over the Ditto possibilities,
and decided we’d try our hand at a .fan magazine,
It was easy for him
to get into that mood, since he and Lovecraft had almost founded one
back in 1935? and had been stopped only by Duane’s inability to get
the old press he had been promised by a former printer in Asotin.
We
had absolutely nothing to go on but our enthusiasm.
Duane’s contacts
in the field had virtually lapsed,
but we went through his old corres
pondence and jotted down all the addresses we could find.
In. going
through his stuff, we found poems by Richard Ely Morse and Lionel
Dilbeck which had been submitted for the HPL/Rimel effort'seven years
previously, and were also struck by the possibility of excerpting
from the Lovecraft letters.
This material,, plus a story by Duane
and the best of my c-m abortive efforts, gave us enough for part of
an issue.
Most of the letters we wrote to Duane’s old list were un
answered.
Hornig wished us luck.
Koenig regretted his inability to
contribute anything, since he was as usual swamped, but offered to
assist in the distribution. Emil Petaja (whom Rimel had met person
ally a few years previously) sent us a .story; and Nils Frome, a Ca
nadian who has. been in. and out of fandom for the past fifteen years,
sent us a letter which I attempted to work .over, into an article. He
also gave me the address of Les Croutch, who became my second fan
correspondent, sending me LIGHT for August 1942.
.
'
Duane and I spent
a good part of our spare time that summer typing' merrily away on
Ditto carbons I had snaffled at the office.
He typed his own story,
and designed and. drew the cover heading; I made up the masters for
the rest of the stuff, and gave it what arrangement it had. As the
magazine grew, we saw that we could never afford to put out another
issue free, and I didn’t want to take a chance on selling copies,
since it would just get me in dutch at the office if it were discov
ered. So we decided to make just the single issue and quit.
The
masters were all typed up by the middle of August, but it was not until
the Labor Day weekend that I slipped down and spent a Sunday running

off and assembling 120 copies in the deserted office.
The entire job
took only.a little more than seven hours, since the machine was a
'fast electric model in tip-top condition, required no tedious slip
sheeting, and the office afforded almost limitless table space to
. spread out on for assembling.
.
Looking at this first issue from the
vantage point of 1947, I find it difficult to understand our bound
less enthusiasm over it. Rimel’s long poem, ’’Dreams of Yith", and
the two-plus pages of Lovecraft letter excerpts are the only items
which would have been thoroughly acceptable in the later issues, tho
perhaps one or two of the poems might have been usable as filler.
Of
amusement value only, in light of subsequent developments, is my
'editorial, which employs the most extreme of the notorious Laney
■ purple verbiage in decrying, of all things, fan feuds!
I have been
■
asked several times as to the origin of the magazine’s title, particu
larly by persons who did not see the earlier issues with the mast-head
dedication to H.P. Lovecraft.
My inability to think up suitable
titles is notorious, as witness the many pictures I’ve published with
the banal caption, "A Drawing", and so it was Duane who christened it.
I never did care much for the title, "The Acolyte", but being unable
to suggest a better one, let it ride.
Through all of THE ACOLYTE’s
14 issues, this title, with its strong connotation that the magazine
was strictly from Lovecraft, was a constant handicap; but by the time
I realized this fact, the magazine had developed enough prestige so
that .I hesi tated to make a change.
Well, there we were, with 120
magazines bravely decked out in gaudy orange covers.
The stack
looked mountainous to both of us, particularly in light of the fact
that our mailing list consisted of only 13 people, several of whom
were not fand by any stretch of the imagination. We simply did not
have any acquaintance with the field,
Under previous arrangements
with Croutch and Koenig, we sent 35 copies to each of them.
Koenig
;• .sent his to the more prominent FAPA members, while Croutch distributed
his to the LIGHT mailing list, thereby giving ACOLYTE a North of the
Border complexion that it did not wholly lose until it moved to Los
Angeles.
Our brief span as publishers having been run, we thought,
L :we settled back and commenced waiting for the avalanche of response.
When a month had passed with no particular notice having been taken,
we were both heartily disgusted and through with the field.
(Do all
/ new editors expect 100% response to their sleazy first issues?)
, J '
• This
account would stop right here, had it not been for the malignant fate
* that seemed hellbent on pushing me into fandom.

***
* * St T 5j;
♦* *
*
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. ■ ’ ’ About the first letter I received .about THE ACOLYTE was from
. C. M. Brewdter, an associate professor of chemistry at State College
of Washingtonj and a long term friend.
Re complimented the issue,
and added oomph to his remarks by-mentioning that he had a disused
; mimeograph in his basement and urging me.to come up to Pullman and
.. : haul it away. Well, what would you have done? So did I.
’
. ••
•
My dire
fate was further abetted by the war.
Lewiston/Clarkston is pretty
much a company town, and a Weyerhauser company town at that. With
shipyards and aircraft factories out. on the coast getting into-high
.
gear, practically all the less rooted people possessing any initia
tive were seizing the opportunity, to get out of the dead-end one in
dustry town setup an^ go where they could get ahead a little.
The
army gobbled up many of our friends; the coast got the rest of them
-- and almost before Jackie and I realized it we were almost alone.
By December 1942, even Duane had left to go to Pendleton, Oregon.
So .instead of friends dropping in every evening or so, we commenced
hitting ”’eeks on end when no one came to see us and we went nowhere.
Yet it happened so.' gradually that it was a fait accompli before I
realized it,- particularly with the compensatory emergence into fandom.
By that time, my head v,as turned.
Like a fool, I took fandom serious
ly, found’ it difficult to manifest genuine interest in much of any
thing else, and if they can pin the situation onto any one cause, my
two little girls can blame fandom for the fact that they do not have
two parents and the normal -home life which is their right.
’.h.
.....
. But this
'.does not tell of the birth of ACOLYTE into a regular periodical. As
'f soon as I got the mimeogranh, Duane and I held an exhaustive pow-wow
and set up’the editorial policy which, with one change, was adhered
to throughout the life of the magazine. We' were guided chiefly by
.? Lovecraft’s letters to Duane, though the various remarks by H.C.
'
.Koenig in four years of READER AND COLLECTOR definitely influenced
.1 us,, and we moreover
-tended definitely to .pattern.ACOLYTE after THE
’
FANTASY FAN. Mdskovritz, unless he has already done so in a yet un- r. . published.' installment, should really modify his remarks which lead
one to believe that first fandom'disappeared, except fo'r "later rap
prochements*’, with the death of-FANTASY .-MAGAZINE.
THE ACOLYTE,
: which certainly was a strong influence in the-fandom-of the middle
""..forties, stemmed directly from first fandom, without benefit of any
,r. '-intermediate steps.
■
...
, •
From H.PO Lovecraft, as expressed in his letters
.to Rimel, came the tVTo cardinal'tenets of ACOLYTE IS policy: the furnishing of a medium for the publication of. artistic and literate
.?■ .attempts of fantastic self-expression (and an eschewment of the pulp
"'.magazines); and the fostering of a literate approach to fantasy
through the-writing and publishing of s.erious criticism (as opposed
to mere synoptic reviews).
'
.
'
H.C. Koenig,- largely through indirect
remarks in ’’Hoist With Their Own Petard” ,. -was responsible for, ACO
LYTE’S adherence to a rigid publication- schedule coupled with as
prompt as possible- answering of all mail,, and for our policy of
publishing nothing whatever dealing with. fans, and fandom, the studied
elimination of juvenility even at-the expense of a' friendly' atmosphere.
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From THE FANTASY FAN, ACOLYTE derived the idea of having re
gular columns (even going so far as to revive one of TFF’s own columns
complete with its regular editor), of going all out for professional
contributions, and of attempting £o knit its more devout readers and
contributors into a fandom within fandom.
Contrary to popular be
lief, THE ACOLYTE was never intended as being an organ for the aggran
dizement of H, P. Lovecraft. This is the last thing Lovecraft him
self would have wanted. The dedication to HPL's memory was intended
solely as an attempt to give HPL our own idea of what a fantasy fan
magazine should be like.
It was quietly dropped after the fifth
issue, since it was being so widely misinterpreted.
THE ACOLYTE
followed pretty closely FANTASY FAN’S old policy of publishing arti
cles on any- phase of fantasy (including scientifiction) and the weird,
but restricting fiction and verse to pure fantasy and weird only.
This was done chiefly because we felt that amateur attempts at science
fiction were too likely to be modelled after cheap pulp stories, while
pure fantasy and weird had a reasonably good chance of being influx
enced by more literate material. When I finally realized that I just
couldn’t get enough articles on science-fiction to give a balanced
magazine, the masthead was expanded to mention that sub-division of
fantasy specifically,
The only major change ever made in THE ACOLYTE’s
editorial policy may be directly attributed to A. Langley Searles and
his superb FANTASY COMMENTATOR, and it was made during the height of
my feud with Searles. Both Russell and I (look at me get ahead of
myself, mentioning a character I’ve not even introduced yet!) decided
that ACOLYTE was markedly inferior to FANTASY COMMENTATOR, chiefly
because the free use of fiction tended to crowd out articles, and
quietly adopted Searles’ no fiction policy, modifying it only to the
extent that-we were willing to include stories which we felt were
very' close to being of book grade. We did not, however, renounce
certain previous commitments; and as a result the change did not be
come fully evident before the magazine finally suspended.
Had ACO
LYTE continued publication, it would by now (February 1947) consist
entirely of articles, departments, and verse; the latter being used
only as fillers at the bottoms of pages.
We may have been ’’mouldy
figs”; our first fandom affiliations may have put us somewhat in the
light of dawn-age barbarians invading the modern civilized world;
but modern fandom must not have been as much affected by Moskowitz,
Wellheim? and the others of the 1938-41 period as these gentlemen
might have wished.
Judging both from subscription requests and polls
the fan of the mid forties apparently liked THE ACOLYTE pretty well.
(My-chest-is getting'sore; let’s change the subject, huh?)
•
Immedi
ately after Duane and I had made our plans for the continuance of
the magazine, I remembered Jenkins’ FAN EDITOR AND PUBLISHER.
I dug
it out, and sent a medium-long letter, plus a copy of the first ACO
LYTE, to nearly every publisher listed therein.
This was the be*
ginning of my personal nolicy, continued until I moved to LA in Oc
tober 1943, of writing a letter to every fan whose address I could
get, sending a sample ACOLYTE and urging both a subscription and
material. . I never followed up the pro magazine reader columns very
much’, but the then current WT gave me Manly Banister, who had just
hit the mag for his first pro sale, and who was for about a year and
a half one of my most stimulating and enjoyable correspondents.
And
a cony of the Canadian UNCANNY TALES which Croutch had sent me netted
Barbara Bovard.
Also at about this time I commenced corresponding

Wx'cn Nanek (Virginia anderson;, who a^ unis time was niucing one FF'M
reader column quite regularly pith Merritt-inspired verse.
The inten
sive letter-writing campaign shortly bore fruit.
Harry Warner sent
me the last three issues of the just-folded SPACEWAYS, together with
a most helpful letter of comment and suggestions -- the start of an in
tensive correspondence which has continued to the present time, War
ner is easily the Samuel Pepys of fandom.
No one else can take the
trivia of his daily life and turn them into a fascinatingly readable
■letter. Harry has
always been, one of my major influences in fan
dom, and usually one of the more restraining ones.
Though I’ve never
had the pleasure of meeting him in the flesh, through his letters and
other writings he has made himself much more real to me than many in
dividuals with whom I’ve associated daily.
Phil Bronson had published
the last Minneapolis issue of THE F ANTASITE at about this time, and
had sent a copy in exchange for the ACOLYTE sent him by Koenig. An
advertisement in it listed several back issues, including the bulky
annish which I still consider to be the greatest single fanzine issue
of all time, and my receipt of these really thre™ me over the brink.
I promptly became a FANTASITE fan, and shortly had struck up a very
enjoyable correspondence with Bronson which continued until I moved
to Los Angeles.
At this point, Forrest J Ackerman also hove on the
scene, so far as I was concerned.
He was one of the few active fans
of 1942 who was known to Rimel and myself, but we tended to regard
him with a jaundiced eye due to the Ackerman/Lovecraft-Smith feud
in the ’’Boiling Point” column of FANTASY FAN.
(This feud had arisen
out of an intemperate attack by the teen-aged 4e upon some story of
Clark Ashton Smith’s.
Lovecraft rather unworthily came back with an
even more intemperate rejoinder, and after a couple of exchanges, the
boiling point was considerably exceeded. Rimel of course had sided
with HPL, and I tended to do the same, though not without deprecating
the intemperance of some of Lovecraft's remarks at Acte rman.
It
was from events leading out of this ruckus that H.CO Koenig christ
ened 4e "Balloon-Pants”.)
The anti-Acte rman feeling in Eastern Wash
ington had also been considerably fanned by FJA’s dealings with Lee
Baldwin. Back in 1934, Lee had been collecting photos of fantasy
celebrities, and had written Ackerman for a snapshot. Forry had re
plied that he did not send pictures of himself as a rule, but that
he would be happy to sell Lee an autographed picture of himself for
10^1 All these events taken together caused us to regard Acte rman
rather lightly, so we made no effort to get his address, figuring
that he was' so well known that probably both Croutch and Koenig would
send him the first ACOLYTE, and if they didn’t it would make no real
difference anyway.
The guy was so well known that neither sent him
a copy, figuring that we must have done so ourselves. So it was that
the then #1 fan failed to get the first issue. VJouldbe #1 fans might
ponder on the drawbacks of Fame.
In early October 1942 came a most
amazing letter from Ackerman himself.
He opened it with a play on, .
words carrying the thought that since we loved Lovecraft we must hate
him, since he had once feuded with HPL, and that we had slighted him
horribly by not sending him ACOLYTE and he being the #1 face too,
but that.,we were undoubtedly too’ intelligent to bite off our noses to
spite our faces by not dealing with him, since he had more Lovecraft
stuff for sale than any man alive.
The remainder of the page and a.
half single spaced letter was a listing'of HPLiana, at characteristic
prices.
_ Q

Rimel tended to get angry about the whole thing, but I laugh
ed him out of it. Fortunately for the peace of fandom, vh.ich other
wise might have been plunged irrevocably into V/ar, a letter of mine
to Bovard had crossed the one from Ackerman to me.
In it, I had com
mented sympathetically with his five page dirge in connectiony-’ith
army"life, and had asked her to show it to him, since 1 did not.have
his address.
So I wrote him a chiding, if amused, letter-, ordered
some stuff, and all was well.
Out of it all came a large bundle of
LASFS material (free, too, bless his heart), and my first VOlvI, #2J.
In
October'came also the first recruit to 7,,hat was later to be the Aco
lyte gang.. Fortunately for THE ACULYTE,
I have never held truck with
graphologists, or else I would have ignored the sprawled, almost
childish handwriting on the note which came from Toronto, requesting
that' a copy of THE ACOLYTE be sent to Harold Wakefield.
I almost ig
nored it as it was, but finally sent the last available copy to the
man who for my money is one of the four or five top experts on fantasy
and the’•'weird.
There’ll be more about this lad in the next chapter.

Lie received letters from a number of other people in October and No
vember of 1942, but the ones. I have named are the only ones that jumpreadily..to memory in 194?.
There was a delirious quality to this mail
that no.fan mail since has held for me; I was woefully ignorant
of the-field, so every letter was an unknown quantity. For all I
knew, the guy might really be somebody, or he might be some crank.
So what was there to do but follow them all up?
I imagine I must
have- asked nearly every one of these people for material and/or a sub
scription.
.
\
As time drew on, I saw that the second ACOLYTE must be
started at once, if it were to appear in December.
Material was at a
premium, as a quick glance at the magazine clearly shews.
I had
prodded Croutch into doing a column, which dragged on for four issues.,
Rimel had, by main brute strength, gotten Baldwin to do a revived
•...
’’Within the Circle". Banister had sent us a story which at least was
long. But there was no article, and nothing in sight. Rimel and I
had -often spoken of compiling a glossary of the Cthulhu Mythos, and
it occurred to me that I might be able to toss something together that
would get by.
So I ripped into THE OUToIDLR AND OTHERS, noting down
every entity and place name together with descriptive data.
The whole
job, including alphabetizing the glossary and stencilling it took only
two weeks,.and I am still surprised that someone hadn’t done it long
before.
It ™as surely a cheap and easy way to make a reputation,
.-though this aspect of it did not occur to me until much later.
If it
had, I doubt if I’d have done the article at all, because it is em
barrassing to me to be cited as an authority on Lovecraft, and asked
to- give offhand remarks and definitions about the .mythos when in ac
tuality I know much less about it than most Lovecraft followers.
All
I did was to turn out an article for a deadline, and I learned just
about as much about the subject matter as a mundane journalist will
learn about some topic he does for the Sunday supplement.
'u+
‘ With this
ysecond issue, I set up the publishing schedule that was adhered to
rigidly, throughout all- the Clarkston issues, and was aimed at here in
•)r:LA. The only way to keen a regular magazine from becoming an imposs
ible burden, I'reasoned, is to do it in small, regular'gobs. So I.
divided up the three months between issues: first six weeks, corres
pondence only, with emphasis on securing material.
Next thirty days,
cut one stencil per evening, come hell or high water, but never more
than one -- and cut it before doing anything else, so as to be as fresh
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as' possible for -it.- This left me plenty of time for other things I
might want ‘-to do.
Next .two we.eks, run off two ‘stencils an evening,
but devote one of the two Sundays to- running .at.least six, so as to
leave an evening or-so free for assembly, addressing, and wrapping.
For a fanzine of 1J0 circulation or so, I can sill recommend this
schedule highly, since the chief bugaboo of subscription publishing
is putting everything off until the last minute, then doing so much
as to get a belly full.
The four Clarkston subscription issues of
THE ACOLYTE, each scheduled .for the Ijth of its month of publication,
were never mailed' to subscribers and exchangers later than the morn
ing of the l^th,-and on one occasion-as early as .-the 13th.
'
/
The sche
dule,' however, almost hit a-snag when-I tackled the mimeographing of
the first issue*
The mimeograph, I discovered when it was too late,
was so old as to be unfit for. rnodern stencils, since it r equired the
top line' to be a' full inch higher than I could put it* Matters were
further-complicated by a hardened roller, which I did not diagnose
for two more issues. By dint of endless experimenting, I finally •
found a spot just barely within reach of the pickup which would still
get all of the print on two sheets out of three. Under such condi*
tiohs, the second issue was finally sweated out, though there were
only 94 usable copies out of an attempted 12^o
If I’d had any sense,
I’d have given the whole thing up .as a bad job, but I’m a ’stubborn
character, and besides,- the bug had .bitten me -- hard.
.
One other major,
from a fan point of vie'”, event (oh gawd!
Dunkese!) of the fall and
early winter of 1942 was my discovery of magazine science, fiction.
I had scorned it, in common with all pulp magazines, all my .life, and
when I finally relaxed my standards and. started collecting and reading
WT and FFM, I suppose I reacted against the other pulps all the more.
This attitude was further • abe.tted by Rimel, who has never cared much
for science fiction* But my very deep admiration for FANTASITE, led
me to -wonder about these ^magazines which were being so detailedly re
viewed in-a magazine so otherwise admirable.
’
So I. started browsing
the news stands, buying one each of the titles as I discovered them.
AMAZING, FANTASTIC ADVENTURES, TES, and CaPTAIII FUTURE were bought
once and tossed in the furnace* But I found a mine'of information
in the fanzine column of STARTLING, and gradually got.so I liked even
the stories. ASTONISHING and SUPER-SCIENCE knocked.me. out,.colder
than a fish. ASTOUNDING-I left until last, since it was not displayed
among the other pulps, but I went overboard for it when I finally
discovered it*
A girl at the office introduced me to UNKNOWN, giving
me the August 1942 issue with Fritz Lieber’s ’’Hill and the Hole” in
it,’ but apart from that story and one or two- others, I never cared
for UNK until. I started' getting hold of the earlier numbers.
.
• •
My
• second daughter, later known to fandom as ’’The Child Qulggie”*, was
born -about half rray through the preparations for. the second ACOLYTE.
The' stretch of about four months, centered around Quiggie’s birth on
November 11. 1942, during which her-mother was for the most part too
much under the weather to be of much company, saw me get mighty deep
into fandom*
I arn restless,, and possessed of a driving energy which
simply does not permit me to relax and take life easy* At the time
I figured that fandom was a good outlet for my energy, that it would
keep me from wandering around and getting into woman trouble or
spending a bunch of money some other way.
I did not realize then the
..11

insidiousness of it all.
In the first place, I naively believed that
fans were people pretty much like myself., or Rimel, or Edwards, or
Baldwin.
It never occurred to me that most fans are neurotic messes,,
seeking in fandom the fulfillment their botched natures prevent their
seizing out-of life. Fans are always at their best in letters, and
I took them at their- self-stated value. Secondly, my friends were
all gone; no one was left in Lewiston-Clarkston that I cared anything
much-about ■ associating with,
J
_ •
Worst of all, 1 did not know’myself.
I
had a dead-end, low-paid job, secured in the.depth of depression, and
I_’d-.latched onto it with all the tenacity of a limpet. Events had
never..given -me much confidence in myself.— indeed had had much the oppo
site effect — so there 1 was, kidding myself along with' a structure of
compensations.and evasions of fact similar to that used by the T1MEBINDER crowd. My- intelligence, such as it is, told me with a clarion
call that I’d-better get out of.that rut and get a high-paying war
job. But emotionally 1 was incapable of it.
in plain English, I
had neither the guts to get out of an impossible situation, nor the
intelligence to analyse it and see v,hat was wrong.
So there I was,
not .exactly unhappy since evasions and compensations usually sugarcpat our- ills, but discontented with a malaise. I scarcely recognized .,
consciously.
/
All.of a sudden, boom!
I was getting dozens of letters,
-friendly and-we 11-expressed, praising my efforts (success where I’d
been a .failure), typewriter acquaintances ripening almost overnight,
into fast friends ..(this to a la<- whose friends had all left town, and.
who felt himself top much tied down by family obligations to go out •and do things in the evening), and something definitely fascinating
an4 apparently constructive to occupy the lonr, boresome evenings.
’

'iw

....

....

.

,

•
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’

•

‘

have never .in my■life gone quite so far overboard for anything as I
did for fandom. . At first 1 left the bulk of my free time free, but
even after she’d recovered, from having Quiggie, Jackie no longer
seemed to care-.about enjoying life, and had adopted a somber and joy
less, attitude .towards. everything which made attempts at recreation
unpleasant and the necessary chores around the house and yard almost
unbearable. Well, there was plenty of fanning to be done, and imper
ceptibly- It took up more and.-.more of my time.
I realized that our
marriage,, despite the . two children, was shot >— yet I recoiled from do
ing anything drastic about it, and had no success in constructive
attempts, to bring, things onto a more pleasant plane for both of us,. '
CVery likely, the mass psychosis of war, which in 1942 and 1943 did
not. look very.-hopeful for anything or anyone, had a marked effect on
both of...us,)....
...
Well, that’s all water under the bridge.
The fact re-. ■
mains that for what I hope is the last time in my life, I made an
evapive,escapist adjustment to a situation.
I took something which-,
at its strongest should be no more than-a desultorily followed hobby'-,
and made of ; it •almost a full-time job.
If the truth were known, I
am., willing to wager. that at least 50% of the more prominent fans, are
aqtive in-fandom for the same basic reasons I was — evasion and com-,
pensation* £. ,,5
:
* 7 ’
,
... ■
..4 3y February .or March of 1943, I was for all .practical pur
poses a total,fan,. heart and soul.
.

’’
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CHAPTER THREE

.-0O0The Acolyte Gang

o; .’Since practically my entire pre-Los Angeles fan life centered
around THE ACOLYTE, and since the People I encountered in fandom were THE ACOLYTE-, it.seems eminently logical to describe the palmy days, of
the magazine1 in terms of. the people mho made it possible.
Palmy days!
Make no mistake about it, the first sinr issues of THE ACOLYTE were-the .
ones that really meant something to -me; though the material in them
was for the most part far superior, the last eight issues’were’the un- N
inspired product of a meaningless habit, .depending almost 100% .on the
momentum ACOLYTE had picked up during my year as a total fan.
•
•
..
•
Most
important of The Acolyte Gang was, of course, Duane Rimel.
Though he
took, no-more than a nominal part-in the. majority of issues, he was
definitely the one to whom 1 turned to discuss matters of policy and
editing, even after he had lef-t Clarkston and moved to Pendleton.

F.
Lee Baldwin did not appear on the scene until December 1942, and. made.,
no more than three or four trips to visit me during 1943.
Neverthe
less, he was a major influence on aCULYTE, and not just because he
was my only "in-the-flech” fan for‘nearly a year.
He was indefati
gable in-seeking out ne’» contacts for us, particularly among the pro
fessional authors, and was directly.responsible for aCOLYTE’s contacts
with Derleth .and the WandreiSi
His enthusiasm and candidly intelli
gent criticism were_VTorth'*far more than his .generous encouraging.
Lee,' born Franklin Lee .Baldwin, comes' about as near to being my ideal .
fan as anyone could. He is another' of those all too rare individuals .
who can take his fanning or leave it,, whose interest in the field is that of the intelligently desultory hobbyistand who does riot use
his fanning as a substitute or compensation for something else.
Lee?
was raised; in the hamlet'of Asotin,. Washington,, and was actively - ■
reading AMAZING as early as .192C-, collecting-it and other fantastic
literature,, and. genrally making a nuisance of himself writing to.-. - ..
professional authors for autographs, and such.
His correspondence
with H.. P> ■ Lovecraft commenced in 1931 and continued, very actively .
until "the latter’s death in 1937,’rit which time the heart-broken
Baldwin ‘forsook fantasy altogether until THE ACOLYTE dragged him
back into fandom five and .a-half years later. . Coincidentally, he was
studying. piano, and supported' himself for several years during the
mid-thirties playing in dance bands and taverns.-all through the Paci
fic North West. ' (He is one of the three best white boogie-woogie-men I have ever, heard, and since the other tw© are Joe Sullivan and •
the late Bob Zurke,. this is not ungenerous praise.
Had he cared to;j
do so, he-could easily have made -a name for himself in Jazz.) Baldwiri’s living comes out of the bakery business, and. he is definitely
a successful man from the mundane point of view, being foreman of
the largest bakery in Central Idaho*
. •
;In physical appearance, he is-’
short and slender, with nale complexion and dark‘wavy hairand has ■
the sort of good looks:one‘ is wont to associate with Poe’s heroes.
Upon meeting him,, one is immediately struck by his sharply inquisi
tive eyes, his rapid-fire conversation, and. his damper vivacity.
Baldwin’s only apparent abnormality is his unbelievable capacity for
■food. • I remember one occasion T'rhen he and Mrs.' Baldwin came down, to
spend the weekend with us.
On the way out to the house, Lee stopped
at a restaurant and put away a full order of chili arid beans. An
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hour later, he performed doughtily at the Laney dinner table, eating
half again as much as anyone else.at the table. By 9:00 that evening
he commenced mentioning being hungry, and by 10:30 had me downtown
in a cafe, where he topped his evening’s eating by polishing off a
teabone steak smothered with eggs, a full order of french fries, a
full order of salad, a piece of pie, and an antire silex full of
coffee.
I tried to keep him company, but failed miserably from the
-- gastronomic point of view and was reduced to merely marvelling at
such mighty feats of trenchermanship.
I still don’t see how the
: man manages to be only 5’8” tall and hold his weight at about 135.
If I ate that much I’d look like a garter-snake that had swallowed
a chipmunk.
In addition to being one of the best men I know to dis
cuss fantasy with, Lee’s musical tastes are impeccable. Well, at
least they coincide with my own even closer than do Perdue’s.
Lee
has one of the best record collections in fandom, including a copy
(on either’original label or reprint) of every side ever made by
Earl Hines. For straight bull-festing apart from fantasy and jazz,
Baldwin is the full equal of Al Ashley. All in all, I’d say that
Franklin Lee Baldwin is right in there.
No mention of Baldwin is
complete without bringing in his wife, Evelyn.
She is her husband’s
full equal as a stimulating and informed conversationalist, and more
over possesses one of the most beautiful personalities I ever have
encountered anywhere.
Dwight ’’Whitey” Edwards was the only other
fan I met in person until I headed for Los Angeles. He was an ex-fan
whose fantasy interests had pretty much crystallized in 1937 or 1938,
and whose contacts with outside fandom had vanished entirely when
Standard took over the Gernsback WONDER* He had been a charter mem
ber and prime mover in SFL Chapter #2 in Lewiston, Idaho (other chief
members ',fere Stuart Ayres, Lee Baldwin, and Duane Rimel, though there
were three or four others). Edwards still read TWS, and one or two
other pros, and browsed considerably in his collection of bound ex
cerpts from WT, Amazing, Wonder, and Argosy of the period 1925-37-.
He also had most of Merritt in book form and perhaps JO other fantas
tic books, together with sets of FANTASY FAN and FANTASY MAGAZINE.
I am inclined to believe that he would have become active once’more,
except that he moved to Seattle to go to work in the navy yard, and
I gradually lost touch with him.
Had he re-entered fandom, he would
have been one of our more' notable artists; I still remember with
envy an entire apple-box filled with unpublished Edwards originals,
many of which compared most favorably with pulp pen-and-inks. Ed
wards is tall, blonde, balding — a good mixer, married, and makes his
living as a master machinist.
The first out-of-town recruit to the
real inner circle of THE ACOLYTE was harold Lakefield of Toronto. .
Though I corresponded very actively with Harold for more than four
years, I never did find out much about him personally, except that
his ’’Little-Known Fantaisistes” column was tough going for him? and
usually came forth by his locking himself in his room with a pint of
whiskey and finishing both of them about simultaneously. Van Vogt
has told me- that Harold is quiet and retiring, and spends his
infrequent sallies into Toronto fandom with his nose in a book. Be
all this as it may, Harold is one of the best informed men along the
line of book fantasy. He has no time for scientifiction, but has
about the best collection of weird and pure fantasy in Canada.
It
has moreover been my experience that his critical opinion is unusually
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sound.
Not only was his regularly appearing column one of ACOLYTE1s
very best features, but his limitless enthusiasm had more than a lit
tle to do with keeping the magazine going, particularly a fter I :had
come to Los Angeles and become increasingly fed up both with ACOLYTE
and fandom.
Freehafer did not acknowledge .the first couple of ACO
LYTES until January or February of 1943. When he did so, he sent a
subscription ’for himself am1 another for a Pvt 1/c R.A. Hoffman at
Camp Beale, mentioning in passing that Hoffman was a good man to dis
cuss fantasy with, and was rather lonely and unhappy in the army. So
I sent Bob the customary come-on letter and shortly found myself in
undated with the most lengthy correspondence I have ever had.
at the
time, his army job was strictly gold-brick (secretary to the division
al chaplain) and as far as I can tell he spent' most of his time dur
ing, the spring and summer of 1943 writing to me and drawing stuff for
ACOLYTE0
The drawings were not only stencilled
at Camp Beale,
they were actually run off there.
Our correspondence very quickly
got out of all bounds; there being many weeks that wefd each send the
other as many as four long letters.
This friendship, alas, did not
survive a personal meeting as well as might have been hoped — though
Bob and I have never quarrelled and have always been on the best of
terms, Ti,e very quickly found that we did not have a great deal in
common, particularly after I lost most of my interest in fantasy.
Our correspondence there in 1943 ”'as just one of those things, but it
was a dilly while it lasted.
Bob Hoffman (or RAH as he prefers to be
called) has always had too much sense to allow himself1 to be dragged
very deep into fandom, His ruling passion is classical music, and
his musical studies both at USC and under well-known Hollywood fi
gures is. calculated to land him in the musical end of1 the motion pic
ture industry. Bob has the largest symphonic record collection of
any. LASFSer, and in addition collects sound tracks, motion picture
music, Cole Porter, and other similar stuff. He is totally non-hep.
His interest in fantasy is a sideline, as is his artwork of various
kinds, but he has a very fine collection of the stuff that makes
fans go mad when they view it at Ackerman1s. Bob is a good conver
sationalist and a good mixer; it is too bad he is such an esthetel
But.esthete or.no, he was a prime mover in THE ACOLYTE from the mo
ment he first hove on the scene until Uncle finally sent him overseas.

I imagine Bill Evans really ought to be numbered among The Acolyte
Gang, since he was one of my earliest correspondents, was one of
the most regular during the Clarkston d<ys, and worked so much with
us along bibliographical lines.
Another favorite during mid-1943
was Art Saha, with whom I had a protracted and fervid argumentive
discussion on fantasy, part of which landed, in ACOLYTE’s letter sec
tion. But I’ll give these two the works later on, when I tell, about .
meeting them- personally.
Two Canadians wzere also strong influences
oh the 1943 ACOLYTE: John Hollis Mason and Norman V. Lamb.
Mason,
wrote me a series of most marvellous and provocative letters mostly
consisting of brilliant criticism and discussion of the stories in
the Campbell magazines. Fandom lost a lot of its savor for me when
Mason requested me (in mid-1944) not to send him any more letters or
fanzines, because his fanning was interfering too much with his mun
dane life and the only way he could cut it out was to avoid, exposure.
Lamb is one of these long-time book and magazine collectors who has
been bitten badly by the bibliographical urge.
He was a major influx
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ence in that he expanded so much my knowledge of fantasy authors and
titles; in addition, he and I did a great deal of magazine and book
trading.
Our. relations were rather abruptly severed in late .1943
when.the Canadian army sent him overseas. .
,
... 4 . ..
.
■'"These ten4 fans plus Warner
and Bronson made up ACOLYTE’s‘inner circle.
The Acolyte gang actual*
ly had no organized existence as such save in my own mind, but.I did
think of them in those terms until I left Clarkston.
".A.Iie year ,of. 1943
was up until.early October a very fannish one for.me. As. I have inti
mated earlier in-these memoirs, I had become in most ways a total fan
by February, but I was benighted enough to like it.
In the first
place I was getting ego-boo by the barrel-full, and my preoccupation
with what I was doing kept me quite contentedly snuggled up in cotton
batting, drowning out the still small voices which even then nibbled
at my sub-conscious telling me to get to hell out of that dead-end
job”set-up, to get out and make some civilized friends, to lead the
life of a human being instead of spending night after night in my
den, pounding on a typewriter or twisting a mimeograph crank.
In the
second place, I seriously and honestly believed fans to be an extra
ordinarily gifted and worthwhile group of people, and fandom itself
to have extraordinary possibilities and potentialities as a force to
build up and and improve the persons participating in it.
Despite the
avalanche of evidence to the contrary, it was not until the spring of
1946 thatlI finally completely recognized the fallacy of these two un
founded beliefs.
My violent reversal of stand in regards to fannish
philosophy is not so difficult to understand when one considers the
false impression of fandom I had built up in Clarkston.
I was a
’’purist fan" simply because I felt the persons like Jack Speer whose
prime interests in the field no longer centered around fantasy and
stf were weakening fandom by dragging in extraneous factors.
Since I
actively maintained my definitely non-fan interest in jazz even“when
I was a total fan of the deepest totality, and yet did not find it
needful to drag it into fandom, I could not see why these other peo
ple ’could not do the same.
I don’t know why I was so totally unable
to see the inconsistency between fandom’s professed aims and ideals
and the antics of people in the field.
Part of it was probably due
to the fact that nearly every one of my chief intimates was .a fantasy/
stf enthusiast first and a fan second, but most of it undoubtedly .
was due to the non-recognition which perforce goes hand in hand with
any evasive psychological adjustment.
Well, anyway.
The first big
event of 1943 came for me shortly after-the publication of the third
ACOLYTE. Baldwin had gotten extra copies of‘it and #2 for use in
his proselyting campaign, and sent them to August Derleth, the two
issues in one. envelope.
One day I came home for lunch,-and found-.a
red hot letter from Little Augie, criticizing the devil out of Rimel’s.
story in the third issue, and lambasting me in no uncertain terms ’ ••
for allowing it to-be published. Derleth’s point was that the CthuIhu Mythos was .at best a difficult thing.'to use adroitly, and that
no one. who was not a top flight writer should try to. use it, both
because such a one could not expect to make a saleable story thus,
and because inept use of the mythos tended to- cheapen Lovecraft’s •
memory. Well, well.
I was a bit miffed about ’it, but comforted my- .
self with thinking how mad all this would make;Rime1.
So I went
back to work.
’
>■..
• When I went home that night,- I found the’ afternoon,’ -r
. ■
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delivery had brought another letter from Derleth.
I must admit I had
quite a '.chip-on my shoulder when I opened ,it, figuring that he had
thought of something- else rough to say.. But when I .did open it, I al
most fainted.
Derleth praised my Cthulhu Mythos, article except for
my suggestion that it be used to guide ne™ writers who wanted to use
it in their stories, mentioned that he had. considered such a compil
ation himself but had never gotten around to it., and aste d me if I
would be- willing to augment and rewrite it for the second Arkham
House Lovecraft volume.
•
•
This was the- one time in my fan life that I
really, went goshwowoboyoboy.
I’ll bet Derleth never in his life got
quite as incoherent a letter as the one I sent him. telling him I’d
love to do the article for him.
• When I came somewhat to earth, I
realized that I’d need some help.
So I
induced Baldwin to loan me
his file of WEIRD TALES (I already was storing Rimel’s for him) and
asked Derleth if he could help me out on certain of the stories which
were still unavailable to me.
His help was prompt and generous, not
only did he send me detailed notes on several tales which I did not
have at hand, but he also sent me the carbons of the totally unpub- .
lished ’’Dream Quest of Unknown Kadath”.
I set to work, and read ex
haustively everything by HPL and Clark Ashton Smith, making copious
notes from, scratch. Notcontent with this, I skimmed every issue of
VJT in the house (192? to date) and read carefully anything that- seem
ed to have- a bearing on the research.
During this time, I corres
ponded,;.extensively with Derleth, and somehow or other got him inocu
lated with the mythos bug too, for one day he sent me a bulky enve
lope with the carbons of two new Lovecraftian stories he had just sold
to WT., mentioning that my compilation had showed that no fire, entity
had yet appeared so he had created Cthugha.
(I wa.s thrilled to death.)

Somehow. I managed to keep my correspondence perking at full blast,
during the five or six weeks I was working on the mythology essay,
even answering all' my mail by return mail. But one day I realized
an ACOLYTE deadline was staring me in the face, though the article
for Derleth was not beyond the’ notation stage.
I went to work then;
and finally turned out the final draft for Derleth in a continuous
seventeen. ho,ur .session, at. the typewriter one Saturday night.
I slept
most of that Sunday, then tackled the next ACOLYTE that night, turn
ing the entire issue out in less than a month.
It came out on time,
but my stint took something out of me.
'
In the first place, my ana
lytical reading and rereading of those Cthulhuian tales ruined them • .
for me permanently. Those stories depend wholly on atmosphere,, and
once that is dissected it ceases to exist.
I’ve not enjoyed any
Lovecraftian tale since that summer, and my pleasure in other weirds
has been little more than perfunctory since that time. Secondly,
the raoid pace of getting out the fourth ACOLYTE on schedule got me
very much, fed up with the magazine. Even to my amnion enflimed eyes, .
fan publishing began to look remarkably like an old man of the sea.*

So I attempted to break loose a little. But Jackie, I discovered
when I attempted to associate with her, had become even more dour and
joyless than ever.
Had she cared enough for marriage and so on to
make even the slightest effort right at that time, I probably could
have pulled out of fandom quite easily. After a couple of weeks
of rebuffs,
I slipped back into the .morass.
That's the trouble
with fact evasions and compensations -- they’re too easy to fall into.
.
'
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If one has'the'"old side-stepping habit, he just runs-and buries his
head when trouble approaches, and probably ends up with his troubles
aggravated, if postponed a bit.
Had . I the proper adjustment, so I
could have, faced•facts squarely and acted on them accordingly, i .
.
would have done something about my marriage right then in 1943 ;— either
given it up as a bad job (probably that) or planned a systematic cam
paign to try to‘.put it back on its .feet. But it was so much easier
to evade the issue, and slump back into' fandom with the rest of the
escapists.
.
•
.
.
.....
, Inside of a month, I’d forgotten the whole thing -- rather
pushed it down into the same limbo that the TIMEBINDER crowd uses as
a locker for inconvenient facts.
••
■
By the time the Jth ACOLYTE rolled
out o“f the Clarkston post office, the magazine was really in the
groove. ‘Or so it seemed at the time. Enough first class material
for another issue of the same size was on hand -waiting stencilling
for the sixth issue, my year-long campaign-had begun to bear- fruit
what with an avalanche of subscription renewals and the beginnings',
of a trickle of usable and unsolicited material.
I had gotten that
old clunker of a mimeograph licked, and no longer had much trouble
with technical details.
It was not difficult, either, to ignore my
increasing boredom with ACOLYTE when I was getting so much praise,
and when I could see improvement'from issue to issue. Besides, what
an escape!
No- draft to worry, about.
No financial worries.
No matri
monial worries.
Ah, sweet .fandom.
Sweet escape.
Sweet idiocy!
c .
'.
. _ Tho
my chief preoccupation during the Clarkston days was THE- ACOLYTE,. I
found other facets of fandom quite interesting from time to time.My
acquaintance with VOM commenced with issue #2?, and I found partici
pation in the ’’forum” quite pleasant, though some of the more juvenile
effusions ..were difficult to rationalise with my conception of fandom.
The chief; lasting effect the 1942 and 1943 VOMs had on me was to sad
dle me with a wholly unjustified dislike of Jack Speer. He made some ..I
remarks about girls smoking cigarettes and chewing gum, implying that ’’
such wo.men were bags and unworthy of Speer.
Or so I took it. When
I asked'Bronson about this "callow youth" and found out that Speer
'
/
was considered one of fandom’s Great Minds, I was stunned.
I still
don’t see why I should have resented ’ all. this sb much, particularly
when'a rereading shows me that I intensified Speer ’ s -attitude far be
yond what he said or implied. But I. did.
'•
.
.
.‘ ‘
;•
Another trend: in 1942 and.
1943, logical .enough when one. considers the Lovecraftian tinge to my
background, was for me to try to interest mundane ajay in fan
tasy publishing.
This led‘to my digging out all of HPL’s friends
who were still in ayjay (notably- Reinhart Kleiner and V/. Paul Cook), .
joining'NAPA,'.'And taking considerable time in surveying the better
'
ay jay.njaga zines.
Since the good -ones do not usually appear in the
bundles, but must be wangled individually, this took considerable doing.
I did not totally give up on ‘this until late August.
During
the time- J w.a.s in NAPA I indulged in a spat with Tim Thrift which did
not prove anything except that neither of us were capable of a logical
uninsulting argument, got a passel of desirable HPLiana from Cook and
Edkins-and Barlow, and had a brief argument with.Burton Crane.
This
I ’ 11 dig later.
■
’
>. ‘
:'
, In- December of 1942, I learned of FAPa through a no
tine in FFF, and wrote, to Qhauvenet, then the.,secretary-treasurer.
I waited on the outside most impatiently for six months, being kept
from resigning from the list only-by the., combined efforts of Bronson,-

Gergen, and Warner.
(Gergen was a young but apparently brilliant chap
who-flashed across the fan scene momentarily in 1942 as a member of
the'MFS’, published a bit in FAPA, two issues of a subzine called TY
CHO, and then quit fandom very- suddenly.in early 1943.)
Anyway, I
finally .got. in through a most amusing fluke, though I did not learn
of the flukishness until later.
At this time, Elmer Pe.rdue was vice
president and Chauvenet secretary-treasurer. Elmer sent Chauvenet
his dues, but-in some way LRC overlooked them, dropped Elmer-for non
payment of dues, and notified me that I was in.
After the group was
committed as far as I was concerned, Chauvenet discovered his error;
but it was too late, and the FAPA constitution took one of its beatings
by the roster’s carrying a 51st member, me.
When I received the noti
fication from- Chauvenet, I airmailed him a note inquiring if I would
perhaps have time to get a magazine into the coming mailing, my first
as a member.
He wired me in reply, and through-some skullduggery
there in Lewiston, the telegram was delivered to the office. We were
almost completely idle at the moment, due to the mills’ being on
strike, so I wangled permission to dash home, jot down Ashley’s add
ress, and grab a partially written article I had kicking around.
I
got back to the office at about 2:30, finished the article (an essay,
on the possibility of a fanzine anthology), typed it off on ditto
masters, ran it off on the company time,- and airmailed the edition
to Ashley with company stamps.
Thus was born FAN-DANGO.
•
My fir st
mailing (that for June 1943) arrived about a week later.
In retro
spect, it is chiefly notable for containing the first major expo
sition of the Sian. Center.idea, something for which 1 went completely
overboard, as might have been expected from the erroneous and over
idealized concept I had at that time of fans and fandom. My rather
detailed entry into this discussion started me off on my friendship
with Al Ashley, ™ho is one of my favorite people even if he is a
heel.
And the mailing as a whole sold .me on FAPA*
In the latter
part of the summer, a peculiar combination of circumstances made it
possible for me to help Tucker scoop fandom with one of 1943’s hot’test pieces of news, ’the demise of UNKNOWN.
John Hollis Mason saw
a letter at Van Vogt’s, in which Campbell told him that UNKNOWN was
•finished.
He went home feeling .pretty blue about the discontinuance
of his favorite magazine, so wrote me a letter crying about it.
I
got it one noon, so at the office dashed off a note to the then new
FANEWSCARD with the gory details, catching Tucker, as chance would
have it, just before his deadline.
Looking back at it, it- seems
screwy that an isolated fan from the hinterland would be able to
make a scoop like this. And looking back at this paragraph it .seems
even more screwy that I should waste 13 or 14 lines, telling about it,
but the incident has been on my mind, for two'pages and I suppose it
might as well be told.
From the vantage point of 1947, I cannot
help chuckling every time I remember how I helped Walt Dunkelberger,
the lard bucket that walks like a man, to get’ started in fandom.
Little did I know! An early summer issue of FANTASY FICTION FIELD
mentioned that there was this character in Dakota who published an
amateur magazine for boys in the service, v?ho was buying vastly from
Unger, and who looked, like such a good bet to get into fandom. So 1
wrote the guy the customary- come-on letter and mailed an ACOLYTE to
‘him0
It led into quite a correspondence. We even got so far as con
sidering the joint publication of an ACOLYTE-type fanzine, with Dunk
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doing the work and me furnishing contacts, advice, and some material.
The magazine fell through when Dunk, typically, took umbrage at some
thing someone said to him.
I believe, however,, that I was Dunkel,-berger’s first fan correspondent apart from Julie Unger.
(Well, this
. is-attempting to be realistic; I’ll give you the bad with the good,.)
With another.correspondent from this period I-actually did collaborate.
Roscoe Wright, 17 years old at the time, was nosing around, the fringes
of fandom in early 1943, and since he lived in my neighboring, state
of Oregon, I took unusual pains to bring him into the field. When he
. finally overcame his initial bashfulness, he became a most prolific
. correspondent, writing me extremely long letters in a handwriting
. worse even than my own, sending me short stories for criticism (as if
• I.,knew-anything about writing!), and so on. When I discovered that
he intended to publish a fanzine without possessing even a typewriter,
I, couldn’t resist offering to help, because I knew just about what
I some of the more supercilious fans would say if they collided head-on
.with Roscoe’s chirography and I didn’t want a friend of mine to take
that-much of a beating until I was reasonably certain he could take
.....it without being hurt.
The result was the first issue of VISION.
Roscoe also illustrated Rimel’s
long poem "Dreams of’Yith" with a full
page ink drawing for each stanza so that I could publish it in FAPA.
The drawings were made directly with Ditto ink, and while lacking a
.bit *in technique certainly captured the atmosphere and spirit of. the
poem.
'•
The summer of 1943 saw the peak of my correspondence with Li
lith Lorraine, a Texan who had taken her interest in poetry and made
a very good thing out of it by establishing an organization called
tpe. Avalon Poetry Shrine. Avalon accepted memberships from poets,
and,.would-be poets, offering personal criticism and help to the mem
bers, assistance in getting published, and so on.
The group pub
lished a very good poetry magazine of their own, but the chief-attrac
tion -to me was Lilith herself, an extraordinarily brilliant and stimu
lating correspondent, and a fantasi7 lover from way back, with four
published storie s to her credit dating from back in the Gernsback
days. She contributed several of ACOLYTE's best poems, gave the mag.azine most of its poetical contacts, and kept me in a constant di
ther .with her talk of a printed, semi-professional fantasy magazine,
something which I honed THE ACOLYTE might develop into.
Lilith al- .
so published a?critical essay of mine dealing with fantastic verse.
In. many ways it was quite derivative from Lovecraft, but at least
it gave fantasy a plug in a medium that had not heard much of it up
until that. time.
,
George Ebey and Bill Watson swam into my ken in . ’
mid-1943. -Ebey was the same supercilious cad amusing character .then,
that he is now, though perhaps a little less polished, but Watson
was then at the height of his‘.peak as a boy .wonder. Both of them .
were, .(and are) ’good eggs, though at-times a bit trying to people who
take themselves or fandom seriously. Watson’s letters were especially
interesting-to me, and I was unable to realize that this mature and
witty nerson was only 16 years old.
Andy- Anderson has told me since
that.-it wa.s my letter-writing that definitely pulled him into fandom,
so' I suppose I should mention that he became a major-correspondent
of mine in the summer of 1943, and that his letters were definitely
among those I looked forward to, though I must confess I no longer
remember much of what passed in them.
As soon as I discovered maga-■
zineiStf in late 1942, I became obsessed with the idea of building
’
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up complete files of.'the better ones, but of course ran head-on into
the drawbacks of my isolate^1 location.
I found a few fairly recent
ones here and there in Spokane, got several duplicate Gernsbacks
fr.ppi Whitey Edwards, and v,hen •’ atsori discovered .
I had .'read no Hein
lein- -he’ most" gener busly sent me a large box of ASTOUNDINGs .for which
•he never would accept ’recompense
.
But my real windfall came from
Russell Chauvenet.
In one of his many butterfly incarnations., the
pupa offered me his entire ~>rozine collection for only $20.00 FOB
Clarkston.
I iFias short of money at the moment, but snapped it up any
way., paying Partly in cash, partly in non-fantasy non-fiction, and
partly by giving him one of my t™o contributor’s copies of BEYOND THE
BALL OF SLEEP.
I was so excited that I forgot all about Clarkston’s
having no freight office (the entire county is without railroads) so
caused the Chauvenets considerable difficulty. When the four or
five packing cases of magazines arrived, I was in seventh heaven.. , Not
only ^ere-there few gars, but there v,as a wad of desirable duplicates,
and- I:still remember how excitedly I collated, repaired, sorted,-and
arranged- these magazines on my shelves.
This -”as just about the last
major piece of fanning I did in Clarkston.
The fifth ACOLYTE had come
~Qut- September 15, and so I had settled do™n to the interim activities;
■fin this case, the preparation of the third FAN-DANGG and a veritable u
orgy of nrozine reading. Ackerman hirself ^as no more^of a total fan
then, that I was.

*
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CHAPTER FOUR
o-O-o
The Odyssey of the Weird Willys
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As September 1943 faded into October, old total fan Laney
had very few redeeming featureso
I did a certain amount of diaper
changing and other services for the Child Quiggie, .played records now
and then, did occasional chorse around the house and yard, and occa
sionally was unable to avoid social contact with the Great Unwashed.
But the only non-fan activity that really meant anything to me any
more was the nightly sessions with Sandy, then 3’i years oldr We
would play vigorously for half an hour or so, then taper off <aith a
big sing-song of Mother Goose rhymes and suitable childish songs,
rocking like mad in a big platform rocker.
Then I’d put her to bed,
and head straight to my den, for another orgy of fanning.
I was so
deeply involved in my escape pattern, that it was very seldom I con
sciously missed the companionship of marriage, the pleasures of
friendship; only rarely that I was momentarily disturbed by the un
desirable factors of my job, or by the still unoptimistic probable
outcome of the war. Fandom was All.
Of course there was a strong
subconscious unrest, which would have broken out and led me to posi
tive and constructive action if I’d let it, but the soporific of fan
dom was so strong that this disquiet very rarely reached the level of
consciousness.
That is the insidious and rotten thing about fandom.
Just the same as any other evasive compensation, it fetters its par
ticipants, and does them positive harm.
A head-on and non-evasive
adjustment is by no means easy to make, but through its accomplishrment lies a person’s only hope of attaining genuine happiness and
security.
No doubt you are tired of my preaching.
So am Io But the
chief reason I am Writing these memoirs is to try to get you, and you,
and you to face your own personal problems like men instead of like
fans, get out of the drugging microcosm, and triumph over whatever
is keeping you in fandom.
These memoirs are meant as an object les
son. That’s the only reason I’m writing them.
** *
October 37 1943 saw my little dream world blown sky-high. A
new directive from the War Manpower Commission removed the entire
office force where I worked from the list of essential jobs.
In typi
cal big business fashion, this knowledge was supposed to be kept from
us, but one of the minor executives had a sense of fair play, and
’’accidentally” allowed the directive to circulate through the office.
When I saw it, I like to exploded. Everything I’d been evading and
sidestepping rose up three times as strongly as it ever had been be
fore.
Our economic situation was precarious enough in the face of
rising prices and a growing family; under GI allotments we would have
lost our house and everything else.
The job was no good anyway, but
now it did not even carry draft deferment. And for a variety of pro
bably invalid reasons which I’ll not bother you with, I had a dread
of army service which was almost an obsession.
Before I had allowed
myself to drift imperceptibly into fandom, I had been capable of
reasonably positive actions, and long-dormant habit patterns sprang
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to life on the instant.
That evening 1 talked the whole matter out.-.—
’•7i;th Jackie, decided to take off, and made preliminary plans.
The
next day. I skipped "7ork, talked to my draft board, got a job -release.. ,,,
f rom/the• .War’'Manpower Commission, and then went up to the off ice and. toj.d them I was on. my. way-, but would work two-or - three weeks while.
I was getting ready to leave.
They were furious.about it, particular
ly when 1 spent most of that two weeks urging -the other, members of . . the. force to do as I was doing.
... Preparation for leaving was no light
job. We owned, our own house, and it was indescribably full of this rand that. While the bulk of the furniture was earmarked,,for sale.,
there, remained my. home, workshop, books, records, and gobs of other
stuff, which had to be packed for storage and eventual shipment, sold,
packed for immediate shipment, or .otherwise, handled..
The house it
self had to be sold.. My teeth .-needed some.immediate attention. 'My ..
car,... a-.1938 Willys sedan, was in bad mechanical condition and required
a: complete overhaul plus new tires.
Gasoline rations had -to be gotten*

Not .'the least of the problems was where to qo.
I wanted ;a. job which;-*
would not only be gilt-edged .draft deferment, but which would carry
definite' postwar possibilities.
This indicated a big city, as ..did.
my wish to get out from under the company town setup., I didn’t want -7
to go' somewhere that would offer me- a choice between only one or two .<.•
prospective employers. Five suitable cities were within.striking ,dlsn
tance-: Spokane, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, and Los. .Angeles.-,
I would have gladly enough moved the.110 miles to Spokaneland called. it good, since we would have been able to save all our stuff and also
avoid, working over the car.
Jackie vetoed this, said she hated the
place, and-urged Seattle or Portland, both of which I disliked'.for.
:
various reasons (in-laws living there, too heavy a dependence on ship'?
yards, lousy weather, and other factors).
This boiled it down to a . th
choice between Frisco and LA. • So the final decision was for me to ■-? _
head -to California alone,., aiming for Los-Angeles, but laying oven in
Frisco long enough to study the employment and living possibilities
pf- the Bay Area.
If San Francisco did not suit, then it had to be
Los Angeles.
••
I decided to go-to Los Angeles anyway, sinc e 'I could
gjet-enough gas for the trip, and compare the two cities —.•■.so I made-o.arrangements accordingly.
It occurred to me almost at once ^that if--? 1
I worked out my itinerary carefully I ought to he able-to. mooch* over'-- •
night lodging and meals from fans along the route. - So :J wrote to L?.-; -Rosco:e Wright, Bill Watson, George Ebey, and Andy Anderson< : Knowing-'.
that LA was in the didst of a housing shortage, I asked both Phil.-.- ”■:*
Bronson and Paul Freehafer if there was any chance on- being- put upf
by some club member for a week or so.
brr?
•
Most fan activity was of nei-2
o
cessity shelved immediately, but I did-have two- irons .in the /ire^ ;
that had. to be handled someway. Bill Evans and I-had been working
*
for nearly a year on a bibliography of H.P. Lovecraft which had. ad
vanced to such a point that my share of it would be discharged if IvO-t
cut one stencil.
As good as done.
And-I- had written, on Ditto mas- ;7
ters, five pages of comment on the last FApA mailing which- I. knew, t-;
wopld be lost if I did not run them off before I left\-. \So. I finished
up the third FAN-DANGO on the company time.
••to!
I
..Otherwise I buckled-down
to work.
At first I missed the customary fan activity somewhat, -but the relief of actually doing something .for a change, and the fun of
making the necessary personal contacts to get things I needed very
shortly shoved fandom into the background.
I was still a fan, yes,
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but for the first time since I got so deeply involved in the micro
cosm I realized how deep I was in, what I was losing thereby, and how
much nicer it would be to keep fandom as the hobby it should be, rathet than almost a
full-time job. Unfortunately, my burst of clarity
did not extend to showing me WHY I had gotten in so deep,.
'i .
By dint of
working.night and day, three weeks to the day from the moment I saw
the WMC directive the house was sold, vacated, and a rebuilt Willys ..
loaded to the groaning point with my records and a basic minimum out
fit for me* was sitting- in front of the house ready to go. Jackie and
the children were to go to her parents for a couple or three months,
until I could get a place. And I had accumulated myself a passenger,
a friend.'of Himel’s named Aaron Shearer. Aaron had no interest in
fantasy or fandom, but he was a cracker jack guitar man, and shared
our Jazz interest strongly.
One utterly mad stroke of luck had be. ■
fallen me during the three weeks of preparation. While dashing about
the rain-swept-streets of Lewiston trying to expedite the motor over
haul and- the tire retreading, I happened to spy a cigarette-shaped
object, lying in. a puddle of muddy watero Something about it took my
eye, and I picked it up, dashed into a nearby hotel,
.locked myself in
a toilet-stall, and investigated. The soggy wad turned out to be a
tightly rolled sheaf of greenbacks — $3^5 worth, including the first
$100 bill I had ever seen -- and not a scrap of identification. No
use advertising it,-though I did watch the Lost and Found closely.
It was. probably lost by some lumberjack in town on a drunken’tear.
Whoever lost it did not miss it enough to advertise, so I was ”in”.
Actually, it was a bad.thing to happen,, since it made me feel entire
ly too prosperous, and led me to spend a whole lot more money on .the
trip and shortly after than I should have. But it still was a stab.

So with a pocketful of money, I chugged out of town on October 25,,
1943. The car was so heavily loaded that the rear fenders scraped on;'
the tires with every hard jolt, and even with the rebuilt motor most
hills were a strain and required going into second gear. Aaron and ‘
I decided- that 35 miles an hour was enough, what with a five year old
car wearing all five of its original tires. The new treads.did not.
restore the rotten casings.
Our first stop was to be Portland, Oregon,
where non-fan friends had agreed to park us. Fifty miles short of
town, the clutch.went“out, and I still don't see how ™e got into,
town under our own power, what.of it we could still get to the wheels.
I was ff antic. The car -’"as too badly crippled to try to find our.
friends’ house with it, so we shoved it in a garage and went to a
hotel for an unscheduled two day stopover. ’’Three weeks, anyway”,
the. mechanic told me; but I handed him an inspired line of bull about
how. much the war effort depended on our being in Los Angeles by No
vember 5 (using a fictitious yarn about my connection with Lockheed,
and an equally fictitious one about Aaron’s connection with Navy re
cruiting which we backed up with his honorable discharge papers from
the Navy). So the man fixed us up anyway/ Synthetic taurine excretia is often a great help to one.
While in Portland, I discovered a
fabulous cache of stfzines in a store but a half-block from our hotel.
The ^place had a special room stacked ceiling high with virtually. mint
copies of nearly every issue of every magazine. The biggest haul was
a mint set of AMAZING QUARTERLY for 1928, 1929, 1930, and 1931; though
I also bought largely of 1937 and earlier. ASTHUNDINGs and completed
my file of WONDER. This is the best magazine store 1 ever found: in
nearly every instance I had from three to ten fine to mint copies of
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each issue from which I could make my selection. Bill Evans, who xx
knows the place well, has since told me that it had gone to the dogs
by the time I found it.' Cthulhu knows what it must have been’when
Bill first hit it:
. / ..
With the car finally fixed, we pulled out of port
land en foute to Toledo,, a dro,ss-roads settlement Anear whicli lived
Rosco Wright. This necessitated a fifty mile detour out of Corvallis
where Aaron had proposed to stay the night. * Being near a big army
post',' the town was so. packed that he couldn’t get a room, so reluc
tantly he headed Roscowards with me.
(I might veer to say that Milty
Rothman was stationed just out of Corvallis at this time, but we were
unable to make connections with him since he was at the moment alert
ed for one of his many moves.)
Toledo, we found, is situated high in
the coast range, over an execrably steep road, which practically tore
the guts out of the overburdened Willys. After hours of climbing, we
hit heavy fog which further slowed us, and it was close to 9:00 PM
when we finally arrived at the Wright farmhouse, or rather at the
base of it. (The house is 50 feet over from-the road and about 25
feet up from it.)
It was nice and warm in the car, but the icy blast
when we opened the door nearly laid us out. But at the top of the
hill was a short, stocky young man who was almost incoherent with ex
citement. Almost his first words were to warn us to say nothing
about our religious beliefs, because all fans are atheists and his
folks are hyp er-religious (Seventh Day Adventist) and never the twain
shall meet; also, would we oblige him by attending the nightly family
prayer meeting and Bible study if we were asked. -7e assured him we
would do -nothing to abuse his hospitality, and dashed into the house
hoping to get warm.
The house turned out to be one of the coldest
buildings I’ve ever been in. It is strictly pioneer, built loosely
of unplaned rough boards, and was not designed for effete urbanites.
As nearly as I cafi deduce, the place is a homestead, probably sub
marginal, and’is attractive to Rosco’s parents chiefly because, they
are the pioneering type born
fifty cr seventy-five years-too late.
A hilly and rocky farm such as this certainly cannot bring in much
income, and the isolation (six miles from a village cross-roads)
would be bad enough for me even with a car, and would be impossible
without one. Yet the frights did not even have a truck, and were
dependent on a neighbor for transportation and hauling. I daresay
that the early settlers of the west must have lived much as the
Wrights were..
‘ I do not mean to seem disparaging. The house, though
primitive, was comfortable enough in a spartan sort of way; and the
hospitality was far more genuine than what one usually meets. But
the gap between this homestead cabin with its pot-bellied old heater,
and my accustomed surroundings was simply too much to bridge comfor
tably in -a single evening. Very shortly I went out to the car and
got every extra coat and sweater I could in order to bear the temper
ature Rosco was taking in his shirt-sleeves.
Rosco’s father is a
virile old man in his late sixties or early seventies, and his mother
is a woman perhaps 38 or 40, work-worn and quiet. There are siblings
galore, ranging dovzn,to a little toddler scarcely older than Quiggie.
The family life was of a patriarchal nature and apparently centered
chiefly around giving glory to God. Other activities were for the
most part bent on wresting an existence from a most unpromising en— 25 —

vironment.

Rosco had an attic room of his own, to which we shortly
repaired. Two of the windows were broken out, and the fog-laden icy.
air coming in, through them, had a rough effect-6ri my < tendencies to ';4
bronchitis. , i couldn’t help wondering why Rosco had not'-boarded up
the empty sash with-some of the dozens ;af boards stacked’-under the
eaves, and why he had not taken some more of them and built some
• ‘ shelving, since .his.collection was stacked-id the bodies of two gi
gantic old .baby buggies, and in apple boxes. -I am-afraid I'was rude
enough to mention this.
* ' •
Rosco was- about ’the-hardiest character -;! have
ever met, for while Aaron and I shook as though with ague even though
we were bundled up like mummies, Rosco sat there in his shirt-sleeVes
and stocking feet. Though ;he was blue with cold, he seemed comfort
able enough.
.•
:
' ■
'
'
.And I, at least, soon got so deep in conversation1 that
I more or less forgot how cold I was. I told -Rosco most of the stuff
contained in these memoirs up to now, and also dragged some of the
more get-at-able stuff out of the car to show'him. He showed ;me gobs'
of his drawings, his collection (which was better than mine at the
time), and a bunch of other stuff; told me of his aspirations as a
writer/artist; and did a certain amount of stewing over the imminence
of being drafted. When- T found out that he had not only never Veen
to Portland (not more than 175 miles away) but had never even been
to Corvallis (a mere 35 or 40 miles) I realised that the draft could
easily be the racking of him. (Lt was, too; the Rosco Wright who
wore uniform around LA a year later was a far different man’ from the
boy we met that night in Oregon. The only thing unchanged was that
Rosco then and now, is a swell person, vital, sincere, friendly,'and
a lot of fun.)
•.
we talked until 2:00' in the morning, breaking our
stint only to go downstairs for the religious meeting which turned
out to consist of the reading of what seemed to me an irrelivant
chapter of the Bible, totally without comment, and rather long vocal
prayers. -I felt at the time that Mr. Wright was the religious mem
ber of the household, and that he had trained his family to be more
or less acquiescent, but I may have been wrong. In any event,4it was
evident that Rosco’s father disapproved of his drawing and writing
quite strongly,, and that his mother probably made it possible,- Mr;
Wright.seemed to be a man to whom religion was the only actuality,
and he coupled this attitude with a very for^ceful and unyielding
personality.
At six the next morning, Rosco routed us out of bed,
we had breakfast at 6:30, and all had left the house by seven—the
Wrights going in a truck with some neighbors to the county seat
twelve miles away, and we heading back towards Corvallis-and the
highway.
•’ The frigid evening shortly had its repercussions; by noon
my voice was utterly lost, and I could speak only in a hoarse whisper.
I was moreover .so racked with deep bronchial coughing that J was unable
to drive. I was .frantic. Not only was I afraid of getting sick in
this unfamiliar country (there isn’t a town of more than 10,000 be
tween Corvallis and San Francisco) and going broke waiting to recover,
but I had a definite date to meet Bob Hoffman and go meet Clark Ash
ton Smith on November 1.
.
,
A druggist fixed me up with some throat
tablets which gradually brought me out of it, but I was a pretty sick
lad ion a couple of days. Aaron did most of' the* driving, though, and
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the easy stages of the next two days had me OK by October 30, when we
laid over -in the sun at Chico. John Cunningham was stationed there
at the time, but we didn't bother—spending several hours looking
through second hand stores and getting a number of very de'sirable
records. Around sundown we finally arrived at camp Beale,, head quart-ers of RAHoffman ‘ an d the 13th Armored Division.
Bob had-reserved a
room for us in the guest barracks; we'had considerable: difficulty lo
cating both it and Hoffman, but finally made the grade.- The three of
us chatted for a while, then Aaron heard music coming from somewhere •
and went to investigate. Bob and I adjourned to his barracks, where
my civvies brought me the biggest barrage of whistles and catcalls I
ever had in my life. I managed to weather the storm, though, and
soon found myself in the middle of a big conflab with his cell-mates,
all of Whom went to great lengths telling me to stay out of the Army.
In mid-evening, Bob recollected that he had prepared some Hoffmania
for THE aCOLYTE, so we adjorned to the chaplain's office and spent
nearly an hour looking at the crifanac Bob had been doing on army
time.
It being closing time at the Post Library, we went thither to
meet one of the librarians, an attractive but plump girl whose name
I no longer recall, but who had been subscribing to THE ACOLYTE with
considerable interest and had been having big bull sessions of a fan
tastic nature with Rah. We collected her and walked through-a big
recreation hall where a dance was in progress. Struck by a-certain
familiarity in the solo guitar, I moved where I could see, and sure
enough, his civvies sticking out like a sore thumb, there was my boy ■
Aaron sitting in with a 15 piece CI swing band and having the time of
his life.
Bob, the girl, and I went to the parlor of the visitors*
barracks and spent the rest of the evening talking about fantasy,
arguing about music, and generally conflabbing. In the course of all
this, Bob and I perfected our plans to visit Clark Ashton Smith the
next day, and the session closed on a high note of excitement.
We had
to wait until noon the next day for Rah to clear himself with Uncle,
but the time passed very quickly when we got to watching a bunch of
tanks maneuvering. The Weird Willys creaked and we moaned when Rah
finally squeezed into the front seat with us, for he is what might
well be described as a plump Boy, and that tiny car was plenty full
to start with—but the couple of hours drive to Auburn passed very-'
quickly, despite a lousy road that knocked another couple of thousand
miles of TVs life.
Smith live a couple of miles out of town, and
is at least a quarter of a mile ,.rom the nearest road;- SO we parked
on the edge of a dirt cow-track, and started walking through what
Hoffman insists is the fabulous Forest of Averoigne, actually the
remains of an orchard abandoned to the wilderness. Smith's cabin,
a weather-beaten two room shack, sits well away from the trees in
the midst of a rocky and desolate pasture. On approaching it, one
is struck equally, by its forlorn loneliness and by the beautifully
built rock wall Smith has built around his dooryard.
I had of course
heard a great deal about Clark Ashton Smith, and seen many pictures
of him, but none of this had prepared me adequately for the man him
self. He is tall and slender but well-made, and has a much more
striking and massive head than his: pictures indicate, on the occa
sion of our visit he wore dark slacks with a light sport coat and of
course his omnipresent beret; trivial, perhaps, to mention the man’s
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clothes,, ’but it s’eemed vaguely incongruous to find the man who had
written the sort of thing he has,dressed .like an:y,. college student.
And eyen more incongruous was it to discover, with a 'touch of pleased
surprise, that the man I had thought of.as aged?and vibrant with a
knowledge not of.this world was instead as youthful as any of us.
Smith is extremely shy at first, but as he gradually comes to feel
.that he is among friends who will not ridicple his mode of life and.,
thought, he unbends, and becomes one of the most gracious hosts, and .
entertaining conversationalists I have ever, known.
..
We spent 'the af-.
ternoon drinking wine, talking, and being,.-shown Smith’s collection.
His books, a choice and varied lot, including many surpassingly
beautiful illustrated editions, are very much worth'examining, but
the real stab came from the .surprisingly large quantity of artwork,
mostly the creation of Smith himself. His sculpture^, using the
small boulders picked up in his yard, are somewhat known to fantasy
lovers, several of them having been shown on the dust’ jacket of
LOST WORLDS and in the illustrations in 14ARGINALIA. There were far
more of them, however, than I had imagined—at ^Least a hundred.
’
.
,
“
. But
the high point of the afternoon pame'when smith brought out a stack
of original drawings and paintings at least two feet thick, perhaps
25 or 30 of them were commercially published oMes',.' including the
originals of most of Smith’s drawings from WEIRD* TALES, and the Fin
lay original from ’’The Thing on the Doorstep”. (This last, incident
ally, is by far the best Finlay pen-and-ink I have ever seen. Made
before Virgil started drawing to size, it measures something like
two by three feet, and has a mellowed beauty encountered but rarely
among magazine illustrations.) There were also several early Boks,
including a couple’of wonderful unpublished ones, and an unpublished
Roy Hunt drawing of Tsathoggua.
.
- ’
Smith’s own drawings'and paintings,
every one of them unpublished, made up the rest of the stack. No
thing of his that has been published gives any inkling of the man’s
stature as an artist. In technique, of course, he lacks a good deal,
being , entirely - self-taught. But he more than makes up for it with
subtle and bizarre ideas, by a surprisingly good sense of form and
structure, and above all by his unconventional and often superlative
use of color. Most of the paintings are done in showcard paint, or
something very'much like it; they tend to be garish, but yet there is
a certain use of restraint that makes' even the most unrestrained ones
quite acceptable, perhaps twenty Show entities from the Cthulhu My
thos; the remainder are extraterrestrial landscapes, divided about
equally between non-human architecture and alien plant life.
’•
..
'
'
Of the
conversation I no longer remember much. Unforgettable, though, was
Smith’s impressive recitation of a medieval formula to raise the
Devil. The afternoon was just guttering away into, twilight, leaving
the room in a hazy half darkness; between the look in Smith’s pale
eyes, the overtones in his voice, and his powerful delivery, I must
admit that the chills were really going to town playing hide-andseek along my backbone. Materialist that I am, I was actually re
lieved when Smith paused and remarked that he wouldn’t repeat-the
spell a third time, for fear it would work’ Then he laughed-and the
•spell broke. But the man has dramatic powers,-which I believe might
have made him famous as an actor had he followed that* art.■r:
?
-’With the
onset of darkness, we went into town for-dinner, taking smith-to a
Chinese restaurant he had recommended. : Our entry took on the air of
...
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a triumphal procession when we-encountered the Auburnites, nearly all
of vtoom greeted Smith warmly by name,, it was pleasant to see that he
is so well thought of by his fellow, townsman, a type of recognition
not always given to creative artists.
<
Smith had a date at 8:00, so
we left him downtown and headed.the Weird Willys towards- the Golden •
Gate..-His parting sally was unforgettable. Aaron wasTiding -high on
a fresh fruit kick, and just as we“were leaving he dashed into an
open market and bought a large sack of grapes. Smith looked-at him
with an air of profound disbelief, turned to me and whispered, -"That
may be all right, but personally I,prefer the finished product.”
had been planning, happily, to have the Hoffmaniac drive us into san
Francisco^ feeling that we needed a bit of rest. Imagine our stunned
surprise when we discovered that this non-commissioned officer in an
armored division was totally unable to drive any kind of self-pro
pelled vehicle! In vain we pointed out the intimate family relation
ship between the 7eird Willys and a Jeep; he informed us, smugly,
that he had flunked a jeep driving examination and by army order was
not permitted to take the wheel of'any automobile, truck, or such.

Aaron being exahusted from the disproportionate share of driving he
had done through southern Oregon and northern California, it looked
as though I was elected. The Weird Willys chose that opportunity to
go very, very sour on us. The lightts faded out into faint ghosts of
themselves, the motor began to miss and clank, and to* top it off, I
shortly discovered that we had no brakes left. The drive, through
utterly wild Saturday night traffic, was a nightmare; we^ were unable
to maintain enough speed to keep out of peoples’ way, and were more
over blinded every ttae we met another car. .
But we finally rolled in
to Oakland shortly after one in the morning, after a long' conversation
about the possibilities of a weird session at the paciflcon put Aaron
to sleep. Hoffman suggested that we drive out. to. Tom ^right’s house.
I had plenty of misgivings about pushing doorbells at that hour, but
pah egged me on. The fragile little fellow who. minced to the door
didn’t like the idea at all, and was at first even less cordial than
I would have been under analogous circumstances. But Rah. fin-ally
talked his way in and we phoned George Ebey, who had been expecting
us but had given up. He had room for two, he said, but Tom, finally
awake, had become more hospitable and invited Aaron to stay with him.
When we got out to Reinhart Drive, we found a delightfully zany house
hold. George’s mother and a friend had just returned from working
swing shift, coffee was brewing, and a disjointed conversation sprang
up. At first acquaintance, George was a bit disappointing, acting
adolescent as all get out, and it was not until I met him on subse- \
quent occasions here in Los Angeles that t realised he is one of the ■
better characters I met through fandom.
Mrs, Ebey walked all over
him for not having made us up a clean bed, but we were too tired to
give a damn--even when he told us with high glee that Degler had
slept there and the reason he hadn’t changed it was that he was sav
ing It for us. The bed was vile; When we saw it, we immediately
decided not to undress, and as an additional precaution sleep between
the top sheet and the blankets. The pillows we covered with an old
blanket out of the car. I was convinced Degler must have kept a sow
and litter for bed partners, but George swore this was not the case.
29

Since -this • is the first time Degler raises his stupid face
in these memoirs, perhaps-I should ,backtrack a bit. Shortly .before I
started,packing, I received from T. 'Bruce Yerke his initial letter of
inquiry about Claude Degler/Don Rogers * in vzhich he Was attempting to
asseble data for his report on the Cosmic Circle* Amusingly, this
>
was the: first I had ever heard of Degler, but I answered, and empha
sized that any use of my'name or that of THE ACOLYTE was totally un-;
authorised, that I hadn’t given Degler permission ,to use it, and if
he was as" described I never would. Shortly thereafter I got the FAP A
mailing with the first COSMIC CIRCLE COMMENTATOR., and practically
blew a' fuse laughing over it* . As I thought the matter oVer, I saw’
that rubbish like that could only serve to give fandom a black eye,
and b'ecame increasingly- angry about it, but finally decided the best
counter-attack would be heavy-handed satire. (Widner and Repner also
f&lt'this way, judging from the three take-offs in the next mailing*)
Then about midway through my packing, Yerke.’s report finally came. I
read it, and without failing to notice Bruce’s tendency towards one
sidedness realised that he had more than proved his. point. From then
on out, J was thoroughly ^ant i-Degler, and when I saw .that utterly
vile bed I became slightly bitter about, the whole thing. You must re
member that I still held very high ideas of fandom, and that nothing
even remotely resembling Clod could well be imagined as fitting into
fandom.as I visualised it. .
;
Well, back to Oakland. The next morning,
after meeting George’s sister and baby and devouring a big bait of
finnan haddy, we drove over to Wright’s to pick up Aaron. There we
ran into the contretemps of having four people to fit into a car that
was so loaded that it would barely hold three, since George knew pub
lic transportation, I suggested that he and Aaron ride the streetcar,
and let RAH and myself meet them at Bill Watson’s. Though he could
see for himself that four people could not possibly get into the putt
putt., he chose to take this as a personal insult, and stalked off
down the street muttering angrily to himself. We did not see him
again until the next yearin Los Angeles.
Not without cussing him a
bit, we left Tom Wright’s and headed across the Bay Bridge into san
Francisco. (The hazy reference in that last sentence is to Ebey, not
Wright.’ Ah, this composing, on the stencil:) The car was actingworse and worse, but we made it--and, through a-mixture of fool’s
luck and Aaron’s alert eyes, spotted a hotel with a Vacancjr sign and
knocked off a big room with twin beds. I plunked the car in a parking
garage, and started to walk the six blocks to 1299 California street,
and Willie Watson. If I’d realised it was six blocks up, as well as
•ver, 'I probably would have.driven.
Anyway, in due season I arrived;
and was met by a most door-filling character. Bill Watson is a big
fellow, sandy and freckled but good looking, poised, slow-talking,
and probably packs around 195 pounds on hiS six feet of’lazy carcase-.
I had known, of course, that he-was only 16, but nothing in either
his appearance or'actions gave the faintest hint that Willie was not'
at least 25. * His affectation of boredom is a bit too obvious, and •
he might be criticised for tending to be a little too much the esthete,
but all in all I’d say Bill Watson is one of the five or six best men
I met through fandom. A brilliantly entertaining talker, mature and
sophisticated—certainly a stimulating companion with whom to spend
an afternoon or a month.
Sitting in a corner, with his nose deep in
a book, was an owlish looking character in the blues of the merchant
marine. It turned out to be my old pen-pal Art Saha, from Hibbing,
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Minnesota, who was stopping over in Frisco after his first voyage.
Saha wasia pretty constant companion during the time. I was in Frisco,
but somehow hemanaged to get in my hair something scandalous; chief
ly, I think, because he had such unbelievable naiyette. When 'he came
to Los Angeles a year and a half later he was totally changed from
the bumpkin with alfalfa in his-.pants that haunted-me in the Bay Area.

During the three days I spent- in 3an Francisco I had three or four
big sessions with Watson, few details of which I can remember, except
that he. showed me the bulk of the first diablerie, and a good part of
the second one. I also did a good amount of book and magazine store
haunting, usually with Saha; and got an unbelievable quantity of good
stuff at give-away prices, including a whole stack of absolutely mint
1929 and 1930.AMAZINGS at a dime a copy.
7
t
I did no job-hunting what
ever, since the raw damp air had set my bronchitis off but good.
Nearly every time I stepped outdoors, I was bent double with agonised
coughing, which on three or four occasions led to my losing my last
meal into the gutter—and all this despite generally sunny weather.
It was obvious that I could never live in the Bay Area; in fact I’d
not have stayed three days except that the car was In. the,-shop that
long. Had it not been.for the god-awfyl climate, I would have stayed
regardless of LA, since T was sick to death of driving that.pAle of
junk, and also had heard a good deal of disquieting, information about
the LASFS from Uatson—but I couldn’t help thinking1 about that vaunt
ed southern California'weather. /
One very interesting evening came
when I had a big record session with Bill and Edith Dart of Oakland.
I had traded records with them through THE REC’ORD CHANGER, and had
dropped them a note suggesting a bash if I had time on my way. down
the coast. Saha more or less invited himself along, but I fear he
had a boring time. The Darts are both jazz purist's of the mouldy
fig variety, as might be deduced from the fact that he' is rhe drummer
in Lu Watters Yerba Buena Jazz Band, and I found their dogmatism a
bit amusing. But they are swell people, very much wrapped up in each
other and in their joint record collection, and they showed me one
of the most enjoyable evenings I have ever spent.
Bright and early
Wednesday morning, November 3, we found that the T7eird '.Villys was
ready to roll, so in deference to my cough we headed down the coast
towards Pismo Beach, a resort town noted for its twin biological pro
ducts; shellfish and Andy Anderson. The trip down was uneventful,
except for the glimpses we got of the shipyards, and the covey of
blimps which played tag with us for an hour or so.
We arrived in
Pismo and found Andy to be a gigantic young man with big knobby
wrists and ankles, a shock of curly blonde hair, and a stentorian
voice. His mother, whom we saw only briefly, is extremely attractive,
and very young looking to have whelped such a massiv.e giant. I still
feel bad about usurping her bedroom, but she insisted that she’d al
ready made arrangements to stay across the street with some relatives,
that we were tired, we needed the rest, and we were going to sleep
there; that was all there was to it. I chatted with Andy for a
couple of hours, examined preliminary sheets of the then new CENTAURI,
and when I found ho.7 poorly he was fixed for stfzines sold him a big
stack for $5.00. (A good $40.00 worth according to Garage prices.)
pretty soon though, I got so sleepy I couldn’t continue, so We hit
the sack with a crash and got a much needed rest. For me,
was
the first night unbroken by protracted coughing for more than a week.
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The next morning we fixed breakfast ourselves, Mrs. Anderson not yet
having returned, and I got somewhat better acquainted with Andy, be
ing wide enough awake so that I could see him. He seemed swell, and
subsequent encounters have onljr confirmed this impression.
.
Towards
noon, we headeddown the line to Las Angeles, but had no more than
begun enjoying the. drive when the Weird Willys ?once more went tempera
mental on us. ’We managed to nurse it quite, close to 'town ’(somewhere
out on Ventura•Blvd.) but surrendered and put it into a shop for a
while. >Ve got fast and cheap service, but .a new generator was indi
cated, and my failure to get one at the time was largely responsible
for my being earless for a couple of months in early 1944/ Such a
pile of junk:
I had figured out from a- map how to get to Paul Preehafer’s apartment (2325 Ocean View Ave.) and felt rather, elated that
we hit this rather hard to find address with no false moves, the
first time during the entire trip that previous astrogation paid, off
without either .making inquiries or getting lost.
But it' did little
good; Freehafer not being home. 7e held a consultation, went to an
early dinner; and returned to a still empty apartment. So in the
hope of getting a lead I called up the LASTS. A booming voice nearly
knocked the receiver out of my hand, and turned out to be Arthur
Louis joquel II in one of his more expansive moods. Yes, yes, Freehafer would certainly be in later in the evening sintfe’he had to pre
side at the meeting; who was this?; oh yes, we are expecting you;
come on down; this is meeting night.........
Veil, I was much more in
the mood for bed than a club meeting, but I was supposed to stay with
Freehafer until I got established, and Aaron had to go downtown any
way to locate himself a room, so off we went. I was just at the
point of entering fandom’s self-styled Shangri-La.
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CHAPTER FIVE
-0O0-

Utopia
jfc * 5»c * *

Tn Shangri-La
jjcsjc
sic*

It was on November 4, 1943 that I made my first personal con
tact with the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society, and I encountered
the club at one of its all-time highs both in membership and activity.
Nevertheless, as will shortly appear, the LASFS left a great deal to
be desired. Even on that night, certain features of the group le*ft
me with a slightly unpleasant taste in my mouth.- But I’m getting
ahead of myself.
We drove up at about 6:30, and found the clubroom
in the sole possession of a thirty-ish looking man considerably in
clined to embonpoint. • It turned out to be Joquel, the one man in fan
dom whose normal speaking, voice can drown out Andy Anderson. He
greeted us cordially, explained that a large number of the1members
were even then about to arrive from their dinner at a nearby cafe,
and we commenced a desultory conversation. Aaron very shortly left
to find a room, and I began -roaming around the room, examining the
originals, which were the first I had seen except for the ones at
Smith’s.
Then as ijow, 'the LASFS occupied the 14x16’ storeroom in the
Wellman Apartments, with a street entrance at 637-J- South Bixel. The
room is a blend of pigsty and •monk’s cell. When i first saw .it, it
was even worse than it is now, since many of the members were using
the place as an office, and their personal papers and other impedi
menta were strewn around in careless abandon. There was an austere
and extremely dirty couch in one corner, and a rickety old square
table covered with typewriters and loose papers. • A large mimeograph
sat on an upended fibre- barrel, and'another similar barrel was packed
to the bursting point with wastepaper. A couple or three ramshackle
home-made bookcases filled, with tattered magazines, and 25 or 30 un
comfortable folding, chairs comprised the remainder of the furnishings.
The shortcomings of the room and contents were made even more apparent
by the pitiless glare of six or eight naked light bulbs set in sock
ets around the wall. The floor was a welter of cigarette butts‘and
other trash, not the least of which was the filthiest and most badly
worn out rug I have ever seen.
I had of course followed with great
interest the accounts in SHANGRI L1AFFAIRES and elsewhere of the LASFS
and its new clubroom, but the Utopian atmosphere of these accounts
certainly had not prepared me for such a hole. I had imagined that
a clubroom such as this would have indirect lights (probably from a
couple of cheap floorlamps), a number of second-hand but comfortable
easy chairs and' davenports, desks and/or tables, an old radio, faci
lities for drinks soft and otherwise, a neatly filed library, and
some sort of workroom for mimeographing. Above all, I had assumed.,
that the place would be reasonably clean, and most certainly designed
for comfortable sitting and talking, reading, and other activities.

My disappointment must have been fairly obvious, for Joquel explained
that the club was still uncleaned from a hallowecn party held the pre
ceding Saturday. 'Our conversation had nearly died out when the place
was suddenly invaded by a horde of noisy people. I cannot remember
exactly who came first, or indeed much of anything about the next few
minutes except that a whirling dervish which I later learned was named
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Walter J. Daugherty commenced laying about him with a broom as one
possessed, and a quietly smiling chap who I recognised from his pic
tures as Phil Bronson told me not to mind, that.the fellow frequently
suffered from these outbreaks of frenetic energy when he had or
thought he had an audience.
The next half hour was pretty much of a
madhouse; I met 25 or more people, tried to. remember who all of them
were, and at the same time was quite astonished that most of them
seemed familiar with THE ACOLYTE. (At the t ime‘Freehafer, Bronson,
Ackerman, and Burbee were the only Fangelenos on the mailing list —
and no^e of the 1943 members had ever heard of Burbee, who was carry
ing on a *ne-man fandom of his own.) I took it for granted that I
was being introduced to everyone, not learning until later that only
known fans would be greeted by these people by anything more cordial
than complete non-recognition.
' •
Eventually the nesting came to order,
and I commenced giving away ‘to complete perplexity. Yerke, who has
a metai-on-metai voice anyway, read a new constitution which seemed
chiefly aimed at keeping out new members — I didn't'- know whether to go
or stay, but Phil pooh-poohed my wondermerit and said it was all aimed
at Degler. It went on and on and on, a document capable of handling
a gigantic group, and subsequent arguments and quarrels about the
wording took nearly as long as the original reading. Then paul Freehafer read a resignation from his post as director effective two weeks
from that night. Then, as though I had not already tried every possi
ble contortion trying to sit comfcrtably on a club chair, ’Valter J.
Dhdgherty was struck by one of his famous projects. He must have
spent at least three-quarters of an hour remodelling the clubroom,
building lockers and other furniture, as he talked, he ran about the
room like one possessed, waving’his arms, carpentering and hammering
in frenetic blind pantomine, climbing over people and moving them
out of- the way of his mad girations, and building up' to an impassioned
stark height of excstacy. An authorization for him to proceed with
an initial appropriation of $25.00 was quickly passed by -the club,
but so far as I know nothing more ever came of this. Just another
Daugherty project. (
Finally, after about two and a half hours of the
hardest sitting one can imagine, the meeting adjourned. I was ready
to give the club- a brush-off, but in the post-meeting milling around
and talking I .shortly realised that many of these people were well
worth knowing. I hesitated, and hesitating, was lost.
.
• Eventually,
Aaron wandered back, remarked that he’d gotten a room down the street,
and commenced talking to Freehafer. and me? He asked itf there was
any good jazz nearby, and Paul mentioned that 7/ingy Mannone was play
ing just down -the street and wouldn’t we like to go? We would, and
so would Walter J. Daugherty. So, the ibur of us piled into Paul’s
1939 Plymouth coupe and drove the seven or eight blocks to the Club
Babalu, where Wingy played all that winter, and where I spent a vast
amount of time listening to him. Daugherty, on getting him away from
an audience, seemed like a swell fellow; Freehafer was as genial a
host as one could ask for; and all four of us had a very good time.
Daugherty invited me to stay with him "until I got settled; but-I’d
accepted Frechafc-r’s invitation before I even left Clarkston, so I
declined with thanks.
’Vhen Paul and I finally got to the apartment,
atiny one-room-and-kitchenette affair, I asked him if the club was al
ways that had, and he mentioned its flaws that had not already been
apparent to me, but pointed out that there were in his opinion enough
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redeeming features to counteract them. I then asked why he had re
signed as director, and he explained that .it wag due to his health.
The conversation went on for some time/ and I decided that the club
was probably worth belonging to after all,, since I could use the mime
ograph (an automatic one), and could if need be store a good deal of
my stuff in the clubroom. This in addition to getting acquainted with
eome of the more worthwhile members, of which Freehafer told me there •
were several.
Before telling of the events of LASFS life in late 1943
and early 1944, perhaps I should describe the membership of the soci
ety at that time. These vignettes of course are derived from my total
knowledge of the person in question, and do not pretend to be firstmeeting impressions.
The director, the late paul Freehafer, was one
of the most sunny natures I’ve ever encountered. His health was atro-,.
cious, and his personal appearence showed it, but though doomed from
childhood to a very short life, he had resolved to make the best of
it and live it fully. In this he was certainly successful. A gradu
ate of Cal-Tech, he was making $300 a month doing research chemistry
in connection with rocket fuels; spending the money entertaining a
fairly wide circle of congenial friends and surrounding himself with
the appurtenances of a cultured life. Paul’s chief recreational in
terests centered around music and the arts; he was a constant attender
of the symphony, the ballet, the opera, the better class of plays—
and had the most comprehensive record collection I have ever seen '■
(comprising, I would judge, at least 500 albums). His books were of
amazing variety, and were no mere facade, as a few evenings with him •*.
would abundantly show. Paul was one of the most erudite persons I
have ever known, and moreover was completely without pedantry or. in- ...
tellectual snobbery. His interest in fantasy was still strong, though,
he had branched .far afield from this major interest of his adolescence.
I believe that his reason for remaining active in the LASFS was three
fold: his interest and friendship with such members as Yerke, Hoffman,
Bronson, Russell, and Ackerman; a certain nostalgic attachment for
the group with which he found his first friendships when he moved
from Idaho to California to attend Cal Tech; and a feeling that some
day the club might realise its vast potentialities. Certainly one is
justified in wondering why such a man as Freehafer, head and shoulders
above the majority of the members, should elect to vvaste his time
with such a group. As a person, Paul was universally liked, admired, ”
and respected. He was not at all good-looking, but his quick, shy
smile was most engaging and infectious; his quiet wit was sharp and
brilliant without being barbed, and his general friendliness and good
nature made him the sort of person everyone could not help but like.

The secretary of the LASFS in late 1943 was the redoubtable T. Bruce
Yerke. Bruce is one of the most brilliant alumni fandom can claim,
and it is certain that both fandom and the LASFS were, heavy losers
when Yerke moved on to greener pastures. He was and4 is er difficult
person, hot and quick of temper, and possessed of a savage sarcasm
and impatience with mediocrity; this did not endear him to the more
muddle-headed members of the society. Yerke is rather unique in
that he grew up in fandom, discovering Ackerman and through him the
club when he was only 13 years ‘old. He promptly went overboard for ;
the idea, and although his interest in fantasy had pretty much faded . '
out by the time he was 16, he found sufficient stimulation both in ■
.
the affairs of the club itself and in the expanding minds of a few' of
the members to warrant his continuing activity. At the time I methim, Bruce had grown completely beyond most of'the members and knew
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it; yet the habits of nearly seven years kept hint spending a sizeable
hunk of his spare time around the club ahd its members. He saw the
need of breaking loose,' yet found this very difficult to do; and the
peculiarly restricted nature of his early growing up (ie.in fandom)
had not only left him with some amazing blind spots but made the exact
means of breaking away rather unclear to him. He had a strong tenden
cy to try by sheer brute force to drag the unwilling fans up to his
own intellectual level, and upon meeting failure was both perplexed
and angry. Bruce was not quite 21 when I met him, but looked to be
at least 35—short, stocky, and about half bald-headed. Many of the
members tended to regard him with awe not unmixed- with terror, due to
his often outrageous practical jokes (us when he wrapped the sleeping
Bronson in old newspapers and set fire to them)j his boisterous and
sometimes boorish manners, his pronounced intolerance, the brutality
of his flaying tongue, and the split second reactions of an extraordi
narily incisive and brilliant mind. I regarded Yerke as an extremely
desirable and stimulating associate, whose chief fault was,a tendency
towards intellectual snobbery and an occasional bit of bluffing as to
the extent of his attainments, particularly in the languages. However,
it is so diffiohit to judge Bruce as a young man in his early 20’s,
since both his looks and actions are those of a man 15 or 20 years
older, and many of his more annoying actions and traits are perfectly
understandable and acceptable if one can remember that the perpetra
tor is not the 35 to 40 years old he usually seems to be.
’Myrtle R.
Douglas, then known as Morojo, was the club’s treasurer. She is very
short, and in my opinion, very pretty. Since she herself has listed
it publicly, I’ll mention in passing that she is much older than most
of the club members, having been bom in 1904. She has led a fairly
tough life, has been married and divorced twice, and the scramble of
raising a strapping son and supporting herself has left her singular
ly without the ability to enjoy herself freely and casually, though
others enjoy her company tremendously. Her chief interest in the
club was her interest with Forrest J Ackerman, with whom she kept
company for several years, and I hope he fully realises the extent
of her services to him—keeping the club on a smooth financial keel
throughout roost of her membership, doing most of the drudgery of VOM
and other Ackerman projects, and keeping the wolves from yapping
about his heels in a score of other ways. Myrtle has an inquiring
mind 'which is somewhat hampered by a too-conventional education, and
thus is sometimes a sucker for something the least bit on the crack
pot side. She is, however, an# accomplished, and stimulating conver
sationalist, and is well worth knowing from the intellectual’ point
of view. And beneath that occasionally austere facade, there is one
of the most kind hearted persons in Los Angeles, as plenty of club
members past and present could testify, she is the first person
most of the older members think of when they are in trouble, and
in this selfish civilization people like that are rare.
Forrest J
Ackerman is a household name in fandom, but you have to live around
the LASFS quite a lot to know him, really know him. in connection
with someone else, Don Yollheim once spoke of the ’’necessary mono
maniac’, and that is Forry. He has made an adjustment to life which
postulates that fandom is ita life, and with one or two very minor
lapses has lived that liTe from about 1930 until the present time.
Yell, it’s his life, and probably from the want of anything to con
trast it with he seems to derive a reasoreable amount of satisfaction
therefrom. His interests are excessively narrow; being limited to
stf and fantasy, fandom, stf and fantasy, and fandom, with a rather
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slight side-interest in the motion picture. He also has a fabulous
collection of photos of nude women, and enlargements of certain por
tions thereof. But I believe I’m safe in saying that 95% of Acker
man’s interest in life—vocational and avocational—centers around
stf, fantasy and fandom. He loves to be with fans, has certain ra
ther closely defined standards which he feels fans should live up to,
and is rather deeply hurt when they fail to live up to this code. He
is not always-successful ih hiding his feelings along this line. He
imagines himself to be a poor speaker in public, not realising how
well he can talk to an informal group; this of course makes him a
poor speaker in open meeting, particularly if the subject is somewhat
controversial. Thus he has developed a technique of seldom showing
his true feelings at the time a question comes up, and usually going
along with the majority. His true feelings often do not come to
light for months. One would not think offhand , that such a person
could be a leader, but nevertheless, Forry is the true leader of the
LASTS and don't let anyone teil you differently. Ferry’s leadership
might be termed the domineering of extreme passivity—it is a far
cry from the tactics of the outspoken and aggressive yerke or the sly
connivings and subtle sophistries of an Ashley—but it has moulded
the LASFS almost from its inception, and no doubt will continue to do
so. In the first place, Forry has a most winning personality, and al
ways commands a block of votes among the less politically minded mem
bers. Then it must be remembered that he has missed not more than
a half dozen meetings in eleven, years, while at least 300 people have
been in and out of the club during that time. His star is now and
then on the wane, when some particularly aggressive director and his
supporters get in the Saddle, but though perhaps momentarily vexed
he knows that, they will move on sooner or later, that the things they
have done or tried to do will soon be as though never thought of, and
that Forry’s Club, the LASFS, will be back on the same plodding rath,
with the same mores *and traditions, that he has more or less uncon
sciously set for it. Whatever the reason,for his ascendency, it is
an eyeopener to compare the club with Ackerman, and see how much they
are alike*
Bight here I’d like to interject the remark that I like
Forrest J Ackerman immensely. I may have been harsh with him in that
last paragraph, and I may get rough with him again before I’m through
with these memoirs, but I don’t vzant :him or anyone else to feel that
I have any feeling towards him other than that of friendship. The
fact that so hypercritical a person as myself can like a man with
whom so much is wrong should be a pretty strong indication that this
man has a tremendous number of good features in order to counteract
the bad ones. I do think Ackerman would be, once he was over the
hump of making such a drastic change, a far happier man if he quit
fandom to quite an extent and lived a more mundane life. I think
that there is an awful lot of man being squandered on fandom out there
at 236^. But it is his life and I recognise his right: to use it as
he sees fit, even if my attempt at realistic and factual reporting
may treat it roughly now and then.
Phil Bronson was one of the club’s
leading members back in 1943. .He was still publishing the #1 fanzine,
THE FATTASITE, was active in F£>A, and had £een a leading light in
the MFS. He had also been one of my favorite correspondents, so I
was extremely anxious to get personally acquainted with him. Phil in
person was somewhat of a disappointment, though this is partly due to
the fact that I probably had expected too much. He was a lazy cuss,
full of a sort of ennui and welt-schmerz which made him a most aggra
vating, companion for me with my violent runnings in circles. He had
also an irritating tendency towards intellectual snobbery, and a ten— 37 —

tendency to imitate Yerke; in ways/which he;simply did not have the
depth to carry it off successfully. He- suffered somewhat from too
cloistered and fannish an adolescence, first in the MFS and then here.
On the other hand, Phil was generally light hearted and'agreeable,
wityy, and easy to get along with. He was good looking, well groomed,
and was able to go places in public Without committing any of the
gaucheries to which so.many fans are prone. By and large^ he was a
good man, and I .have hated to see him drift out of my ken*,
Walter J.
Daugherty is a swell guy who has a very few faults which taken to-' .
gether have made him my chief sparring partner all through the time
Irve been around the LASFS. In the first place, Walt takes himself
very seriously, and has great difficulty in taking criticism. He is
also one of the few really aggressive members of the society, and is.
not noted for tact nearly so much as he is for going off'the handle. '
over something jo f minor import. He has a peculiarly constituted,' ner
vous system in which nearly all the synapses discharge at once” With
an effect exhausting .-to both Walt and his associates. (This manifests
itself most notably in-, the Daugherty projects, in which some usually
good idea is built up and up and up and up into a glowing cloud struc
ture. Usually nearly: all of the. available energy is discharged thru
the speech centers,, and nothing more comes of it.) These projects
make Walt a wearing member to have around; he is aggressive enough to
get and keep the floor for long xxxex periods of time; one knows from
past experience that nothing much is likely to come of them; yet the
originator is so thin-skinned that he is prone to take even'mild sug
gestions as personally antagonistic opposition, and we are off but
good. An illuminating side-light on Daugherty is the fact that I.
found that the only way,to be sure of killing off a Daugherty project
quickly was to let it .die out from lack of opposition. Daugherty is
really pretty much out of place in fandom, having but very shallow
intellectual interests and-.but.a comparatively slight interest .in
fantasy, .but nevertheless .found enough satisfaction in the LASFS to
stick around it for nearly seven .years. On the credit side,-he is
definitely fun on a mundane party .(not a club party where he tends to
crowd the intorverts out of the picture and put on a one man show)/
is good looking despite a growing bald spot and bad pock-marks,’ and
is a veritable demon with the ladies. He tops it off by being 'easily
the best ballroom dancer I have ever seen in action, even if he does
like to show off his medals and loving cups. He and I have feuded
with great vigor for years; I understand that he hates my guts some
thing fierce; but I regret to say that I cannot return this favor.
I just find myself opposed to most of the things he wants to do- in
fandom,, and thr’ough a' penchant for shooting off my mouth have often
drifted into spearheading the anti-Daughe rty faction^
.
.
Lora crozetti
was a gal somewhat past the first bloom of youthful beauty who found •
the club a part-time outlet-while her husband was overseas. She was
too sensitive herself to be as'outspoken- as...she often was, and by no
means was an easy person to get along with. Nevertheless, she was a
spasmodically active member who could perhaps have been of consider
able value to the club had any sizeable number of the members made
any effort whatsoever to make her stay with us pleasant, as it was,
Crozetti-baiting proved a major sport around the LASFS; I’m not sur
prised she is no longer in the club.
Sophie van Doorn and Ada Char
les rounded out the feminine contingent. Both of them were women who
spent considerable time attending various small clubs of intellectual
pretensions and lecture groups, neither were ever more than semi-active in the LASFS, and gradually dropped away altogether due to the
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club’5 failure to offer anything of interest in lieu of its chronic
preoccupation with itself and its internecine quarrels.
A very
»:•
young boy, slender and delicate, who had a not inconsiderable artist
ic ability was Ronald Clyne, who was around the club a great deal un
til the feud broke out; His chief-interest .'in. fantasy was art, and
I still remember how persistent he was when someone had an original
or illustrated edition which struck his fancy. He would run the per
son wild making offer after offer, eventually running the price up
to a fabulous amount, particularly if it was a trade deal. He ^as
very generous with his own artwork, but publishing it was not always
much fun, since Ron was a perfectionist to end all perfectionists,
and would think nothing of making some hapless editor have a Clyne
drawing re-lithographed if he fancied he saw a slight blemish in it.
Ron was too single-mindedly wrapped up in his artistic aspirations to
be as good an all-around associate as some of the others, but he was
a very smart kid and very likely will make a good name for himself in
commercial art.
Alva Rogers wis our other artist; possessed of as
much talent as Clyne, he lackeh that old urge which kept Clyne plug
ging away at the drawing board, and moreover had so many other in
terests that his time suffered from dispersion. Stocky, slow-moving,
and slow of speech, Alva has carrotty hair md a brick-red face, is
lazy and likeable. He is mud more mundane than most other fans I’ve
met, and taken by and large w<s about my favorite associate until he
went completely overboard for the Communist party in mid-1945. His
outstanding characteristic is his extreme reluctance to stay out of
an easy chair for any protracted period of time, like half an hour.
Alva, I might add, has one of the solidest.and comprehensive knowl
ledges of magazine stf of anycne I’ve known. His presence around the
club was on all counts a markai asset.
C. J. Fern, Jr—Mike—can on
ly be characterized as a card.’ I doubt if the world has ever seen
anyone remotely like Mike. Physically he is short and squatty, with
extremely myopic eyes ensconced behind inch-thick lenses, and sandy
hair of the lank consistency of piano wire. His personality is some
thing-t o behold. In the first jlace he is almost completely self
centered, and possessed of a power of concentration impossible to
describe. (I remember one occasion when Mike, reading the current
ASTOUNDING, started to sit down $n$ became engrossed in the storybefore he quite reached the chair. He stopped right there, in mid
sit so as to speak, with a couple of inches between him and the
seat. Someone walked over and pulled out the chair, and he must
have remained poised in mid-air in a sitting position for at least
four minutes before we could restrain our mirth no longer and the
hysterical roar of laughter aroused lim.) Almost totally lacking
in self-consciousness, Mike would do some of the damndest things in
public. I recall one time in the restaurant Mike was sitting by me
and suddenly started pounding his head with his fist—thwack, thwack,
thwack. "My god, Mike," I gasped, rtiat’s the matter?" It appeared
that he had heard that incipient hiccpugh-s could be arrested by
striking the inside of the wrist against a hard surface. Going to
a meal with Mike was a constant fight if he had any sort of reading
matter along; he would not only forget to eat, but would apparently
forget everything but his magazine. His concentration made him very
absent-minded at times, and the same joneentration coupled with his
marked unawareness both of himself airt associates made him l)reathtakingly rude at times. Don’t get th> idea that Mike is a screwball.
The little guy is smart as a whip, * glutton ixuii for work (unless it
gets in the way of his absent-mindedness), about the best promoter
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ever to hit the club, and the kind of guy who uncomplainingly did .most
of the chores of routine drudgery on any of the projects on which he
was .engaged. It is amazing how much Mike permitted his friends to use
him as a convenience—particularly in runninjg errands. Another thing
which endeared Mike to me from the first is that he is even a worse *
trouble-maker than I am; as a team we were something for stirring up
a fuss. Mike had about the broadest interests of anyone in the club
except perhaps Yerke and Freehafer, and certainly the most insatiable
thirst for knowledge. An example of this last is the way he went af
ter my record collection. Jazz meant nothing to him particularly, but
here was an opportunity to hear the highlights of a well-balanced •
collection and try. to find out what made it tick, so Mike set to work
playing my records and asking all sorts of searching questions about
them. I wasn’t thoroughly aware that he was pumping me until later.
Since Mike went at everything in a similar manner, it is easy to see
why he is so well able to hold up his end of a discussion about almost
anything under the sun. The guy has a brilliant mind, and if he can
leafn to subjugate his tendency to insult people unintentionally, and
can curb his big stunt of coming calling at some of the most awkward
and weird times (like the time he came calling at midnight, bringing
a friend who wanted to use my mimeograph’) the lad is going to go far.

Merlin W. Brown was Mike’s closest associate when I arrived in LA. -An
attempt to give a complete vignette of Mel is a hopeless task, parti
cularly if the finished product is to be compared with Yerke’s brilli
ant and witty analysis. (’’Merlin Brown: Paragon of particularity” in
the #2 FAN SLANTS.) Mel’s ohiefest characteristics might he listed:
extreme nervousness, appalling slovenliness of both person and living
quarters, completely loyal and unreasoning friendship, completely
uncompromising and unreasoning bitter hatreds, wild generosity, com
pletely unexpected lightning-fast reversals of plan and intention,
strong class consciousness from the working-man’s point of view, and
above all a rather unchanneled yearning for erudition and culture.
Taken by and large, Mel is a swell guy, whose minor idiosyncrasies
and whims are ^asily enough overshadowed by his notable good points.
Nevertheless he is a meet difficult person to get along with (even I
who was for a long time his best friend finally fell out with him
over communism), and he often embarrasses the thinner skinned of his
associates, as much with his unwarranted gnerosity with money and
goods as by anything else.
Attempting to limn a word picture of
James Lynn (Dirty Old) Kepner is fraught with difficulties if it is
to be libel-free and still conscientiously factual. Jimmy is a tall
and delicate young man, very frail and effeminate, who is cursed
with an almost impossible block which keeps him from making up his
mind about anything very often. Jimmy can see both sides of every
question with almost equal clarity, and in his efforts to be impartial
and factual jumps from one side to the other with astounding ease and
frequency. He-is a great one'for crusading, a militant idealist one
might say, but his great difficulty in taking and maintaining a posi
tive stand often vitiates his genuine effectiveness as a proselyter.
The prime example of all this occurred when I was director of the
LASFS in mid-1945; Kepner took the floor to make a motion on something
or other, stated the motion very hazily, and without relinquishing
the floor asked permission to explain what he meant. I naturally
wanted to know what he was driving at, so let him go on; he commenced
talking about his motion £nd promoting for it very strongly, but
gradually began seeing the other side and to the astonishment of even
those of us who knew him so well he ended up talking most strongly
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against his own motion. I listened in growing amazement, glanced about
the room and noticed most of the members snickering, so banged the ga
vel and told Kepner he was out of order. .He was momentarily furious,
particularly when I told him that he. was talking>against his own mo
tion. He denied this emphatically, and so complete had been his mid
talk change of mind that he had extreme difficulty in believing that
he had reversed even when everyone in the room agreed with me that he
had. Kepner has a much better than average mind that seldom comes
close to its potentialities simply due to this inability to channel
it in any one direction. Personally, jimmy is extremely likeable;
friendly, and good companyv—although his tendency to blow first one
way and then another can get highly irritating if one is in his com
pany a good deal, still, striking a balance on the lad will end up
with a favorable picture.
The scholar of the LASTS of course was the
redoubtable Samuel Davenport Russell, a completely wonderful -person.
Sam is a beautiful example of the 1-1-6 cerebrotonic. His continued
popularity around the LASTS is largely due to his polite silence in
the face of the club’s banalities—if the club fuzzleheads could read
Russell’s mind they would recoil as from a Yerke or a Laney, polite,
that is one of Sam’s outstanding traits—a genial, easy-going polite
ness and courtesy. Quiet and unassuming, he seldom speaks up in meet
ings, but no discussion takes place long in his presence before his
eyes light up, and in his precise way he takes the ball and starts
for a touchdown. I have yet to see the discussion in which Sam was
not able to contribute as much or more than anyone else present. The
breadth of his knowledge and interests is breathtaking, and not a lit
tle discouraging to those of us who find other interests interfering
with their pursuit of erudition. It might be said that Sam is a bit
one-sided, since his avooational rounds center about the libraries
to a very large extent; on the other hand his adjustment to life is so
obviously satisfactory to him, and so adult, that it is plain that he
is of a scholarly bent from free choice rather than as an escape from
life. After a session with the LASTS’ little escapists and frustrates,
an evening with Sam is like a summer trip to the mountains after a
week out in the desert. The man’s head is loaded with facts which he
presents with devastating logic; yet he is rarely if ever pedantic,
and his sparklingly dry humor and twinkling grin round him off as a
jewel which someday is going to get tired of' the arid barnyard at
S37J South Bixel. Bud as the club sometimes is, the time I’ve spent
there is almost repaid by the fact that through the club I have added
this prince of good fellows to my circle of friends.
Of a totally
different temperament, but in his own way a swell fellow is Eudie
Chamberlain, a good-looking, stocky fellow with a notable inability
to handle his liquor, but nevertheless a pleasant companion who is
possessed of considerably more de$pth than is apparent at first. Ed
stands out- in my mind chiefly from a long and probing discussion he
and I once had down in my Georgia Street shack, in which he used me
as an audience upon which to unburden some woes. Thus I learned a
good deal about some of the difficulties of his adolescence, and of
his attempts (which my own observation shows me are largely success
ful) to rise above them. I consider that Eddie has surmounted far
greater psychic handicaps than those which have made life-long im
possibles out of many fans, and this most certainly required a high
order of both courage and applied intelligence. Though Eddie and I
do not have an. especial lot in common, he commands my sincere respect;
something which I must admit I give but charily. He’s one of .the few
fans I have met who really tries to improve himself as a person.
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Though not a Fangeleno, strictly speaking, Michi-dogfan Dalyan Coger was pretty much of a LASFS- regular on the weekends of late
1943. There is a guy I could stand knowing .a lot better. Dal is
in-many ways an Alva Rogers without the interest or talent for illus
trating. Much more mundane and. practical than the typical fan, Dal’s
ruddy face and friendly grin were- always welcome*
‘Yell, that about
covers the LASFS membership -in late 1943 as it comes to mind here in
March 1947. Of course there were a number of.others who were in and
out of the scene from time to time. I might mention in passing Ewing
Brown, of whom I remember nothing more than the name and a faintly
distasteful (and unremembered)’ connotation in connection with him;
Arden "Buns" Benson, another of the MFS expatriates, who was almost
completely out of the picture when I arrived, and who has always im
pressed me as being one of the many normal people who quickly lose
interest in fandom as soon as they see what a bunch of jerks most
fans are; and a character named Vic Clark, of ’whose distasteful ac
tions and habits I shall say more later on.
'
And of course the most
prominent member of the LaSFS as of November 1943 was the Ghost of
Claude Degler.
Well, let’s see. Before I got side-tracked writing
these vignettes of the club membership, I had gotten, myself through
my first LAS1S meeting, which came rather, close also to being ray
last. Back to the narrative of events....
Being tired from the trip,
I spent several days and evenings doing not much of anything except
trying to get rid of my cough in the luscious Los Angeles sunshine,
which amazingly enough actually came up to chamber of commerce stan
dards during my first.two or three weeks here, and browning around
the city.
.
. One of the first things I did was to look up Bob Hoffman’s
mother, who turned out to be strictly wonderful---- young, clever, en
thusiastic, good-looki-ng, and super-friendly. Not only did she help#
me a lot with ray house-hunt ing, but she even let me unload the *,7eird
Villys into her cellar, and kept most of my stuff for me until I had
a place to take it.
<
I spent a goodly part of those first few days
rummaging in the book stores—alone at first, and later with Freehafer and/or Rogers. I also very shortly learned that someone of
other was in the clubroom nearly every hour of the day and night; be
ing essentially of" a gregarious nature, this led to my spending .an
increasing amount of. time there.
So many of the members lived right
there in the neighborhood; Brown and Kepner across-the street at 628,
Moro jo next door at 643, Daugherty three blocks down the street, and
Fern a ten minute walk away. Yerke, Bronson, Chamberlain, Benson,
Russell, and Freehafer used the place a great deal as a meeting point
to rally around a party to go to the theater or symphony; and Acker
man commuted nearly every night from Fa? t MacArthur, often spending
the night next door on Morojo’s and her cousin’s guest couch. Then
not only did many of the members work screwy shifts, but then as al
ways fans were notable for absenteeism, skipping work at any time
for any reason or none, in those first three months, I doubt if I
ever spent more than an hour in the clubroom without being joined by
one or more other members. The evenings especially saw the premises
crowded; many of the members were actively engaged in publishing,
kept their typewriters and other equipment right there in the room;
there was usually someone reading something out of the club library;
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and of' course the jisual droppings in and out. .

Since such a large
proportion of the LASFS regulars at this time were active fans, rather
than hangers-on, the club made a definite appeal to me, despite its
obvious flaws and drawbacks. Vhile it is' true enough that one does
not turn out as much output when working in a distracting group as he
would alone, there is much to be said for working with, and in a group.
Suppose the old output of balderdash does fall off a little; as long
as one is enjoying himself what difference does it make?'
After the
first few days, I commenced job-hunting and house-hunting about simul
taneously. The club, with its large backlog of stay-at-home intro
verts made an excellent foil for the extraverted way I was spending
my days; and it was not until I'had gotten settled in a job that I
found the companionship of the fans palling on me. By December 1, I
had discovered that not more than one or two were’willing to go any
where outside of the restricted rabbit-run around the Bixelstrasse,
and were likewise presentable enough so that I was willing to be seen
with them in public. Naturally enough’, I commenced a certain amount
of non-fan night life—I’d have just as soon had fans as my companions,
but if they didn’t want to come along (or failed to meet my not very,
high standards) I went anyway. This, is trivial to mention, except
that it was one of the first factors that disgusted me with the club.
Rimel and Baldwin, by whom I tended to judge all fans, were much less
one-sided.
Znd my disgust and discontent with the LASFS grew apace
as I learned more of the club’s affairs—disgust with the club itself
and more or less contempt for various of the members.
One of these
matters was the Affair of the Burning Bibles, with its -ftermath of
censorship. Ackerman, as is well known, is a militant atheist. He.
was manifesting this belief by getting hold of all the religious lit
erature he conveniently could with the idea of keeping it out of the
hands of possible converts, was particularly concentrating on the
vest pocket Bibles being distributed at Fort MacArthur for the troops.
(One man against the American Bible Society.’) Anyway, it seems :that
on at least one occasion, Ackerman and one or two others held a pub
lic Bible-burning on the pavement in front of the clubroom, in a
column in the first FAN SLANTS, Kepner had artlessly told of this
performance, and in doing so had set off an explosion. Most parti
cularly had Yerke and Daugherty hit the ceiling, and demanded, a cen
sorship of this column, holding that it tended to hold the club in
disrepute, and take away from the artificially built up myth of Shan
gri-La. (If the truth hurts the club, so be it; better to act, in a
■way one is not ashamed to have made public was my own attitude.) And,
typically, Xepner backed down more or less against Brown’s wishes,
and permitted the shaking of the' big stick to intimidate him and emas
culate his column.
Then there was the Affair of the Stolen. Artwork.
Ronald Clyne, it seems, had had a number of originals he wished to
publish through fan channels, and had invited all of the publishing
members of the LASFS to come to-his house one evening at 8:00 and he
would make an equitable division. Bronson, Brown, Kepner, and Acker
man missed Daugherty; went on without him; only to find, upon their
arrival, that he had not only sneaked out to dyne’s ahead of them,
but had hogged every original that Clyne had. Daugherty was not pub
lishing at the time, other than verbally.
Echoes of the expulsion of
Mrs. Henry Hasse, with the resultant resignation of her husband and
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Bill and Peggy Crawford, were still rocking around the place. Mrs.
Hasse, the 'former Dorothy Finn, had, it seems, threatened to break up
. -the. club; however, 'it was not unapparent that many of her objections
to the group were only too firmly*founded on fact, and it did not
seem to me*that the group wanted to do anything about removing these
flaws. .
.
.
The lack of solidarity among the membership was utterly beyond
belief. Absent members were discussed more with license than with
freedom--and it did not take too long for one to get heartily tired
of hearing this anvil chorus.’ A month of it left one very well in
formed " as to which members were sodomists, impotents, alcoholics,
manic, depressives, phallic succubi, communists, masturbators, overt
devil, worshippers, lesbians, and other quiant forms of life. Oddly
enough,. it did not require more than an elementary ability to count
to become aware that the freaks were definitely in the ascendency.
This sad’lessons in the Facts of Fan Life was sharply pointed up by
the-parade of homosexuals constantly being dredged up in Pershing
Square and brought around the club by one of the residents at 628.

And of course to cap the whole sordid story was L’Affaire Degler. I
never met Degler personally (though I slept in his bed at Ebey’s), but
during my first 6 weeks in Utopia, I became much better acquainted
with Clod than with any other member of the club. I!ll try to summa
rise it all briefly. On his nation-wide tour of fandom, the comic
coordinator arrived in Los Angeles in the early summer, moved in on
Kepner,. and immediately commenced propagandizing his Cosmic Circle,
particularly among Brown, Fern, and Kepner—all of whom joined. He
also started using the club publishing equipment to turn out a flood
of propaganda—the revoltingness of which is pretty well known. At
first, the more intelligent fans largely ignored him—all except Ack
erman, who joined the Cosmic Circle., Many objected to Clod’s extreme
filth of person (he arrived in Los Angeles wearing a dirty and sweatstained shirt which he wore every day without washing for around four
months, and finally donned once again, dirt, stink, and all, when he
left'town in mid-October) but they merely ignored him.
,
Then one night,
Yerke happened to pick up a copy of COSMIC CIRCLE COMMENTATOR, and the
row was on, but good. Bruce hit the ceiling, and, backed by Bronson,
Daugherty, and others, demanded that Degler be expelled/, and that his
publications be confiscated. The more moderate members tended to be
lieve Degler’s fabulous claims as to the’ size of his organization,
and felt it would be better to capture it by infiltration, take it
away from Clod, and set it up as a successor to the then moribund
NFFF. This did not set well with-Daugherty, who of course was NFFF
from top to bottom; but it did calm Yerke down sufficiently to cause
him to send out a questionairre, aimed at finding out just how much
the Cosmic Circle amounted to, and just how many of the name fans
Degler claimed as supporters were actually in favor of it.
In the
month following, row followed row almost daily, as various of the mem
bers got into savage arguments with Degler. ' Brown, Kepner, and Fem
disowned the - Cosmic Circle during this time—leaving it with two' local
members, Degler and Ackerman. As evidence came in, much of it direct
ly from the Chief Gasman’s own writings and remarks, the anti-Degler
group became larger and larger, and when Yerke finally published his
definitive REPORT TO FANDOM ON THE COSMIC CIRCLE they made an all-out,
full-scale attempt to oust Degler from the LASFS. And hell broke
loose in Shangri-La.
In the first place, the club constitution had no
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provision for the expulsion of members for any cause whatsoever. And
to make matters*more difficult, the progressive element ran headlong
into Forrest’J Ackerman’s deep and abiding principle that the. LASFS
and fandom should be a refuge for anyone who claimed an interest in
scientifiction or fantasy, arid who wished to escape from the world or
from his own shortcomings.. And many members supported Ackerman unre
servedly—some through personal friendship, some because they were
peace-loving outer-circle readers of stf who had not been bothered by
Degler and did not believe in arguments, and, I fear, not a few be
cause they too were more or less misfits and feared to set a precedent
by which they too might some day be expelled.
A month-long deadlock
ensued. Unable to get rid of Degler by constitutional means, and un
able to force a constitutional amendment, Yerke and others tried per
sonal intimidation. From all accounts, Degler’s one good point is
that he -stuck by his guns and refused to be run out.
Yerke finally
delivered an ultimatum that if Degler ever set foot in the club again
except on Thursday nights he personally would throw him out. He was
heartily backed by Bronson, Daugherty, Fem, Brown and others. Kep
ner, typically, had taken up for the under dog,* and was pro-Degler
at this time. Matters came to a head one Sunday shortly after this
when Yerke, out at Santa Monica, phoned the club only to have Degler
answer the phone. The progressives boiled into town, augmenting their
forces as they came, and found Degler alone in the clubroom. Yerke
started to lay hands on Degler, and was struck down by a heart attack
brought on by heat and excitement. Daugherty and Bronson, in comic
opera tradition, almost came to blows with each other in, quarrelling
over which was to have the honor and pleasure of throwing Degler out
of the premises; in the resulting turmoil, Degler slipped away, some
of the members went next door to get Moro jo, and caught her red-handed
in the act of taking $10.00 from Degler in payment for a life member
ship in the L.ASFS.
Freehafer was chiefly instrumental in quieting
everyone down enough to get them to sit down and talk it over. This
was done in a series of meetings, during rti ich Yerke, Bronson, and
Daugherty were several times on the point of resigning from the LASFS.
But the hot-heads were gradually mollified, particularly in light of
the fact that Degler left town never to return. (Kepner rode up to
Frisco with the fellow, and came back more bitterly anti-Degler than
all the rest put together.)
These conciliation meetings resulted in
the writing and adoption of a new constitution for the club, with
stringent restrictions .on new members, and the formation of a club
within the club—The Rentpayers’ Committee—which Would' have juris
diction over the club premises at all times except during the actual
Thursday night meetings. This group consisted of the more active
members, who carried keys to the clubroom and paid extra dues of $1
per month and up for this privilege. . •
But the Degler mess left the
club deeply split down the middle, a legacy of ill-feeling that has
never entirely left it, even today. It also left most of the members
utterly obssessed with the subject of Degler. I heard little else
during the first few weeks I was here. It horrified me to find a sup
posedly healthy organism which had no provision made for disposing of
its waste-products; my high ideals for fandom were also outraged by
the fact that anyone would support anyone so likely to bring all fan
dom into disrepute.
Kepner, I discovered, .had two large boxes of Deg'
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ler’s personal effects in his closet, which he was supposed to ship
back to Newcastle. When I learned that several members ha d‘missed
things during Degler’s stay, I suggested that his stuff be gone thru
before it was sent—and offered myself as an agent, since I was the
only person there who had not been in the Great cosmic ’Jar -of the pre
vious month, and hence could be consi dered relatively neutral. Kepner demurred violently, but of course gave in—being easy to talk out
of anything.
‘
'
So he and I went at. it one afternoon. I nearly fainted
at the stench that came out of these boxes, - a reek coming from some
indescribably filthy clothing which was packed in the boxes. (I fished
the stuff out with a bent wire—and. I’m not at all squeamish, either.)
ye found a miscellaneous bunch of stuff obviously misappropriated frotn
the club and various members; we also found a huge mass of undistri
buted Cosmic Circle literature. I immediately demanded that this be
destroyed--with the idea of crippling his propaganda cempain. Kepner
of course was too idealistic, but I got good enough support from
Yerke, Bronson, Daugherty and Brow to prevent the stuff’s being sent.
(We later made up sets of this undistributed material and sent it out
in the Los Angeles post-mailing to the December 1943 FAPA mailing, as
documentary evidence to support our demand-that Degler be expelled
from FAPA.)
Meanwhile, I’d located a room' at the Lee Hotel .(6th and
Figueroa) and moved out of Freehafer’s crowded little apartment. I
shortly secured permission from the club to use the premises as an
office, keeping my locked footlocker and typewriter in the room at
all times, and spending most of my evenings there. I worked the
night-shift for awhile in the latter part of November and early part
of December, which caused me to miss a great deal of club activity,
and thus kept my disgust with the. group from coming to a head as soon
as it otherwise would have. ■
‘
'
The jaw of even" a hardened fan like Ack
erman ' dropped .when’he saw’ the extent of my unanswered correspondence,
and the way that letters kept pouring in four, five, six and even
eight a day even though I was writing none in reply. I set to work
and mimeographed a form letter to use in reply, typing brief notes
on some answering the most urgent matters. I had figured-that this
would choke off my correspondence for a while and give me a chance .
to get out the 6th ACOLYTE. Huh’. All my‘ efforts did was to touch off
a veritable deluge of mail; I shortly saw that I could answer the mail
and drop THE ACOLYTE, or let the mail go to hell. .I decided easily
enough that THE ACOLYTE was more important—but my respect for fan
dom took another dive when I saw the crass way in which so many paltry
characters seemed insistent that I correspond with them at fabulous
length, regardless of other qomittments, and regardless of the fact
that I new got all the fan talk I wanted face-to-face, and only wanted
to correspond to further ACOLYTE.
4 ’
v
During the time I worked nights, I
had'Saturday nights off, and at first these wbre made the occasion
for some ripping all-night bull-fests. •Since.these generally ended
up at my room down at the Lee, they were knov/n as the Lee-Cons. Kep
ner and Rogers were the most regular attenders, next to Dal Coger,
Raul Free.hafer, and Bob Hoffman. Dal Coger was responsible for my
initial aversion to the NFFF, of which I had heard scarcely anything .
while up at Clarkston. Its president, I learned from Sian Shacker
Coger, was E. Everett Evans, who.supposedly was .engaged in secret
navy work stemming from his experiences in'World War I and was being
held pretty much incommunicado. Evans, according to Coger, had only
been a ship’s musician during his long Navy service,, and, instead of
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serving his country, a^/Jhe published report in BCNF3JHS state/, he was
serving time iij/the MiK^figan State Penitenxarv for hdmosexiwlyjy. Now
I he ve no aversion to^ homosexual's as s/ch A. If they le t ire (alope, I >m
only toil happy toilet ^hem alkane. ^tw/heartily/despXse/<ie/ dishon
esty of sailing unuer'“false -colors, (an dkthis bi< of /o^ip\hook Bfe
to the bottom/ I fel't that'since Eve.re^tMclaA'med^-ha ha^ been framed,
he would'nave\d6ne much better AfO/tell/jthe tTUth,\^nY trust to/rhe
t ol er an/ mercyxrf his fellow faW. z lnz ^ny/casej tQJl ^sordid/bit of
deceit/pe-rmanently soured me >on XXEverett EXans, a/k the Wre when
he b^ga^ publishing his sadc/i^idnious ^MEBINDfeRi and gave/me a bitter
distTust/of the NFFF which w^s hn t • at/all lessened as I j^ot better acquianted With NFFF’s leading Los Angeles disciple, Walt/r J. Daugherty^

My afternoons, particularly on Saturdays, were spent in book and maga
zine hunting. One amusing episode occured at
a well-known Holly
wood bookshop; I ha d gene there with Ronald Clyne, who had gone imme
diately to the back of the store while I had stopped to broswe at a
front table. A clammy hand was laid on my arm, and, startled, I looked
into the rolling eyes of one of the fruitiest fruits that ever got
blown, from a tree or elsewhere. ’’Who is youah fwiend?” he lisped.
”Huh?” from me. ’’Who is youah young fwiend?” the fairy repeated.
”0h, he’s just a kid I came in here with; why?” ”Oh-h-h’ He’s such
a bee-ootiful boy-y-y*” came the trilling response, since this ssk
character was one of the clerks in the store, it may well be imagined
that I never went there again with Ron’ (So far as I know, Ron is OK;
he can’t help it if he’s good looking’)
The bookhunting spree came to
an abrupt halt a few Saturdays later when I totted up after a jaunt
with Rogers and discovered to my horror I’d spent nearly &25JD0 in
a single afternoon. (Of course I had a two-foot stack of WEIRD TALES
and a mint copy of the last issue of THRILL BOOK, but even so....) I
told the people at the club that wine, women and song were a lot more
fun and a hell of a lot cheaper—and proceeded hitting the Zenda and
other spots on my Saturday nights, My tendency to cut loose was all
the more augmented by the fact that I was having the first of a terri
fic series of battles through the mails with my dear wife, who- seemed
to feel that the housing shortage was something I hud invented to
plague her, and was kicking me in the teeth right at the time ,1 needed
a modicum of consideration and loyalty.
At about this time, an amus
ing passage occured between Yerke and Ackerman one Saturday night.
The clubroom was very well filled with fans, most of whom were doing
crifdnac to beat the band. At about 8:00 o’clock, Yerke put on his
coat, said good night, and started for the door. “Bruce, where are
you going?“ said the Ack. “Oh, I have a date.“ “You mean you’d
leave a roomful of fans to go out on a date?“ demanded Ackerman with
a strong note of disbelief and disapproval in his voice. ”0h yes,
hadn’t you heard? I’m a pervert. I go out with women!”
I whopped
with the rest,, and dismissed the whole thing as a gag. How,ever, I
was stunned and not a little hurt to discover the change in Ackerman’s
attitude towards me when I myself commenced missing the Bixel stye
from time to time to go dancing. Though he said nothing overt, he
made it very plain that he disapproved, and in divers ways .he made,
his disapproval evident if not obvious. At the time I ignored it all,
though it added to my discontent with the club.
Shortly before I ar
rived in Los Angeles, Ron Clyne had met Albert de pin a, a Hollywood
script writer who was knocking off scientifiction for PLANET on the
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side. Early-in my acquaintence with Ron, he suggested that I come
out to de PiM^ with him, and eventually-I got around tp- sp. doing.
De Pina turned out to be an extremely ebul lien t-’ in dividual, ‘not with- •
out a 'e’ertain patina of Hollywoodishness, but nevertheless aWgenial
host, stimulating conversationalist, and all-round good fellow. Re
seemed particularly, struck with the possibilities of the LASFS as a
retreat for HollywoodVcharacters, and we had many conversations along
this line. According to de Pina,, a surprisingly large proportion of
the people in' the film'industry, including, such top-f lighters. as Oli
via de"Havilland, read the better science-fiction magazines Regularly;
in addition he felt that among this groupwas sufficient demandfor'a relatively unpublicised retreat'where they-could dodgey their '
public that the LASFS could quite conceivably be of interest to them.
Both Ron-and I told him at considerable length what sort of hog-wallpw
the physical plant of the club usually was, warned him of the weirdly
impossible individuals, who made up a good part of the membership, but
he persisted. He pointed out that we’d have to get a clubroom in,
Hollywood or the-San Fernando Valley, and fix if up somewhat "more civilizedly than we had described the blub as being on .the. other hand,
he also pointed out that it was a pretty good gamble, that ,Iie was al
most convinced that he could get.us enough interested and interesting
members out of the film colony to repay our efforts'many times', that-if they did come in they could certainly be expected • to., pay mob t. of" *
the freight, and that even if his plan failed altogether the'club- ?
would still gain through having secured more suitable surroundings’.
Well. De Rina’s scheme sounded rather fantastic, yet there was no'
question whatever about him, or his connections: (which were well docu
mented by his fabulously interesting scrapbooks—-I myself SW his
copy of-his $250--a week contract as a script . writer which had been in
effect at the time he was drafted), or his sincere interest in stf—■
which he continued to write as a hobby long after he had been signed
up at the fabulous^ figure of $750 a week.
‘
‘
While I could, see'possible
drawbacks to the. scheme, I most certainly talked it up around'the
club---- and my growing _ disgust, with * the LASFS got still, anot her boost
from the way the .people received it. Mike ’Fern was. about the only
member outside of Ron dyne who liked it at all; Mel Brown, forgett
ing that it was only a scheme to 'talk about,- went- off into a veri
table tantrum and said he’d resign if any of those people tried to
get in the LASFS. Daughefty was firmly opposed——after all, he was
only a stand-in. Ackerman characteristically said Little, but indi
cated that such a move was contrary to the spirit -and traditions, of
the LASFS. And so on*;..'.
Oddly’enough,’ the poorer integrated an'
individual member was with life, the more-bitterly he.objected to ’
de Pina’s scheme; eVen though.it must be remembered that I did. not
even bring it up officially, .but merely talked it over with- some of
the members, it was from this’episode-that' I first got.-.my belief.,
that to most of its members the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society
was no more than an escape from reality and an attempted escape from,
themselves and their own woeful, shortcomings, a belief which subse
quent experience has only confirmed.
.
My report back to.de.Pina, odd
ly enough, did not deter his interest in the LASFS. Finally, one
Sunday evening, I took him over to the clubroom,' much against my bet
ter judgement. The room was occupied by Ackerman, Moro jo, Fern, and \
Brown, when we .entered, Brown looked up, dropped what he was doing,
crowded past us and left before he could be introduced. .Fern went on
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reading, acknowledging -the introduction with a barely perceptible
grunt. Ackerman and Motojo were mimeographing VOM; they did acknow
ledge the introduction, though coldly and with obvious lack of enthu
siasm, then immediately turned their backs pointedly and.went on with
the mimeographing. Shaking with rage, I showed de Pina a.chair, tried
to entertain him with notable lack of success, and watched him spend
half an hour trying to be friendly. Everything he said just floated
out a ways, then dropped with a soggy splat on the filthy floor. If
a direct answer was imperative, morojo or Ackerman would usually
mutter a constrained monosyllable. At no time did they stop their
feverish mimeographing, except when de Pina expressed a wish to buy
a certain issue of UNKNOWN and Ackerman stopped long enough to hunt
it up for him and pocket the money. Finally, de Pina left; I accom
panied him to the door and offered to drop him, but he reminded me
that he had an. appointment at the Biltmore (eight or nine blocks down
the street) and that the walk would do him good.
I went back into
the club and proceeded to stand things on end. I was so angry I could
hardly talk, but I managed to indicate what I thought of this rank
boorishness. Mike I forgave up to a point when he claimed that he
had been so deep in his reading he did not realise what was going on;
something that was characteristic of him, though a trait difficult to
condone. Ackerman muttered something about, ^After all, he’d just
had a few stories In VIANET; who was de Pina, anyway?a; I blew my top
at the boy, pointing out that this made no difference, that the man
was as much a fan as anyone present, was this club open to fans or
wasn’t it, and so on—well interlarded with choice Anglo-Saxon re
marks of dubious semantic bearing on the dispute. Ackerman subsided.
Myrtle quite huffily pointed out that it was the only night the duo
could work on VOM for a week, and that they were too busy; I blazed
back that perhaps VOM was not of quite such cosmic importance as its
editors liked to imagine, and besides there was such a thing as com
mon courtesy. Brow# came.back in time to get a tongue-lashing from
me. Later he told me that the Ack-ojo bloc in the club had decided
to cold shoulder de Pina if he ever came around, for fear the members
might try to take up his scheme of LASES expansion, but I have never
been able either to prove or disprove this statement.
I shouldn’t
have permitted all this to affect me as it did, but I never felt the
same about de Pina after this, felt vaguely humiliated over the whole
mess, and gradually ceased visiting him. He was as good a sport
about it as one could imagine, but I never could quite look him in
the eye after exposing him to such an uncalled for series of snubs.
Needless to say, this episode fanned my discontent with the LASTS to
open revolt, and set me to making political plans for the first time;
partly with the idea of revenge (I hate to admit it) but mostly with
the idea that with a bit of support I might be able to lead the club
into a somewhat less revolting groove.
I did not see de Pina for over
a week after this, but when I saw him next it was under pretty excit
ing circumstances. An Earl Carrol girl, June Harris, had had a long
fan letter in the then-current PLANET; de Pina mentioned that she had
suggested he bring a couple of friends to Christmas dinner, and won
dered if Clyne and I would like to be those two. (I nearly walked
through the phone saying yea.’) As an aside, I should mention that
Daugherty like to fused his jets when he saw June’s letter in PLANET,
immediately dashed off a letter to her in ’which he mentioned he was
connected with Warner Brothers, and in his excitement sent the letter
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airmail special delivery though it only had to go from one substation
of the Los Angele'S post office to anothern a bit of assinity which
occasioned much merriment’ around the club. 'Anyway, Ron and<1 went out
to de Pina’s and Shortly after he took us' to June Harris’. I no long- .
er recall who all was there, except ..that 'if was a-small gathering and.-’
everyone had a very good time. In the course of things, June discov
ered I belonged to the LASFS, and mentioned having received .a letter
from some starry-eyed boy (yes, that’s what she called him) that had
perplexed her. She got it out, and read passages which brought good
laughter from the people around the table, as did that airmail angle;
finally asking me if I . knew the fellow (slightly, I said) and what
was his connection with Varner Brothers. “I’m not entirely sure,“ I
said, “but I think he’.s just a stand-in fo'r someone.“ thereupon, June
tore up the letter. (My telling of this episode around the club some
how did not amuse Daugherty as much as', it, did some- of the others, .but
then, I’ve never claimed to be a very good raconteur.) June was tall
and ravishing, a very smart girl, and possessed of much more mind ;
.
than most women I’ve talked with. Sure, I talked- science-fiction and •
fantasy with her; after all, that.was my speed, and mink-coated beau
ties with brand new Buick convertables are definitely not. - Christmas
dinner with an Earl carroll girl.’ Yes, I’m afraid-I was a bit awed,.

Apart from the regular fan gatherings, I also got in on a.couple of
other social events in late 1943 that perhaps should be mentioned; •
Lora Crozetti had several of us, including Bf own,-Kepner ,: and myself,,
for a luscious, home-cooked Thanksgiving dinner; and Morojo took a.
number of us to an. exclusive Italian restaurant in Hollywood for
Christmas Eve dinner, one of the few times that Ackerman has ever.
<
eaten out without going to Clifton’s.
•*-.
;
,
.•
r; . .
. But I must veei away and’pick
up the political- developement s of November and December 1943-’ in Shan
gri-La. At that t imethe club, had only one'elected officer, the di
rector (actually president), who appointed the secretary and treasur
er, plus any other officers he might wish, such as librarian. These,
plus the chairman of the Rent Payers’ Committee, formed an executive
committee which under the constitution had almost unlimited powers.,
though at the time I came, to LA they did. not avail themselves of them
to any great extent.
'
.
Freehafer’s resignation as director necessitated
the election of a pro tern director to fill out the balance of his one
year term which was to expire December 31, 1943. Valter J.; Daugherty,
in one of his frequent political moods,, spent a great deal of time . . • ■
outlining to all who would listen his proposed platform; oddly enough,
no one would nominate him, so he was unable to run for the office.
Jimmy Kepner and Buns Benson were nominated; when Kepner was elected,
I was astounded when Buns and his supporters (Bronson, Chamberlin,
Yerke, and one or two others) got up and walked out of the club. Kep-;
ner seemed stunned, but rallied enough to appoint Lora crozetti as .
secretary (she did not attend a single meeting in that capacity; sane??
thing of a record for an officer even in the LASFS) and continue Moro-,
jo as treasurer.
This walkout was iollovzed in a very few days by
some very bitterly worded resignations from Yerke, Bronson, and others.
At the time I did not know enough about the club to realise how well .
founded their strictures were, so tended to oppose them. Another
factor was my very slight acquaintance with the gentelmsn in question; .
this mass resignation occuring only three weeks after I arrived in
• ,
town. So particularly when the'first KNANVE. came "out-, with its poor
ly worked out Bronsonian attack on new" fans, . I was for a short time
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quite strongly anti-Knenve. It must be remembered that the Knanve
resignation occured but three weeks after my arrival in Los Angeles,
and that I had but little chance to become well acquainted with the
:’genial knaves” during this time; also that my being around the club
so much tended to give me for a short time the club’s viewpoint.
One
result of all this was my faux pas with Lionel innman. At the time
the j''l KNANVS came out, I wrote a red-hot article attacking Bronson
extravagantly, signed it as director of the LASES, and submitted it
to VULCAN (which Phil had particularly -singled out for criticism) for
publication. By the time the article ‘appeared, the feud had broken
wide open, I was an Outsider and on good terms with Bronson. So I
sent Innman an equally red-hot retraction, attacking Ackerman and the
LASFS as wildly as I’d previously attacked Bronson. At about this
time, VULCAN went on an irregular basis and I gradually forgot all
about this article, only to have it come out about two .weeks after
I was once more back in the LASFS. I believe that in this VULCAN/
Bronson episode I did the most thorough job of making an ass of my
self that I ever did -anywhere. If I weren’t trying to write a fact
ual and realistic account, I’d be only too happy to suppress all men
tion of it.
A person standing on the-outside might have jumped to
the conclusion that the LASFS, after the resignation of the Knanves,
would have been a pretty much united group. How wrong he vzould have
been’ There were at least three distinct cleavage lines, marked by
extreme hostility, whiqh divided the membership into overlapping
groups.
Most important wqs the strong anti-Daugherty feeling. Mel
Brown spearheaded this, having conceived a violent hatred of wjp over
the Affair of the Stolen Artwork, which was not in the least abated
by Daugherty’s being taken on the staff of FAN. SLANTS as the only con
dition .by which Daugherty would permit Brown'to use . any of Clyne’s
artwork. This situation came to a head in early December when Daugh
erty jumped Brown for running off a Clyne illustration on the wrong
color of paper, and the resulting ruckus nearly brought the two to
fisticuffs. I he.d to lead Mel outside and reason with him for nearly
an.hqur to calm him down. Daugherty was also cordially despised by
some of the members who resented his grabbing the floor for ego-boo
purposes, was held in slight regard by most of the more intelligent
members who resented -his strident floorgrabbing tactics on the grounds
that they detracted from the intellectuality, of the club. At the
time I was on good terms vzlth Walt, and actually liked him a good
deal, despite the fact that I tended to regard his tendency towards
self-glorification as rather amusing.
Secondly, there was a marked
anti-homosexual feeling held by several members. It must be remem
bered that .the club had from two to-four active homosexuals in its
membership at all times, that one of the most active members of the
club was also .its most vocal homosexual, and that he was continually
bringing-other fags around .the club.
J
The last cleavage line was that
between Ackerman and the rest of the club. Ackerman was riding ex
tremely high on his ’’fandom is all” philosophy, and was not only ex
pressing strong opinions against various members who chose .to vary
their crifanac by music, the theater, sex, liquor, or anything else
(usually behind their backs) but was developing a most exasperating
habit of handing '’delinquent” fans prim little -notes of rebuke in
which he chided them for going to the symphony, or shooting craps in
the club room, or going dancing, or taking a drink.
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Despite the swirling tides of antagonisms, the LASFS was
rolling along quite merrily. Keprieb, in-his capacity of director,
instituted a very successful series of discussion meetings, at,which
business was held at a minimum. His technique was excellent. He him
self would prepare an introduction, and would proceed to lecture the
club on the chosen topic, expressing himself as extremely as possible.
The moment one of his outrageously unsupportable statements would
set someone off, Kepner would subside* and would resume*’talking only
as it was necessary to keep the discussion moving along. Hight at
the point when the bullfest was at its height, with two or three in
dividuals clamoring at once for the right to be heard, he would ad
journ the meeting, which would immediately break up into several
violently arguing groups.
. I got transferred to the day-shift in ear
ly December, and very quickly got a bclly-ful of the club. In typi
cal Laney fashion, I commenced shooting off my mouth as to what was
wrong with the LASTS, and before I knew it had outmaneuvered myself
into a position where I had to put up or shut up. Unfortunately for
my own tranquility, I am not the shutting-up' type.
Brown and Fern be
came angered at Kupner over some of the non-fan friends he kept bring
ing around the club, and came to me with the. request that i run for
director with their support. I turned this offer down, pointing out
that I’d not been around the club long' enough to get elected, and
that I had enough to do without taking on a task, which I i<new regret
fully I’d be sucker enough to take seriously. But they kept after me.
Then one evening in mid-December, Uolt- Duugherty button-holed me on
the way back to dinner, asked where we could go for a private talk.
I led him to my car, where he told me that he thought my ideas would
never take, that they were too‘close to his own’ ideas with which he
had taken the directorship in 1940,*but that he felt about the same
way, and that if I’d accept, he intended'to nominate me for director.
We talked the matter over, counting noses and votes, and I came to
the conclusion that I could probably run a pretty good race at that.
Between my reluctance to back down on my severe strictures on the
club and Walt’s persuasive tongue I gave my consent.
This led to an
idiotic contretemps. I immediately told Brown and Fern what I’d de
cided, only to have Brown blow1 his top and tell me that if I let
Daugherty nominate me he not only would not support, me but he would
fight me with all he had. Fern backed him up. This attitude really
got up the Laney Irish, and led to a six weeks rupture between myself
and Brown, since I told him off but good. ,
” ‘
Kepner was nominated agains
me, but after talking over my platform with him he expressed a wish
to withdraw. I tried to talk him out of it, but he did. Ackerman and
Morojo talked him into reopening his nomination, and this action was
the first thing that set me veeringJ towards the side-of the Kfanves,
since Yerke had bluntly pointed out that the Ackojo block, as-he call
ed it, stood entirely for neutrality, banality, and the status quo-r
I’d not believed it, but this action so clearly proved the truth of
this one statement that it set me off reconsidering the entire Knanve
matter, something one could not do objectively without being turned
against the LASFS.
- •
~
;
LGy platform might be of incidental interest: (1)
Unite all Los Angelas fandom under the banner of the LASTS. (This
was worded around the club in such wise as to lead Ackojo to believe
I would oppose any further attempts at ousters (such as the Degler
ruckus); actually meant that I intended to try to get-the Knanves
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back into the club).- (2) Continue Kepner's discussion meetings. (3)
Clean up the club and-its membership both phys ically, and psychologi
cally. (Yes I was naive, wasn’t I? But I’ve always had a. strong yen
for improving myself'and ironing out my own .many mental kinks,; my big
error was in presuming others around the club had any-similar motiva
tion.) (4) Get out an'-issue of SHANGRI-L’AFFAIRES, which had1 been in
a disgusting state of suspended animation for nearly six months.
.
In
the course of my political maneuverings, I approached Kepner, and sug
gested that if he felt my ideas on uniting the LASFS and the Knanves
• were any good (he did) that it might help unite the club if he and I
made a reciprocal agreement that whichever one was elected director
would appoint the other secretary, which of course was the #2 pfficer
of the club. The effect of this of course was to guarantee the club
a reasonably non-partisan slate of officers, a coalition cabinet, so
as to speak. Kepner accepted this deal. .
On the night of the ejection
I happened to sit next to Kepner. As the ballots were being passed
around, he leaned over to me and said, ’-’Are you going to be a gentle
man and vote for me, or a heel and vote for yourself?” »’’Why, did you
ever hear of a Laney being a gentleman?” I tossed back. Of course I
voted for Kepner. The ballot was a tie. falter J. Daugherty was ex
tremely annoyed, since as teller he had to pass out a new set of bal
lots. We voted the second time, and it was still a tie. Walter J.
Daugherty hit the ceiling, accused the club of making fun of him by
deliberately tying up the vote, demanded that either Kepner or I with
draw from the race, and in general put on a typical Daugherty display,
:
including the customary threat to resign from the club. Kepner leaned
over to me and suggested that we break the tie by deciding between us
which one was to be director. I said, ”0K, I’ve been voting for you;
I’ll change and vote for myself.” ”My God,” Jimmy screamed, ”l’ve
been voting for me too.’” The club howled, it ended up that both Kep
ner and I voted for Laney, so I appointed him secretary, as previously
agreed, continued Myrtle in office as treasurer, and adjourned the
meeting. 1943 was over in Shangri-La.
I seem somehow to have missed
the exhumation of Charles Edward Burbee Jr., so before closing this
chapter, I’d better backtrack. Both Andy Anderson and I had corres
ponded at some length with Burbee in my pre-LASFS days; when he drop
ped into town during the Christmas holidays he suggested we look the
guy up. The idea of a mystery man who -wrote long letters to fan edi
tors, subscribed to all fansines, yet apparently had never been around
the LASFS appealed to Kepners imagination, so the three of us grabbed
a streetmap, and drove out to Burbee’s house. He was most friendly,
made vastly with the beer and whiskey, and explained that he had gone
to the club about eight months previously, had walked into a roomful
of people who ignored him for half an hour, and had finally left in
disgust. (This was and is the LASFS’ most annoying feature — the rude
way in which visitors are deliberately ignored and made to feel as un
welcome as possible unless they are either known fans or are sponsored
by some aggressive member who will force the club to recognise them.)
We secured a promise from Burbee to try again, and left after a most
lovely four or five hour bullfest.
So I guess it is time for a vign
ette of Burbee, the guy who for a long time was my best friend in fan
dom. Physically he is tall and slender, with a leonine head wobbling
on a pipestem neck, bushy curly dark hair, swarthy features, and a
pronouncedly Mexican cast of features (which no doubt stems from the
fact that he is of English extraction.) He is very much married to a
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somewhat shrewish wife and an indeterminate number of children. Burbee is not worried about matters of child-raising--he counts noses at
night, and if there are less than three he says, "Oh well," and statts
another one that night. He is very easy-going, rather vain in some
respects, and smooths his passageway.through life with a'sense of hu
mor that can'be called nothing less than unique. He'is lots'-of fun,
but never appears to take anything seriously; a factor'Which at times
can be annoying. He is,also the dirtiest talking man I have'ever
known. But he is a good egg, even if he is motivated only by a pro
found jealousy of Al Ashley’s superior mind. (When I get to Ashley,
I intend to say:. Al is a good egg, even if he is motivated only by
a profound jealousy of Chas. Burbee’s superior mind. This may be a
peculiar form of symbiosis*), • At any.rate, neither Al nor Chas tan
talk to me for ten minutes without commencing to run down the other,
so I believe I am justified in presuming there is some sort of obscure
attraction here. Burbee, despite his easy-going ways, can be a very
difficult person, but is well.worthy of cultivation, particularly if
you are bawdy-minded, for the guy is the best off-color raconteur I •
have ever, known’. His interest in .fandom and fantasy is reading with
out collecting and publishing without ego boo (except of course for
Charles Edward Burbee). Alter-interests include beer, bawdy reminiscenses, tinkering with radios and other sound, equipment, and record
collecting.
‘
Another arrival on the December 1943 scene was Jules La
zar, a hefty young' Jewish boy from Boston and the strangers’ club.
He was tall, heqvily built, and strong as a bull. He did not fit
very well into the club, being prone to take offense where- none was
intended, ’ and through being essentially, uninterested in, fandom, yet
just enough intorverted so that he.found difficulty in staying away
from the easy associations of the- club. I always rather liked Jules
until his tendency to shove people around after a couple of drinks,
became too pronounced. Since he was only 16 or'17 at. the time he was
in LA, I have little.doubt but what he has grown into a pretty nice
fellow. Certainly there was room for improvement.
-Oh boy. - The next,
chapter will be about the feud. Hold onto your hats, folks’
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CHAPTER SIX
-0O0- .
Thunder Over paradise

With my election to the directorship of the LASFS, the stor
my affairs of the club became my own peculiar responsibility, or so
I felt at the time. I had criticised the club savagely though con
structively; here I had been given the driver's seat, and so it seem
ed up to me to try to do something about the conditions which I had
deplored.
. . > Trouble broke out almost at once.
My first ruckus of 1944
was with ’.Valter J. Daugherty over my membership in the National Fan
tasy Fan Federation. Everett had come out of durance vile in late
1943’ and had commenced his strong membership drive; his bosom buddy
Daugherty seemed to. regard it of prime importance that all members of
the LaSFS join the NFFF. "Los Angeles 100$ behind the NEFF,'" was an
oft-re it era ted cry about this'time,. Well, I heartily despise this
sort of imitation chamber of commerce stuff, 7Jhy- should we be 100**
behind anything? What had the NFFF ever done to warrant our support
in it? ft apparently’was just another new attempt of the Cosmic Cir
cle type of mind to get a lot of free ego-boo. All I did was to ask
a few.searching and honest questions. Daugherty answered my three
chief. objections most unsatisfactorily: wo should be 100$'behind the
NFFF’because it was the national, the NATIONAL, fan organization. It
was not new, either;’was established in 1941.. OK, what had it done
in the past 2^ to 3 years?
Uh, well...fandom did not cooperate; the
president was called.away to the service of his country (»); well,'
uh, well my god Laney it is the NATIONAL fan organization and the
LASFS should be 100$ behind it.
So I turned it down cold. Daugherty
told me if I couldn’t afford it right then he’d put up the dollar,
and it made me pretty thoroughly disgusted to be so totally unable to
get across my point that I saw no need for the NFFF, and that I felt
it should-probe itself before I joined.
So Mr. D.‘ sent in a dollar
in my name anyway, over my flat refusal to join. I did not. mince
’words when I found out about it, but finally allowed that the pres
tige of the EASES demanded that it#s director belong to the NFFF, so
I paid over my dollar and slid back behind the sophistry* 'that Laney
the fan was not a member of the NFFF but Laney the director of the
LASJS was. But it strained the air between Daugherty and myself no
end.
(Oddly enough, neither at this time nor any other time during
the feud, did anyone tell Daugherty that his idol was in the clink
on a morals rap. We didn’t want to hurt Daugherty. He did not learn
of this until Al Ashley told him about it in the fall-of 1945.)
The
next fuss, coming almost simultaneously with the NFFF embroglio, con
cerned a fanne named Patti Grey ’Vood, a cousin or something of Morojo’s who had for several years been more or less active in fandom un
der the name of Pogo. She had been a member of the LASFS fDD several
years, had married a club member (Russ Wood) , and moved to San Pedro.
Now her husband had gone in the Navy, she' was going to live with Mo
ro jo, and she wanted to rejoin the LASFS.' But* it -seems that .she had
had some sort of major quarrel with Ackermen, part of »vhich is a mat
ter of public record in 1942 FAPA mailings and part of which I never
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did find out anything about. The upshdt of it all was that Ackerman
flatly refused to have her in the club. ■ Quite frankly, this burned
me up. Pogo was a member of FAP A, had published two fanzines under
her own power and three or four jointly with, her husband; her stuff
did not rate especially well either in quality or quantity, but it
wasn’t so far below average but what it could be read with more or.
less interest; I felt that the club needed-members, particularly femi
nine ones, and that Ackerman had no business‘ whatever to try to keep
anyone out of the club, particularly in'light of* his assiduous foster
ing of Clod Degler?
"
....
Nearly all of -us applied the pressure pretty* <■
hard; and Ackerman, appalled at'the apparent•loss of the esteem of
most of the club, rather- grudgingly permitted 'her to join. -..(His meth
od of keeping her out was to state'that he'personally would boycotther in every way, refusing to speak to her or'acknowledge her presence
if she rejoined. ■ pogo naturally enough did riot wish to re join , under
such conditions.) This whole thing soured me pretty completely on
Ackerman for a while, and: my disgusj; with the lad was not decreased
by the comic opera bust-up. with Moro jo-with the contradictory post
cards which occured at the same time. (Ackerman brol^e. off with MOrojo because she wanted to, smoke, in■ the clubroom, sent'out* about 50
postcards to fandom announcing - the split-up--then , had to send out;,
another postal a day later when .Morojo gave in on the smoking.) • ■
’■ * ‘
Any
way, Pogo joined the club, so;I suppose a vignette is in order. She
is a rather large woman--not fat, but tall, big-boned,, and well-built;
carries 140 pounds in a manner that makes them look l.ike 120. She is
brunette, pretty good looking, and notable for an air of vague help
lessness which largely stems from myopia and is not at all reflective
of a rather self-sufficient and competent personality... Her interest
in fandom was almost entirely limited to the people in fan dom, rather
than in fantasy, stf, or other facets of- the field; and she was far .
more interested in going dancing than in sitting around the turgid*,
atmosphere of the club.
>•
The first three or four meetings of my term
ran rather smoothly. The Kepner-led discussions featured them, and
for the most part I did fairly well in keening.business {or.quasi
business) off the floor. This-was pretty hard on some of .the boys . . •
like Daugherty, whose chief pleasure seemed to be getting the .floor and holding forth for half -an hour on how dirty the club room washer •
something else of equal moment--but it did tend to make the meetings
of more interest, particularly to the outer-circle members who after
all did not cere a faint damn who got his ego boo and how, butt were
more interested in serious .discussions.
*
But what business there was.
turned-out to be red-hot. Then the Knanves resigned from the club, .
Yerke had retained his title of-Honorary Secretary, and early in my - .
term of office approached the LASFS with, the idea‘of being confirmed
as an honorary member. Since the club had permitted Biuce to use the
title "honorary secretary” repeatedly in club publicationsr- it seemed
to me a foregone conclusion that the group would acknowledge the ho
nor. Ackerman, Morojo, and Daugherty had a fit—claimed he had never
been made an honorary member, and that he had never even been made
honorary secretary, though it developed that he had held that office
for over five years. An attempt to check the conflicting claims by
referring to the minutes merely showed that certain sets of minutes
were lacking altogether. It could hajre been carelessness, but at the
time I felt they had been deliberately extracted and destroyed. I
still think so, though I haven’t a shred of proof. The affair came
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to a head at dinner one night before the regular meeting. Accusations
of tampering with the minutes were being hurled pretty freely, and
Ackerman, who apparently felt very deeply against Yerke, seemed to
think that some of us wanted to destroy the club by permitting T.
Bruce Yerke to belong to it. It was all very assinine, but feeling
was rising very high. Wishing to preserve a modicum of peace' in the
club (after all, I’d been director only two weeks) I suggested,to the
arguing parties that the whole Yerke matter be turned over to*me, and
that I would make a constitutional interpretation. on the. strength of
which the matter might be decided. Oddly enough, this s.eemed' satis
factory to most of them. Of course my line of thought was- pretty
obvious; Yerke himself had written the club constitution no more than
three months previously, and I was certain -that he had provided for
himself therein. Unfortunately he had neglected* to do so; though I
spent most of the evening studying t.he document 'I' could find no pre
text on which I could announce Bruce as an honorary member. So of
course I had to rule that the constitution did not provide for hono
rary officers; however, I pointed cut, it would be a fine gesture if
we were to grant Bruce*an honorary membership,^since he has served as
an officer of the*-'club for years and moreover is one of the few local
fans who has any sort of reputation outside Los Angeles.» This made
Ackerman very angry; ’’Give him an honorary membership? Why, he teas
insulted the club!”
My personal affairs struck a nadir in mid-january. In the first place, I was rather dissatisfied with my job at
the time, yet could not as yet figure any angles to get around the
war manpower commision and make a change, particularly in light of my
rather shaky standing with my draft board. Secondly, the quarrel be
tween myself and Jackie had become terribly bitter---- she seemed to
hold me personally responsible for the housing shortage, raved and
raved because' I had not rented a house and sent for her (though she •.
steadfastly refused to allow me to buy a house at swollen wartime
prices—nearly 40^ of what a house would cost today in 1947), demand
ed that I come back immediately and go to work for Boeing (and live
with my in-laws), end so on. Well, the Weird Villys was done, finish
ed. It would still hobble around town after a fashion, but both it
and its tires were too far gone to take off on a trip. And I most
certainly did not intend to spend the furniture money for a dubious
used car which might turn out to be even worse. To lend greater imme
diacy to the situation, my room at the Lee was becoming impossible---the hotel was trying to put me out (so they could make more money on
the room by renting- it by the night) and had managed to make it Aninhabitable—through ransacking my dresser daily while I was at work
and leaving my clean clothes strewn all over the room, unlocking my
door and leaving it standing open, not permitting me visitors, and so
on. To top it off, I still had that bronchial cough which had been
chronic since early October; I felt lousy physically, and missed
enough work to cut my earnings away down--this of course leading to
a certain amount of psychological upset and worry which was not in
the least abated by the letters my supposed helpmate was knocking me
over with once or twice a week. I mention all this simply to point
out that I was not myself during those first few weeks of 1944, and
that these other conditions undoubtedly contributed to my getting so
bitterly involved in the feud. Imagine it, here -I was' caught in a
situation in which I could see no avenue of satisfactory escape, yet
one tiny facet of it (the club) most definitely was suseptible to be
ing worked on.
It was in the middle of my depressed period that I
brought out the ’’drunken” FAIT-DANG 0 which caused so much unfavorable
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comment for the next year or so. The Sunday of January 16, 1944 saw
me confronted with a FAP A deadline, a date with Pogo, and a bottle of
rum. I started the afternoon cutting stencils furiously to try to
get most of them done before my date-being in the dumps anyway start
ed sampling my bottle, and first thing I knew all my disgust with life
in general and the LASTS in particular started pouring out of that
machine. Somewhere along the line I leno eked off, went on my date, and
came back around midnight gloriously potted. Kepher was there and
wanted company, since he intended to mimeograph all night, so I went
back at it with more force than judgement. On looking, over that once
notorious issuer I find myself in hearty accord with nearly everything
I said. The trouble was that I did not substantiate my remarks (tak
ing my proofs for granted without’ realising that most fans idealise
both the LASTS and fandom) and that my language occasionally got just
a shade vulgar.
Along about this time I had discovered that pogo in
tended to divorce her husband, and commenced taking her out quite a
bit, seeking in her and one or two other girls a bit of compensation
for my own stormy matrimonial situation. And this brought me headon
into collision with Ackerman. Certainly I was around the club a num
ber of times when I had been drinking. So.were a lot of others. As
long as I could carry my liquor (which I definitely could and can do)
I couldn’t see that it was anyone’s business but my own, and I not
only resented the fact of meddling on Ackerman’s part, but even more
his refusal to tell me off like e man and his constant circulating of
lurid and unfounded tales about me, tales which came back to me al
most daily at about that time.
Also, when I commenced dating’three
to five nights a week, Ackerman and some of his friend.s began howling
that I was neglecting the club, forgetting that I was still spending
more time around the sacred stye than any director since excevt Acker
man himself. Though I find myself unable to remember specific in
stances, I still recall vividly how bitterly I lashed out,
this
place e male nunnery, and had I taken some perverted vow of chastity
and self-den ial?ix, when all this finally came to my- attention once
too often.
The drinking situation came to a head in mid-January. po
go and I ha.d decided to use the clubroom and Mike Fern’s radio as a
spot in which I could teach her to dance; I had pert of a bottle of
rum, perhaps two-thirds of a pint. We waited until the fans had left,
then went over and spent perhaps an hour dancing and talking and tak
ing an occasional short nip. kepner dropped in and also picked up
some dancing lessons by remote control. (No, Burbee, I didn’t dunce
with him.) About 11:SO the radio went sour, we talked for a.while
and then decided to play pinochle, which we did until about 2;Q0. We
still had some of the rum left when we adjourned, so it is pretty evi
dent no one was more than faintly happy; and we also tidied up the
club, leaving it neater than it had been when we entered it.
The
next evening all hell broke loose. Daugherty and Ackerman both jump
ed me for turning the club into a whorehouse, holding a drunken party,
and destroying the members’ property. I gave right back with as good
as I got, and it was a honey of a fuss. From here'on out, it was open
war between Ackerman and Daugherty against me.
I finally had gotten
my bellyful of both the Lee Hotel and my dear wife’s fantastic refu
sal to face the facts on housing. I decided to lay off work and hunt
full time for a rental. 7hen I finally saw that such did not exist,
but that there were a number of cheaply available store-buildings,
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many equipped so as to be convertable into housing with little or ;no
effort, I -e aided to make a comprimise, rent and furnish a store (af
ter all, I had to buy furniture anyway and had the money for that pur
pose), then sell Jackie on the idea of buying a house.
Very shortly
I had located a former vegetable market, located at 1104 South Georgia.
It was horribly filthy, having been empty since its Jap tenants had
been put in a concentration camp in early 1942, and was in a tough
part of town; on the other hand it was filled with shelving, had a
small separate room in back, a toilet room, a sink with running cold
water, and several gas outlets. The landlord agreed to give me a
gas hotplate on which to heat water and permission to do anything to
the shelves I wanted to. So I rented it for $50.00 a month, bought
a bedroom set and-a living.room set, and moved in. Jules Lazar help
ed me move and do the heavier lifting, and one weekend of really hard
work saw me fitted up with a really nice apartment. I tore out all
but two sections of the shelves, rebuilt these into an ”L", using the
leg (backed with the corrugated board off ray mattress box) as a parti
tion. This gave me a three room suite: 20x50* living room, 20x18*
bedroom (containing the sink and hotplate as well), 12x12* utility
room (..hich later was fitted up as a publishing workroom) and of
course the toilet room back in the far corner. That was the once-famous Fran Shack. It had its flaws, notably the tendency for street
dirt to blow in under the door, and the inconvenience of having to
bathe out of a small pan. But I had a broom and was not afraid to
use it, and you’u be surprised to know how much bath water can be
made out of a gallon of furiously boiling water.
The second meeting
of my directorship, I announced that since I could find no qualified
person willing to take over the editorship of SHANGRI D’AFFAIRES to
replace Phil Bronson, the club would devote the last meeting of each
month to getting out a jointly published issue. I asked for a show
of hands to see who was willing to do what, and very shortly had a
pretty good issue lined up. Daugherty came in shortly after this,
and immediately had a fit, claiming that joint publishing had been
tried before (under his aegis) and had failed abysmally. »»it can’t be
done.” Ackerman, under this prodding, allowed that he was afraid of
being stuck with all’the work.
Since everything I had yet suggested,
since my election, had been greeted not only by this Daugherty ’’can’t
be done” sound-off, but by apparently sustained attempts to discour
age anyone who might want to try it anyway, I called Daugherty on it
right out loud, accusing him pointblank of trying to sabotage my at
tempts to do anything with the club and suggesting that his possible
motive might be that he did not want to see anyone succeed where he
had failed. Somehow, Daugherty’s and my relations took a turn for
the worse about this time.
But the membership went on anyway, writing
and stencilling for SHANGRI D’AFFAIRES. I wrote a two page article
entitled, ’’Knanveism: A Boon for Fankind?”, in which I analysed the
first issue of THE KNANVE, and suggested possibilities for the group,
likening them to the alumni associations in mundane ayjay. 'The tone
of this article was on the whole rather friendly towards the Knanves,
though it was not without a certain amount of sarcastic undertones,
and wondered out loud if they’d be big enough to rise to their oppor
tunities. Ackerman, incensed by the £1 KBBNVE, wrote a really.rugged
article called ’’Knanve is a Louse, by L. Sprague de Campfollower” in
which he stuck his usually retracted neck out just as far as it would
reach, and put out a pretty sharp personal attack on Yerke and Bronson
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Among other things, it stated that Bronson and Yerke had stated that
they would walk across the street rather than speak to Ray Bradbury,
that Yerke was rejected from the army as a manic-depressive, and a
number of other items which would be hard to prove. (Yerke, for exa
mple, was put in 4-F on .account of hypertension,) Forry showed the
article to me, and asked me -what I .thought of it. Well, I knew very
little of the facts of Yerke's seven year sojourn in the club, so I
told Ackie that if he were reasonably sure of his facts E thought it
was OK. I figured if would get a rise out of the Knanves, that'they
probably would answer it, and that in the course of the' resulting
controversy the truth would probably come out. And J- didn't care arap who ended up with a tarnished reputation.
In due season, the last
meeting of January rolled around, the meeting at which we were to pub
lish SHANGRI-D'AFFAIRES. • I had done a’considerable amount, of advance
planning, assigned g??own and Fern (both -shaky typists) to the mimeo
graph, and had-arranged that some stencils were already cut for them •
to start in on. Before the meeting, I went next door to pogo's, got
to talking, and let the'time for starting the meeting roll past. . It
made no difference, really; everyone knew what was.’ planned and that
there was to be no formal meeting other than a call to order, reading
of minutes, and adjournment; and the .secretary (Kepner) was supposed,
to preside in the absence of the director; ?or some reason, Kepner
could not bring himself* to'call • the . meeting to order, and a number of
the people (notably Joquel) got. extremely. angry because I was not
present. Joquel had a tantrum and1 stormed out of the club, and short
ly I got a phone call"from Fern, who alsocseemed in evil. mood. I •
asked if the meeting had started, found it hadn't, and told Fem’to
tell Kepner to call it to order and get it over with, that I’d be
over as soon as I finished my drink.’ A few moments-later,. Fern came
into the apartment without knocking and walked right down my throat.
I blew up at him, told‘him I didn't intend to preside, that Kepner
had certain definite duties in my absence, and that I would come over *
as soon as the club was ready to start publishing. Following which,
I shoved him out the door and slammed it on him, and went back in for
another drink.
;
I arrived at the club, finally,, just as Kepner was
adjourning the meeting, doled out assignments to 'the few who did not
already know what to do, and commenced stencilling'’my own article.
I cut the two stencils, checked to see that everyone had something
to do, and took pogo, around the corner for a short drink. /Everyone
seemed furious at me. I got back, found little had been.- done in my
absence except cuss me, but I merely sat down /and composed ah editor
ial on the stencil. I got it finished all but two or three lines,
was called across the.room to settle the order in which certain'un-'
foreseeh items would fit into the id due, looked around and saw that
everyone had a half an hpur of work while I had perhaps two minutes,
so took Pogo around the corner again for another drink...
• ••
'
J
Yhen I came
back, the atmosphere was pretty tense. Mel remarked he needed,a sten
cil to run off, so I sat down to finish mine only to discover that
Ackerman had finished it in a most insulting way. I blew up about it,
and the-meeting ended up in a savage quarrel. ' Ackerman,. Brown, Fem,
and Daugherty (the latter having just dropped in) waded into me for
neglecting my duty; I came right back to point out that I had written
and stencilled three pages out of a twelve page issue, had coordinated
the work, that I was only one-fifteenth .of the people present but
had done a quarter of the actual work, and what did they expect for
two bits. I further gave Ackerman-the tongue-lashing of his career
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for sabotaging my stencil. The upshot of it all'Was that we did not
quite finish-, the issue, having, 'as-1 recall, 10 of the 12 pages done.
The next day at work, I thought the whole thing over, realised that
while I .probably should have made :a .point of being; on hand every se
cond there was nothing to make such a fuss about,' 'since after all I
had done my part, of it (if I was that much faster a’ typist that I
could go out for a while too that was just the reward o(f ;gen ius(♦ .’)
or something) and that anyone would resent being ‘Sent for. in so in
sulting a fashion when'there was no need to send for'him at all. On
the other hand I realised that- I had never had any serious trouble
with anyone while I was merely a member of the club/ and it occ.ured
to, me- .that 'I’d better give the club back to the nitwits* and confine
my fanning to publishing -THE ACOLYTE. So that night I-wrote out a
resignation as director, which I thenceforth carried in my pocket,
"with the resolution to use it the moment another fuss came over the
horizon.
But that was on Friday,
Sunday the whole complexion of the
brewing feud changed sharply.' Along about noon I was puttering around
Fran Shack when there came a rap at the door and there were Phil Bron
son,- Buns'Bess oil, and Bruce Yerke* Yerke was at. the point of a tem
per tantrum ovpr Ackerman’s "Knanve Is a Louse” which the three had
just read,’ and peremptorily demanded that I suppress the article. I
told him I was double-damned if I’d be intimidated, particularly in
my own house, that I took orders from no one on club affairs, but I
would be only too happy to talk to him about it if he could present
his case civilly. He more or less subsided, grumbling like a bear,
and Bronson took the conversational ball, from time to time subduing
Yerke. Benson throughout the afternoon said little or nothing.
It
seemed that all of them had taken violent exception to the article,
particularly on certain points which they assured me were totally unfactual, and that they felt Ackerman’s characteristic ducking behind
a pseudonym would make the publishing of it an official sent iment of
the club.
I pointed out that Ackerman had submitted the article to
me in advance, that I had told him it would be OK if he were-reason
ably sure of his facts, and that since it was patently impossible for
me to have witnessed most of the stuff the article was- talking about
I could d.o little but take Forry’s word. .However, I pointed out that
the pages of SHAN3-RI L’AFFAIRES were open for a rebuttal, that if
necessary I would mimeograph the Knanve’s article myself, and that
I was quite willing to put it right in the same issue as ..’’Knanve is
A Louse’’ and let fandom as a whole pass judgement on who'was truthful.

Yerke looked very much startled. *Just where do you stand between
the club and us?* • •
'*1 ’m trying to be neutral, but I’m getting sick of
some of the stuff that goes on around the LASFS*, I replied, and went
on to tell of the various troubles: I’d had, and of my intention to
resign as director. I got out the resignation and handed it to Phil.
He reed it over, burst out laughing, and remarked that it read like
Yerke had written it. *My god’ Are you one of us?*
So we settled
down for an afternoon of conversation which definitely was the turn
ing point of the feud. I did my best to talk the Knanves into re
joining; pointing out that four more votes would control the club,
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and that if we could only maintain political control for a: while we
could probably raise the standards of the club sufficiently to make
it an organization worth belonging to. Bronson' at length seemed, will
ing to rejoin, Benson said he wanted no further jayt of fandom, and
Yerke seemed wavering but more or less unwilling to back down on his
previous resignation unless the club could make some concession.
We
commenced comparing notes on the LASFS during the past two months, and
very shortly discovered that both Ackerman and Daugherty bed done
everything they could both to turn all club members against the Knanves and to convince the Knanves that the club was united against them.
Before long we had worked out a nebulous sort of pact; Bronson was to
rejoin the LASTS. for voting purposes and attempt to bring Chamberlain
in with him, Yorke was to remain outside the club but it was vaguely •
understood that if the matter of his honorary membership were to be
settled one way or another he would rejoin and take over the secretary
job once more, with Kepner being kicked upstairs to a post as program
director. At the same time, he made it plain that he was dubious as
to the possibility of the club amounting to anything, and that he felt
a separate group, minus Ackerman, Daugherty, Morojo, Crozetti, and
one or two others, would be the best ultimate solution to the problemof having an adult and intellectual fan club in Los Angeles.
"•
At about
this point in the conversation, I remembered my an t.i-Bronson blast I’d
sent to Innman. Gulp: So I told them, about it, handed Phil the car
bon, and dashed off an airmail note telling Innman to kill the arti
cle. (Our comparing of notes had shown beyond a shadow of a doubt
that I had largely based my article on erroneous conclusions.) phili
was pretty angry over the carbon, but Yerke exploded into gargantuan
laughter when he read it, reminded Phil of a letter they had received
on the same subject from Art Sehnert, and Shortly we were a-11 friends.

Late in the afternoon, the Knanves headed towards the club with the
intention of talking Ackerman into withdrawing his article. He with
drew it.
.
The next evening, I learned of this, and was stunned, in
the first place, this necessitated rerunning over haldT of SHANGRI
L’AFFAIRES, and for no good reason that I could see. In the second
place.........
i
^Regardless of what the Knanves said' or did not say yester
day, that article is either more or less true, or more or less false.
If it is more or less true, then your withdrawing it under pressure
brands you as a coward. If it is more or less false, then your writ
ing it at all brands you as a liar, can’t you say something reason
ably objective to me, that will give me an excuse to preserve.a good
opinion of you?u
Forrest J Ackerman- said nothing.
f
> •
“Then as far as
I’m concerned, you are a lying and cowardly son of a bitch;* I said
coldly, and walked out of the club.
The feud was on. ,
• ~
' Two days later,
on Wednesday, Fern and Brown came to me, apologised for their part in
the row with me at the publishing session, pointed out that they were
sick of the club in general and Ackerman in particular, and could I
as director use a couple of new.henchman who were willing to vote to
expell Ackerman from the club.
I welcomed their support, naturally,
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but pointed out that I wanted a more or less united club, that Acker
man was easily the most interested fan in town, and that he belonged
in the club. I went on to say that I felt he was riding entirely too
high, that his self-righteousness was driving the better class of mem
bers out of the club, and that he most certainly needed a shaking
down.
“Why don’t we just suspend his honorary membership for 30 or
60 days with’the idea of handing him, with a jolt, the factual pic
ture of what he is doing to the club, 'which we all know he thinks so
much of?“ Of course I didn’t know Ackerman as well then as I do to
day, or I never would have made such a suggestion. I wrongly supposed
that he would be shocked into examining objectively his relations with
the club, see for himself how his actions were alienating so many of
the members, and mend his ways somewhat.
The next night, Bronson re
joined the club, and I appointed him to the executive committee as a
member at large, and called a meeting of the group to be held in Po
go’s apartment for a half hour before the meeting. Knowing that Mo
ro jo would not countenance any disciplinary action directed at Forry,
I did not inform her of the meeting, which of course was- a grave er
ror in political tactics, as well as ethics. But I was afraid that
she" would talk the other members of the executive committee around
against me, and that she would thus nullify the effect of what I in
tended to spring as a surprise. The only way around it would have
been to dismiss her ^as treasurer, something I did not feel justified
in doing without cause, particularly in light of her long service in
that office.
Present at the committee meeting were Jimmy’Kepner, sec
retary; Mel Brown, librarian; Mike Fern and Phil Bronson, members-atlarge; and Pogo as an interested bystander. Now Kepner had been my
chiefest supporter through the entire month previous, but when it
came to actually implementing some of the things we’d'been talking
about he hud one of his frequent changes of heart and flatly refused
to have anything to do with it, adding that he intended to get Forry
and Morojo and run me out of office. I asked for and received his
resignation as secretary, on the grounds that my administration had
to be united and that if it did something the club didn’t like they
could get a new administration in which Kepner, no doubt, would find
a place. He immediately left the meeting and went tattling to Acker
man and the club. I appointed Mel Brown decretory, and we fell to
discussing the Ackerman ouster. Cold feet became in evidence at once,
particularly from pogo. I emphasiezed that the last thing I wanted
was for Ackerman to leave the club, that all j wanted was disciplin
ary action to try to bring him to his senses a little, and that I
felt it would do the trick if we, the executive committee were to
vote unanimously that we felt his honorary membership should be sus
pended for thirty days, saying why of course, and that we should
couple this announcement with some remark from me stating that I felt
the"matter had gone far enough to open someone’s eyes, and announce
that I should like to hear a motion to table this report for a period
of thirty days. We so agreed, and went over to the club.
Kepner had
really stood them on their ears, and the place was buzzing like a hor
nets’ nest. And by no means was the sentiment all pro-Ackerman , eithei
Forry gave me a look that I will never forget—a half-hurt half-angry
stare—and never looked directly at me again until the feud was over.
(Nor did he speak to me again for three months.) I called the meeting
to order, ran through the prescribed ritual of minutes and treasurer’s,
report, announced that Brown had replaced Kepner as secretary. Moro-

jo had passed Pogo a note, requesting to talk with me; I saw it, and
declared a recess for a second meeting of the executive conpittee.,
including Moro jo. She did her level best t o talk me out otr my-ideas,
but failed to get very far because she insisted on getting off on a
tangent explaining why Ackerman was more worthy of being. #1 fan than
Tucker, who had just succeeded to that position. She and I agreed,
however, that Forry was badly in need of psychiatric care, that he
was harming the club with his fanatical puritanism and other actions,
but disagreed violently on what to do about it. She emphasized that
if the club suspended rorry he would commit suicide, a possibility
That had never occurred to me since I could not envision anyone be
coming wrapped up in fandom to that extent. Finally, we decided to
let the matter rock along (after all, Forry had been given ample evi
dence that his ways were offensive to a sizeable portion of the memb er s'—which was all I had ever intended to do).,. So we went back, I
called the meeting back to order, remarked that everyone knew what
had been discussed earlier in the evening',' thank*’s to the **loyal co
operation of my late secretary**, that the only intention was to shpw
someone that his attitudes and actions around the club heeded a cer
tain amount of attention, and. 'thet the matter was dropped. I adjourn
ed the meeting, but then made a side-remark that if we were going to
purge anyone, it would be a good idea to start in with Walter J. Dau
gherty. I then went over to Ackerman, and tried to tell him the un
derlying ideas of the apparent attempt at an. ouster, but he turned
his back and refused to listen.
So the next day, before going to the
Bixelstrasse, I wrote Ackerman a friendly enough letter, in which I
set forth the things he had refused to let me tell him the night be
fore. When I arrived at the clubroom, I walked into an embroglio de
luxe. Walter J. Daugherty, who had not been present at the meeting
the night before, had heard that I suggested purging, him, and for
some reason did not seem to like it. He lit into me and I lit right
back. In response to his remarks I told him just precisely why I con
sidered him to be a liability to. the club: his utter intractability,
his complete lack of reliability, his floor-hogging, his apparently
deliberate attempts to sabotage, everything that was not emblazoned
tri th the name of Daugherty and the complete lack of accomplishments
(other than on a verbal level) of anything that was emblazoned with
the name of Daugherty. Oh, it was a honey of a spat! I dare-say ten
people sat quiet aS mice in that room while we had it out. I expected
him to take a poke at me any moment; it was running through .the back
of my mind that I shouldn’t get into a .fist fight with him because
I’d be giving away twenty-five pounds (FTL, 155-lb’s; WJD, 180 lbs);
at the same time I was mad clear through with an inner fury that was
like icy fire, and I was damned if I’d back down a fraction. No
blows were struck, as it turned out, but it was mighty near to it
more than once. In retrospect, I’ve felt that I gave a definitive
statement of the case against Daugherty that night--at least, every
one present except Ackerman has been strongly ant i-baughe rty ever
since.
' '
. Right at this point in the feud, I realised that I had gone
far too far to think of backing down, yet realised with a sudden
burst of clarity that my following, such as it was, was in the first
place almost entirely losing interest in fandom, and secondly was too
lacking in common interests to make an enduring separate club. I
finally came up with an idea for a club within the"club which, it
seemed to me, would guarantee political control (thus preventing a
few of us from being suddenly expelled if the Ackojo block should
ever get the upper hand) and at the same time try to lift the club to
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a higher intellectual level, despite the hard feelings which, I felt,
would gradually die out if we could avoid any further hostilities for
a few months and couple this interegnum with an attempt at a construc
tive program.
I went so far as to draft a rough charter, in which I
gave a few of the possibilities as a basis for discussion. I called
the group ’’The Outsiders and Others'’, and set it up as an honorary'
political organization, semi-secret in nature, whose avowed purpose
was to build up the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society through both
example and precept. Even to this very day (April 1947) the LASFS ;
has suffered acutely from a general low level of membership standards
and a preoccupation with political wrangling in preference to con
structive activity. Since the club claims to take to its bosom anyone
professing an interest in fantasy, it is a lodestone to crackpots and
psychiatric freaks of all descriptions, and the presence of so many
of these impossibles tends constantly to drive away the few worthwhile
people which the group attracts. A reasonably mature end intelligent
person very shortly finds greener pastures than the LASFS unless he
happens to be deeply involved in fan publishing or to a lesser extent
collecting, but the fuzzleheads, socially inacceptable almost anywhere
else, not only find themselves welcomed by the club bjit find enough
other impossibles to associate with that driving them out is almost
impossible. And the preoccupation with its own inner affairs, which
can never be of other than clinical interest to the newer member, pre
vents the club’s having anything remotely resembling an intellectually
stimulating plane of activity save in spurts; if for no other reason
than because the constant grind of intrigue and counter-intrigue and
the long and deadly business meetings consume all the time and energy
available to the group.
Through the establishment of the Outsiders
I proposed to cope with both these major problems. The group, as I
envisioned it, was to be invitational and highly selective, with a
unanimous ballot required for admission. Since we would refuse to
accept the more dubious specimens, their inability to get into the
inner circle would tend to drive them away, and our being united would
make it possible to expell the more thick-skinned ones. In short, I
wanted to substitute the cold shoulder for the glad hand, and reserve
our hospitality for worthwhile people, instead of wasting it on the
misfits, crackpots, and impossibles.
Since the club revolved so ex
clusively around its own politics, I proposed making the Outsiders a
political machine to end all political machines, take and keep poli
tical control of the club, and then attempt to focus the meetings on
something worthwhile for a change. Previous attempts at discussion
meetings frequently ran foul of someone’s desire to get the floor
and, through lack of intellectual depth sufficient to present anything
of interest, talk about the club’s already too much talked of affairs.
I wanted constitutional changes put through which would force all
club business to be submitted in writing and passed on by the execu
tive committee before being allowable on the floor. This would eli
minate 90% of the business I have seen brought up in the LASTS be
tween 1943 and 1947, because so little of it is really business; most
of it is just Daugherty or someone like that trying to get some ego
boo. I wanted extreme powers Vested in the director, under the theo
ry that he should perform much as a city manager, discharging most of
his duties without a lot of time-wasting palaver, and being subject
to recall or impeachment if he got out of hand. I wanted more strin
gent controls over the recruiting of new7 members, with a reasonable
probationary period so that we could spot the worst cases before we
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saddled ourselves with them.
\
;
I-proposed to exercise end maintain
this control through the use of block voting in all elections and club
business. Whenever necessary, The Outsiders would meet and discuss
any proposed piece of business dr select the next group of officers or
do whatever- else was needful. Among ourselves, we would use completely
democratic methods, with full and fre:e. discussion, then vote. Each
Outsider was to pledge himself to vote in the ensuing LASFS meeting
the way the majority of’Outsiders had voted in their own meeting. In
this way control of the EASES would be child’s play., since we would
have had at most times a bloc of 10 to 12 votes to cast en masse in
a club of 20 to 25 members, some of whom’would be sure to vote our
way just on the intrinsic merits of the matter.under consideration.
It may be wondered why 'I kept harping so much on p&l-it io al control of
the LASFS, but it must be remembered that without. this control there
was no way of keeping -the less worthwhile things from coming on the
floor and con suming.-an- entire meeting, nor was. there any means of
trying to build up a .qualitative membership.
.
•'
' r
In the form I have just
described, The Outsiders never existed. Y.erke opposed it .b.ecause he
felt that we would do better; to get clear but and away from the club
and make a fresh, clean start.- Kepner and one or two-others had their
idealism outraged by the-realism of the bloc voting and. other points.
However,,the real-death .blow to the club-wit hin-the-club came in the
rushing events of the next few days.--’
' . '
•:
Immediately following the abor
tive disciplinary action aimed at Ackerman, Jules Lazat sought me out
and was going to knock my block off for taking overt action against
Forry. The best my occasionally■glib tongue could do was to calm him
down a little; he was completely-unable to see any; reason why we had
attempted to set Forry down a notch. Two or three days later, Jules
and one or.two others had a crap game in the, clubroom; Ackerman got
wind of it, and handed Jules one of those primly stuffy little notes
of rebuke he was so free with in those days.. Lazar hit the ceiling
as though he had just attained critical mass.
/
‘
Of more practical im
portance, he came to me, apologised for wanting to knock my block off,
and gave me the .most extreme anti-Ackerman lecture of the whole feud.
He added that his vote was strictly anti-Ackerman from then on, and
that he als^ held the proxy of Alva Rogers,.who had just left town
and returned to his parents’ home in San Diego. - (It might. be added
that Rogers had given this proxy to J^les with verbal instructions to
use it as Ackerman directed, not realising that Jules wa's going to
change sides.)
Well, this gave us two more, votes; .1 counted them over
in my mind and nearly fainted when I saw that we could for -the first
time in the feud probably carry a two-thirds majority vote. So at the
next meeting, I instituted a motion to eledt T. Bruce Yerke to hono
rary membership in the LASFS. Apart from Bronson, who made the motion
for me, I took no one into my confidence as .to what I intended trying;
and in fact set up as a smoke screen the discussion among the Outsi
ders of what we could do to ruin the LASFS just before We resigned —
such as send the-entire treasury to .Ziff-Duvis for long term subscri
ptions in the clubs name, or elect LValter J. Daugherty director, or
perform some other heinous piece of sabotage.
~ ;
.
It appeared that 14 per
sons qualified -to vote* attended the meeting. Lazar submitted the pro”*
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xy of Alva Rogers, but it was with a sudden sense of misgiving that I
heard Ackerman submit the proxy of Jchn M. Cunningham, a character
whose army career had carried him briefly through Shangri L© but loQg
enough for him to part with ten bucks for a life membership in the
LASTS. (The category of life member, and the dues for it, were easily
decided when Cunningham asked about becoming a life member and the
club discovered he had ten dollars.) it was pretty obvious that if
Ackerman were going to write to every fan who had ever been a member
of the LASTS and tell them a few carefully censored and misleading
half-truths -he could.get enough proxy votes to run the club by him
self, even’though he turned every fan actually on the scene totally
against him. The idea of challenging Cunning ham’s proxy flashed into
my mind, but I quickly saw that it was more important to try to get
Yerke’s honorary membership (with the consequent return of Bruce to
the club), and that it would be easy enough for us to quash this pro
xy idea if we had the two-thirds majority vote in hand, since we could
even amend the constitution with that.
I asked if there was any dis
cussion on the motion to grant T. Bruce Yerke an honorary membership,
looking directly at Ackerman as I did so. There was a short silence.
Finally someone called for the question. I appointed a couple of non
voters to act as tellers, and stupidly declared a recess while they
passed out the ballots. Even more stupidly, I neglected to watch
them like fcsxlsxc a hawk, and was stunned when they announced the re
sult of the vote before I had called the meeting back in order. The
vote was 11 for and 5 against, giving Bruce his two-thirds majority
by a margin of one vote. I knew that this ballot would certainly be
challenged, since it took place while the club was in recess, and tho
we ;probably couldfi have bulled it through (such as by my claiming to
have reopened the meeting) it seemed evident that the motion would
carry, and it seemed far better to have it absolutely in order. So
I apologised to the club, explained what had happened, and requested
a new ballot.
As these new ballots were being psssed out, Ackerman
got to his feet and said, aIf T. Bruce Yerke is given an honorary mem
bership in this club, I shall feel that all honorary memberships are
without honor.11
The result of the new ballot was an 8 to 8 tie.
I
was completely stunned by this reversal. I shan’t make any comments
on the tactics Ackerman used, except that their success showed me be
yond controverting that there was no use trying to do anything with
the .club as long as one member could sway that many votes with so
little effort; particularly when that same member’s actions were near
ly all in direct opposition to making the club into an adult group,
and when he could get proxy votes right end left,
I suddenly remem
bered the resignation as director which I had written a couple of
weeks previously, and the next thing I knew I was reading it. Burbee made his long promised visit to the club just in the middle of'
the recital-and he has told ine since that he' could not understand why
a whole roomful of people would sit quietly and hear themselves torn
apart so insultingly without doing domething about it.
This resig
nation caught everyone by surprise, including me. It elevated Mel
Brown to the director’s post, and the meeting fell into chaos for a
few minutes while he was getting the feel of things. I went over to
the typewriter and wrote out a brief resignation of my membership in
the LASTS, dating it to take effect two weeks hence ’thereby giving
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myself a chance’ to wind up the 6th ACOLYTE) showed it to Pogo. She
immediately signed it too, passed it to Br’onson who signed it and
passed it on, and the next thing-I knew it was circulating among all
the Outsiders, all of whom signed it except‘Mel Brown. -It-finallycame back to me, I asked and received the floor, ,and read it. Mel
then stunned .us by pulling a paper out of his pocket and reading to
the group a resignation of his own, a two page affair which for sheer
vitriol has never been approached by anything else I’ve ever read any
where .
‘
Walter J. Daugherty, after a whispered consultation with Ack
erman, took the floor and demanded that the resignations be. made effec
tive immediately. This was refused by us, - He then demanded, that we
be kept out of the clubroom, on the ground. that, we would destroy the
mimeograph and other club property. This insulting remark led to
some very bitter discussion, at the end of which a motion granting
^all resigning members the full and free use of the club and its pro
perties until their, resignations actually took effect** was carried by
an 11 to 4 vote.
.
This motion was implemented by Moro jo the very next
day, when on her own authority, and in direct'violation of the vote
of the club, she had the lock changed on the door, thereby, keeping
resigning members from using their keys. (This didn’t bother us much,
since- Brown and Fern talked Kepner out of 'his key for a short time —
long enough to have some duplicates made for those of the outsiders
who wan ted them®)
.. : ' ''
* •:
•
. .. •
Mel then remarked-that'since > the club lacked a
director, the floor was open for nominations. (I’ll skip the maze of
constitutionalities which first tend to show that an election that •’
night was illegal and later indicate that it was. in order. -You read
ers who have not been around the LASTS will just have to take my word
as to the astounding complexity of the organic law for -this group of
18 or 20 people.) I immediately grabbed.the floor and said,' *Since
we have just been accused of wishing to wreck the club, I’d about as
soon have the game as the name. Since the worst piece of sabotage I
can think of at the moment is to saddle the club with an incompetent
director, I’d like to nominate the man thorn I feel is most capable of
making this club even worse than it is now—Walter J* Daugherty. u

Phil Bronson and others, then commenced tossing in nominations until
nearly everyone present was .nominated; When the victims of this merry
prank had gotten their names withdrawn, Walter J. Daugherty ’and I
found ourselves standing alone to be voted on. (I;’ve always been huge
ly amused to think that Daugherty wanted to be director so badly that
he accepted a nomination.even from me and in such language.) The
poor visitors we had used before found themselves again, passing out
ballots. (Boy, they must have just loved that meeting’), As they
called the votes aloud, nearly everyone in the room keuta tally.
Laney, Laney, Laney, Daugherty, Laney, Daugherty..... l‘took the lead
from the beginning and held it the whole way. Daugherty was white
with rage, but the last vote was for Daugherty, and brought it into
a tie: 8 to 8.
One or two other pieces of business were then tried,
but ended in that same futile 8 to 8 deadlock. Finally Kepner took
the floor, stated that his resignation had never been accepted in due
form as prescribed by the constitution, and claimed the directorship.
Mel looked blank, but I rushed to the gap, withdrew my own resignation
on the same grounds, and found myself once more director of the^dear
old LASTS. Strictly comic opera, wasn’t it? But all I did was to ad— 68 —

journ the meeting and go home. I did not attend another meeting of
the LASFS. until I rejoined the-club the following-summer, though I ...didspend a considerable amount of time around-the club finishing up the
ACOLYTE stencils which I’d previously cut with a spacing that made
them runnable only, on the club mimeograph* • •
- .• .
<
And of course the quarrel
between Ackerman and myself reached the stage of sheer-idiocy long be
fore I finished up the last stencili Sinde I was seeing a great deal. .
of pogo at this time and Ackerman of course was keeping company with
Morojoj he and I. managed to run into each other at least once a’day,
either at '.the' club or in Myrtle and pogo’s apartment. But Zckerman
positively refu'sed to speak to me. This of course made sense, but it
did not make sense for him to hand me a long and vitriolic letter al
most every time he saw me. Since he would not talk to me, I fell in
to the habit of answering these letters, stopping only when I left
the club neighborhood for good a couple of weeks later. He continued
to send me weirdly conceived letters, clippings, and postcards for a
few weeks after that, but after I had failed to' answer three or four
of them in a row he stopped. But it didn’t- take me long to learn that
I could make Forry horribly uncomfortable by tossing succinct remarks
at him; I regret to say that U was not above this sort of childish
ness.
Also during the post-club pre-Outsider interregnum I had a most
amusing brush with one of the club queers, a character who from spon
ging off one of the residents at 628 had taken to hanging around the
club. . The moment the fruit saw Ackerman, he fell madly in love with
4s j. Ackie, with his all-inclusive brother love for anyone supposed
to be d fan, probably did not even realise that the guy was a fairy,
and most certainly did not realise that he, Forrest J Ackerman, was
the object of the nance’s unrequited yearnings. He saw in .this, pan- .
sy an industrious new fan, sincere, unassuming, and worthy. The poor
swish spent the next three or four weeks drawing for VOivI, cutting sten
cils for it and SHAGGY,’ end even running the mimeograph for Ackerman.
He finally gave up and commenced trying to make some of the others of
<s. I was alone in the club one afternoon, trying to finish up my
ACOLYTE work, when I smelled an overpowering whiff of very cheap perr
fume. Turning around, I saw this dear fruit standing clear across
the room from me. He immediately commenced a gambit, which I cruelly
egged on until he was thoroughly committed
then burst out at him
with a full-voiced roar of the well-known Laney laugh, a reaction
which caused him to leave looking, believe it or not, rather deeply
hurt. Faughl
The last three or four days of February - found me in
bed, sicker than a horse. Several of us had spent Sunday afternoon ,
at Paul Freehafer’s apartment, playing records and drinking.a little t
wine. Pogo and I had been invited to visit de Pina; when Alva Bogers .
heard of this and wanted to go, we decided to take him along-. About
halfway between Paul’s apartment and Hollywood, we were struck by one
of LA’s famous cloudbursts, this one- laced with hail and driven by a
high wind,. With two windows broken out of-the Weird Willys, it took
perhaps 30 seconds for us to become soaked to the skin; yet we were
marooned in -the car by the swirling water which was running six in
ches deep over most of the sidewalks. So we kept on to Hollywood,
called de Pina and explained we were too nearly drowned to come on
out, went to The Streets of P^ris for a short, warming drink, and
back to LA. This exposure touched off my bronchitis but good, and
I made up my mind to spend the next few days trying to throw it off
altogether, resting, baking in front of the fire, and so on. Except
for a couple of trips to the corner grocery, I spent three days and
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nights absolutely alone.

During that time, I did a whole lot of hard
and often unpleasant thinking, made myself face a dumber of facts I’d
done my level-best to *avoid. I realised that my besetting curse was
a lack of confidence in myself, coupled with a hitherto unrealised
oedipism, and that my tendencies towards introversion would always
rob me of the better things in life unless I forced myself to overcome
them. For the first time I realised, with a start, how seriously fan
dom was hampering me in leading the sort of life I wanted to lead, and
yet, at the same time, I thought I could see ways in wfcich I could
make fandom serve me as a stepping stone to new contacts and new con
fidence. (Most of these ideas turned out, on being practised, to be
utter poppycock—probably merely indicative of my narrow escape from
being completely submerged in the microcosmos.) The Clief results of
this painful session with myself were, so far as these memoirs is con
cerned, a resolution to ease out of-fandom and a determination to try
to,replace the semblence of success that had‘greeted THE ACOLYTE with
an attempt to succeed-in something more mundane apd worthwhile. My
(^termination to quit fandom was seriously weakened by'the reservation
that I should fulfill.all my existing commitment^, but at least it
gave me something to strive towards. And the total,results of this
big session with myself' have done me -lasting good; 'though I strayed
from the straight and narrow and fell back into fandom tnore than once
since that time, on the whole I have managed to keep .forging ahead
bit by bit towards the goal I then set- myself of adulthood. I don’t
know how he’ll like it., but since that time I have consistently used
Forrest J Ackerman as my personal bug-a-boo: ’’There, but f.'dr keeping
trying, goes FTL", or something like that-.'- After’all, Ackerman- is my
superior in every native ability, that matters, except in physical
strength (about equal) • «nd-manual, dexterity (I think I’ve got him
skinned in this one).. W© are near enough the same age to give point
to the comparison. And, though I admit it with extreme reluctance,
I-have been as deep or deeper in fandom and similar escapes as Acker
man. He just hasn’t made himself look at the handwriting on. the wall
as yet.
'■
./
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Don’t get the- idea that January and February was. all child
ish feuding, as far as-I was concerned. During those .two months, I
finished up the #6 ACOLYTE,, the issue which I consider to be the best
of all fourteen. And ,1 made some personal contacts, strictly through
fandom and THE ACOLYTE, which made my resolutions to ‘quit pretty-muhh
of a dead letter for-some time.‘
■
Mike Fern, an- aggressive little-dev
il if there ever was one, made it a habit to look up any of the great
and near great that he- could scrape out an excuse for meeting. Thus
it was, while in San Francisco, he dug out a gentleman named Yiiliam
A. P. White, who is better known to you under his psuedonyms of.H. H.
Holmes and Anthony Boucher. They corresponded to some extent later,
and, unbeknownst to me, 'Mike gave him a big build-up ..on THE ACOLYTE.
Tony shortly expressed.a wish to be sent a complete file up to date;
I sent him the five issues and forgot about it. ’. ‘
. One day in late february, I received a bulky envelope from Boucher, containing no less
than five unpublished short-shorts (three of which were -as good or
better than any of his stories in UNKNOWN), and a medium long, brilli
ant letter of comment on the five-ACOLYTES/ Needless to say,.I was
thrillea half to death, and commenced a spasmodic correspondence with
Boucher. His next letter took'up t-he matter of Craig Rice and a fried
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of hers named Ji B. McComas---both, said Bodcher, were great admirers
of Lovecraft; Rice, though a highly successful who-dunnit author, had
been unable to hit with fantasies, though the failure to do so dis
tressed her; and several of these people and their friends were some
what interested in forming a Lovecraft club similar in concept to the
Baker Street Irregulars-.
Of course Craig Rice was not the name in
1944 that she is in 1947, but she was still definitely feig-time in
anyone’s language; while I am not a celebrity -chaser by any means, it
may well be imagined that I lost no time following this up. She was
the personification of cordiality, urged me to come out to Santa Moni
ca any Sunday afternoon and see her.
So it was that I spent several
•Sundays as a guest of Craig Rice, in real life Mrs. Lawrence Lipton.
The Liptons, it developed, held open-houses nearly every Sunday, and
the assorted collection of people that dropped in and out was as in
teresting and stimulating as it was heterogeneous. Most were writers,
musicians, cinema directors and technicians, and others of artistic
tastesr—but you never knew, until you got to talking with an indi
vidual, who or what you had stumbled into. One thing, tlhough, I never
met a bore or an un inters ting person out there—the 'Liptons were ex
ceedingly gifted collectors of people.
I can no longer remember one
visit from another, nor even how many there were (between three and
five). But Iwhen I went I’d arrive about one in the afternoon and
stay until nearly midnight. It was at Craig Ricess that I met J. Franc
cis McComas,! Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Cartmill, and Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Leiber Jr. I believe that sums up the fantasy celebrities.
Some vign
ettes are perhaps in order.
Craig Rice is a woman in her early forties, attrac tive enough and friendly to a fault, she is capable of
any kind of conversation one can imagine, though her best facets are
literary cri ticism and writing shop-talk, and rapid-fire badinage.
She has a fine sense of the dramatic, and plays excellent piano, both
boogie-woogi e and bar-room. All in all, she was a terrific hostess.
Her husband, Lawrence Lipton, is a novelist in his own right; is
short, dark, debonnaire, and full of fun. One of his chief interests
in life is making phonograph records; he has file after file full of
acetates, ar d what a gamut of sound they cover. Radio shows, newsshots of famous events, dubbings of hundreds of unobtainable commer
cial and not so commercial records, originals of Danny Kaye at the
Lipton’s, Meade Lux Lewis beating out boogie on the Lipton piano,
trick combinations (such as Shostakovitch and Raymond Scott dubbed
together in an utterly spine-tingling fantasy)....well, just name it.
If it can be! put on a record Larry probably has it ten-deep..
X did
icularly
well
acquainted
with
the
Cartmills.
They
had
not get part
drop
into
the
club
during
one
cf
our
most
furious
brawls;
happened to
we recognise^d each other; I shied away from him because I was ashamed
of the company he had seen me with before; he shied away from me just
as any intelligent and informed person would shy away from a known
member of ti e LASFS.
J. Francis ’’Mick” McComas is a big, jolly, rolypoly Irishman, with a rich booming voice, and a terrific personality.
He is more c. salesman and promoter than a creative artist (west-coast
representative of Random House), though he has written successfully
under pen-names, and is an editor of no small qualifications (cf. A$— 71 —

VENTURES IN TIME ANT) SPACE). But his most noticeable characteristic
is a Joie fie vi.vre that just doesn’t quit. Mick has read ASTOUND DIG
for several years, and also has a very nice' collection of fantastic
books—but fantasy plays only a minor.point in' his life, as it should.
Fritz Leiber Jr. is- one of the most interesting men I have’ ever met.
Tall, rather heavy, with dark’bushy hair and his father’s leonine
head, he is as fine a figure of a man as one can imagine; and his
quiet, rather slow, speech is packed with interesting experiences,
valid literary criticisms, and everything else needful to make Leiber
into one of the finest conversationalists' in the fantasy field. He
and I struck it off very well from the first; he had been one of HPL’s
last correspondents, and with Derleth and one or two others was one
of the tiny handful of HPL’s old friends who was really trying to
keep the Lovecraft fires burning as it were. From Lovecraft we grad
ually came to discuss other things. In passing, I might mention that
Leiber, more than any other person, was responsible for the last 8
issues of THE ACOLYTE; he kept handing me such superlative material,
much, of it written especially for THE ACOLYTE, that no' matter how ennuied I felt at publishing a fanzine I felt almost a compulsion to
bring out another issue, just to feature the Leiber contribution. Vo
cally at least., ACOLYTE’S readers never appreciated Leiber as much as
I felt they should have'. J...........
' "On different occasions Sam Russell and pogo
accompanied me to the Liptons’. All these soirees were rather simi
lar, except of course for the conversations. The pattern centered
around a .profuse use of liquor—everyone present having entree to
the refrigerator and ,pass ing . around drinks to all'present whenever
someone, got dry, a practice which often led to’one’s having two or
three drinks in front of himself'simultaneously. I never saw anyone
get out of line from drinking out there., but on the other hand the
amount, of booze flowing, around the place made it really"rugged for
me, since I was-.supposed to be working regular hours, while few of
the others were.. These parties used liquor in the way I’ve always
felt the stuff was designed to be used: as an ine-breaker and tonguelossener; and such was.the high level of most of the conversation
that partaking in it burned up most of the alcohol as fast' as it was
drunk.
The best discussion I recall at the moment was an afternoon
spent psychoanalyzing Lovecraft', his. methods and his stories, and
later branching out through a psychoanalysis of various members of
the Lovecraft circle, to an attempted psychoanalysis .of the whole fan
tasy field---- fantasy, its psychological appeal. A riumber of people
partook of this session, chiefly Ride, Laney, Russell,'and Leiber,
but it eventually ended.-up as a duologue between Leiber and Russell
which I would have dearly loved to hatte had transcribed for publi
cation.
The“ Lipton home wasloaded with phonographs, at least three
of them, and every room had stacks of records somewhere in it. The
Liptons seemed most interested in humorous recordings, something I
never cared too much for, but there was also a lovely lot of jazz,
including a stack.’of rare Bessie Smiths and a * flock of I'uggsys, and I
saw to it that' I got loose in these more than once. Of interest, per
haps, is the fact that.I never did hear any symphony out there, ex
cept for the fragment of Shostakovitch blended 'with Raymond Scott.

nad m my possession Duane Rimel’s series of 36 letters from Lovecraft;
these I loaned to Craig for source material for some Lovecraft arti
cle she contemplated at the time for SATURDAY REVIB7 OF LITERATURE.
Siie in turn loaned me various books.
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In addition to the phonographs, there was a good deal of other music
around the Liptons1.
Craig played the piano a great deal, as did
many of the other guests, and there was also a certain amount of
singing.
I recall with especial relish the time that Craig impro
vised a little song for everyone present, and the half-pleased, half
embarrassed expression of Sam Russell when he suddenly realised that
one of these songs was not only for and about him, but that it summed
him up perfectly, though Craig had only known him for a couple of
hours.
I've often regretted that I drifted away from these bashes,
but at the time my reasons for so doing seemed perfectly valid.
In
the first- place,I invariably slept through my alarm and missed work
the next day, with a resulting hole in my paycheck.
(Not that these
soirees were such drunken brawls as all that, but it must be remembered
that they were not only an hour or more from town, but that they were
being held by people who could, and probably did, sleep until noon
the next day.)
The other reason was that I began to feel somewhat
like a sponger going out there so much, what with drinks and eats in
such profusion; I began to doubt if I had any business trying to
associate with people so far beyond me financially; and to top it off
began to wonder just what I could contribute to such gatherings to
warrant my presence. Well, anyway, I left before I wore out my wel
come entirely, and those sessions are something I'd not have missed
for anything.
I met some brilliant people, and had some delightful
Sundays--what more could, one ask?

*
***
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The mass resignations from the Los Angeles Science Fantasy
Society took place so suddenly that we were not prepared for them.
Though another organization had been discussed, it was the club-withina-club idea, and nothing had come of it. Yerke gathered with several
of us the Saturday following the resignations, we went out to dinner
en masse, and empowered Bruce to write a letter to fandom on the sub
ject of the resignations.
At this time, Mel Brown’s apartment was a
scene of heavy publishing activity; the Knanves having moved Bronson's
mimeograph there and being busily engaged in turning out the #2 KNANVE and what developed to be the last issue of Bronson’s FANTASITE,
then the #1 fanzine.
So we retired to the top floor of 628, and Yer
ke turned out a rough draft which we all approved and signed; most of
us then went about our affairs leaving Yerke, Fern, Brown and one or
two others to turn it out anc mail it in an edition of about 80 copies.
(An amusing sidelight to this letter is Chamberlain's signature; he
at first refused to sign it, then changed his mind after it was all
mimeographed, and had to sign each copy with a pen.)
During the next
couple of weeks, most of us were just resting from fanning and feuding,
though we came to discuss the formation of a club at greater and great
er length.
Since Yerke at the time was working nights for North Am
erican Aviation in the photographic department, one of our first acts
was to set aside each Saturday evening as a dinner meeting of the as
yet unnamed new club, this being the one evening that Yerke could
meet with us.
These dinner meetings were held at Freed's Coffee Shop
at 6th and St. Paul, and continued regularly until Yerke resigned
from the group.
My old title for the club-wi’chin-the-club seemed pe
culiarly appropriate for our new group, since we all felt very strong
ly that we had been turned away from the LASFS for daring to question
the mores of the group and of Forrest J Ackerman.
The Outsiders.
It
was not long before fandom began to hear about us.
Our original ros
ter consisted of the three surviving Knanves:
T. Bruce Yerke, Philip
P. Bronson, and Edwin Chamberlain (Benson was never an Outsider); two
members of the LASFS: Paul Freehafer and Samuel D. Russell; and those
of us who had resigned from the club: Francis T. Laney, Pogo, Merlin
W. Brown, 0. J. Fern Jr., and Jules Lazar-- with a former member of the
LASFS, Jack Rhodes, very shortly joining us on the recommendation of
Bronson and Yerke.
I suppose a vignette is in order for Rhodes.
He was older than most of us, about 38, I imagine; was married, had
four children, and might best be described, as a chronically dissatis
fied person.
His earnest adoption of Alfred Nock and other promul
gators of vitriol and pessimism made him a singularly depressing com
panion much of the time, though he was otherwise widely read, and was
gifted with occasional bits of puckish humor,
Very quiet, very ser
ious, Jack had little interest in fantasy or fandom, and did not stay
with us long, particularly after The Outsiders became committed to a
large publishing program.
Just before my big sic1: spell and thinking
session in the latter part of February, The Outsiders had its first
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full-scale "business meeting which, in common with almost all our seious meetings, was hel at Fran Shack on a Thursday night.
(Our
first decision of policy had been to make our meetings conflict with
those of the LASFS so as to force local fans as well as visitors to
make a choice between the two groups.)
All of us except Yerke attend
ed this first meeting, and the contrast between it and any LASFS meet
ing I’ve ever seen still astounds me every time I think of it.
Though
this meeting set up all of the groups policies and most of the means"
of implementing them, with some very sharp differences of opinion
arising from time to time, there was no gavel, no chairman, no for
mality.
We were a group of friends sitting around talking things over;
we did not have any Daugherties to assuage and. to give ego boo to, nor
did we have any Ackermans to coddle and cater to.
Everyone spoke his
mind freely, everything that was brought up got discussed enough but
not too much, and when a given item seemed worked out Phil or I would
write it.up in a few terse sentences, read them, and inquire if this
suited the pleasure of all present.
In addition to setting up our
constructive policy, the group had just received an almost unforgiveable letter from Ackerman, and it resulted in our dropping our ori
ginal intention of letting the LASFS alone and deciding to attack the
club as much as possible.
(The letter summed up the affairs of the
past month or so, bandied around the word "treason", implied that the
writer intended to run all of us out of fandom, and closed with the
utterly gratuitous remark that our only activity would probably con
sist of "getting drunk and taking turns in publicly copulating with
Pogo".
Needless to say, several tempers got lost over that remark,
and it was decided that those of us with any amount of correspondence
would undertake a poison pen ca ipaign against the LASFS, in which we
would simply tell the truth about Ackerman and the club; that we
would make a point of trying to get national newszine coverage of our
activity and. thus try to overshadow the LASFS, and that we would con
tinue THE KNANVE as a satirical political fanzine.
The Outsiders de
cided that the focus of the group was to be half social and half se
rious; that the social portion of our activities should consist of
gradually larger dinner meetings which eventually would, feature stim
ulating outside speakers and. of Fran Shack soirees patterned frankly
after those out at Craig Rice's; and that the serious portion of our
activities would revolve around writing and publishing.
Our great
raison d’etre was to be "Project M", a sinister sounding, designation
which once caused the handful of remaining LASFSers to waste a gob of
time in fruitless speculations.
It had occured to Bronson and myself
that all of the worthwhile Los Angeles publishers and writers with
the exception of Ackerman were members of our group.
This of course
vias before the rise of Charles Edward Burbee, and during one of Hep
ner’s frequent interludes during which he had quit publishing. We
figured out the amounts of work that was being lavished on our separ
ate magazines:
FAN SLANTS, FANTASITE, and ACOLYTE; examined our back
logs of material and our potentialities for getting more good, material;
and. realised that if we were willing to assess ourselves *5.00 a month
apiece, we would have enough money to try a semi-pro printed fanzine.
This was Project M. We gave it this cryptic designation, and
bound ourselves to secrecy, because we did not want any inkling of
our intentions to leak out.
If it fell through, we did. not wish
to be accused of fostering a Daugherty project.
And if it succeeded^
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uc felt that the presenting of a concrete accomplishment would pretty
much "make" The Outsiders,'and that the element of surprise would do
much to make the magazine successful.
One grows tired of reading
blowing advertisements that never pan out.
To make certain that Pro
ject M would have the best available material and editing, we agreed
to abandon all fanzines other than limited editions circulating exclu
sively in FAPA (with the proviso that each editor mioht finish the
issue on which he was working at the time), and that all writings of
any Outsider be submitted first to Project M.
Project M was to be a
somewhat glorified ACOLYTE, but was to include scientifiction, and
a limited amount of the better type of stefnistic material featured
by FANTASITE. Bronson and I were to be co-editors, and Sam Russell
was to be literary editor, but with powers which virtually made him
editor-in-chief so fas as selection of material was concerned.
Pro
ject M occupied most of our time for the first month.
It took sever
al evenings to work out the details of the publishing agreement, to
decide on policies, and to go through some of the material we then
had on hand (most of it out of ACOLYTE’s backlog). Mike Fern was ap
pointed business manager, and spent many hours canvassing back-street
print shops, finally coming up with a fantastically low bid from a
rather large shop which was willing to do the work at cost if we
could get the paper, since the management was having difficulty find
ing enough paper to keep even a skeleton crew occupied and feared
that its business might fall by the wayside altogether.
The paper
of course required a priority, so Mike promptly stunned us all by
’jangling an allocation for several times as much paper as we would have
needed.
By the middle of March, we had Project M well under con
trol, with the first issue pretty much figured out.
But at this point
we found ourselves confronted with a FAPA mailing.
And since we had
originally decided to permit ourselves to keep up FAPA activity, Pro
ject M was temporarily shelved in order that we might pour some stuff
into FAPA.
The last, and in some ways the most important, facet of
cur publishing program was to be THE OANVE. We designed it as our
organ to fandom, and intended it to carry out its original policy of
exposing and attacking stefnistic abuses, satirizing the foibles of
fandom, and. serving as a organ for the occasional venting of spleen.
So there we were, the fan club that was the new hope of Los Angeles.
Humph
The Outsiders as a group carried the seeds of its own demise
from the very beginning.
In the first place, the majority of us were
for one reason or another heartily sick of fandom and all fandom im
plies.
Secondly, there was no common bond of interest among all of
us.
Brown, Russell, Freehafer, and. I were still quite deeply inter
ested. in fantasy itself--collecting it, writing about it, talking
about writing about it, and even reading the stuff.
Yerke, Bronson,
Freehafer, and to a lesser extent Brown and Russell were deeply in
terested in classical music.
Yerke, Russell, Freehafer, Rhodes,
Fern, and I were interested in various cultural subjects; all of those
named knew enough about some of these subjects to talk about them;
others professed an interest, but regrettably their knowledge did not
compare with their volubility.
Lazar, Pogo, and I liked to go out
socially with members of the opposite sex—some of the others talked
a lot about it.
And so on.
There was no clearcut, positive .inter— 76 —

est waich bound all of us together.
This is one of the chief factors
which has hampered the LASFS for as lon\ es I have known the group-lack of a common focus.
And we, being LASFS alumni, carried this
lack right into the Outsiders with us.
he were bound together by a
common motive--anger at Ackerman, Dau’jherty, and the LASFS--but this ■
was bound to evaporate in a short time.
Third, the strong attitude
held against newer fans by Yerke, Bronson, Russell, and to a lesser
extent myself kept us from making any sustained or successful effort
to attract the younger new arrivals away from the LASFS as fast as
they showed up--something we could very easily have done had we made
up our minds to.
But we didn’t do so badly in the short time we were
functioning.
Our first social event was a house-warming of Fran
Shack, held, on my 50th birthday, March 11, 1944.
It was nothing more
than a drunken riot, but it definitely was the most rousing party I
ever saw in fandom.
The invitations were worded urging at tenders to
bring -bottles and babes; neither is required though both are
requested-, and resulted in a full-strength gathering of Outsiders,
most of them with bottles and several with women.
As the drinks be
gan to take effect, more and more of the misfits began to forget how
introverted they were--first thing you knew people were dancing, neck
ing, going in twosomes to be alone for a while, and generally cutting
up.
Through the entire brawl, Yerke remained relatively sober, and
took a series of photographs which can only be described as classic.

Some things took place which showed that The Outsiders, alas, were
not much better than the despised LASFS.
Brown spent the evening
pouting in a corner reading Stapledon.
Fern started the same way,
but shortly found, himself tending the phonograph.
Lazar got too much
to drink and. shoved some of the people around, called, me a foul name
when someone jogged my elbow and made me spatter a drink on him; I
threw the whole glass at him and a fight was prevented, only by some
remarkably quick action on the part of others.
Bronson passed, out
with a cigarette burning in his mouth, crumpled it into the daveno
and. nearly asphyxiated from the strangling fumes when the upholstery
started tc smoulder.
But all in all it was quite a party--all good
clean fun; thank god I dron’t have to have that much good clean fun
every night!
Also in. March, either just before or just after the
housewarming, the ubiquitous Mike Fern promoted us an arrangement
with the Carolina Pines, a swank eatery in Hollywood, whereby we
could hold, dinner meetings there and at the same time have free use
of a most attractive two room upstairs meeting place. We held sev
eral meetings there, after some of which we adjourned to Jack Rhodes’
nearby home for a party.
But at about the time of the Fran Shack
Warming, I myself was forced to strike the first blow at the Outsiders.
Evening after evening passed, but every evening at least one fan
would come straggling in, and. often-times not want to leave even
when I pointed out that I had. a date or was otherwise not at home.
I
found it necessary to promulgate a rule--no visiting except on Tues
days and. Thursdays, except by special arrangement.
This did not sit
very well with some of the group, even though Fran Shack was my own
place, and I was supporting it entirely with my own money.
The next
rift in The Outsiders came when Jimmy Kepner made another of his fa
mous reversals of opinion, and expressed a wish to become an Outsider,
I opposed his being admitted, because I felt him to be untrustworthy;
on being voted down, I made it a point to treat him as cordially as
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though nothing had happened.
Nod so Lazar, w.io re signed from the Out
siders in a huff.
Lazar's resignation, however,
was not to be won
dered at.
He had already gotten the group into a peck of trouble with
a very ill-timed and. poorly considered letter in which he told of the
blowup in the LASFS, and cited as one of the chief reasons the fact
that overt homosexuality was running rife in the club, and that Hep
ner was one of the chief homosexuals.
This letter he mailed to Julius
Unger, editor of FANTASY FICTION FlaLD; Unger sent the letter on to
Walt Dunkelberger, who was publishing FFF for him.; Dunkelberger sten
cilled-the letter verbatim and published it without deletions, an act
of stupidity which soured me for all time on both Unger and Dunkel
berger, who after all are grown men chronologically and should have,
known better.
Hepner and the LASFS were outraged.
We in The Outsi
ders were beside ourselves.
Regardless of the truth in the Lazar
letter, it put us on an awful spot, and moreover gave The Outsiders a
black eye which we never quite lived down.
We promptly disavowed the
letter, read the riot act to Unger and. Dunkelberger and got a profuse
public apology from all concerned.
It was right at this time that
Hepner expressed a wish to join The Outsiders, and Yerke, that astute
politician, saw that by taking Hepner as a member we could really im
plement our disavowal of Lazar.
So we admitted D 0 K to our ranks.
Paul Freehafer had been a doomed man almost from birth, suffering
from a chronic heart condition which could never be cured.
We all
knew that Paul was in poor health, but few of us realised how poor,
since Freehafer had resolutely set out to make the most of what life
he had, and had. done so so well that it was difficult to think of
him as an invalid.
Paul caught a bad. cold in the same rain-hail out
break that put me out of circulation for three days.
He found him
self unable to throw it off, and took a leave of absence from his
job with the idea of going home to Idaho to rest for a few months.
The Saturday night following the housewarming, Paul met with us for
the last time. A week later, he passed away quietly in his sleep,
having lived, just long enough to get home.
When we heard of Paul's
death we were both stunned, and crushed.
In the first place, Paul
Freehafer was at all odds the best beloved of the entire local group;
friendly, cheerful, tolerant--totally above all rifts and quarrels;
a well-integrated and brilliant adult who was almost entirely free of
the maladjustments and adolescencics so characteristic of most of the
other localites. And secondly, none of us were quite able to adjust
to the fact that Paul was gone.
It was indeed, in a sober mood that
we brought out Yorke's eulogy for Paul, an essay which I believe is
one of the finest pieces of writing fandom has ever produced.
We
mailed it to nearly all the fans on our mailing list.
But it was
with bitter fury that we learned of the LASFS’ reaction to Paul's
death.
The club mourned his passing sincerely; I did. not believe it
at the time but have since come to realize it.
But it came to us
very,.very straight that the first action of Daugherty and Ackerman,
upon receiving the telegram from Idaho, was to go right up to Paul’s
apartment and try to talk his roommate out of Paul's collection, for
the then nebulous Foundation.
When I heard of this I went completely
berserk--ghouls and vultures were the mildest epithets I could turn
out--! started walking the half-mile to the club with the intention
of beating Ackerman into a red mush.
Somewhere along the way, the
realisation struck me, for the first time, that Paul was really dead.

I burst into uncontrollable tears, and somewhere along Bixel between
8th and 9th had one of the darnedest cries you can imagine; finally
allowing myself, spent and trembling, to be taken back home by the
Outsiders who were with me, and who had been trotting along with me
trying in vain to calm me d.own (so they told me; I’d not even known
they were there).
Perhaps some of you are smiling because FTL sounds
like such an emotional dope.
'.fell, perhaps he is.
But I thought the
world of Paul, and his death was one of the hardest things I've ever
had to take.
The Outsiders did not feel happy about the memorial
brochure put out by the LASFS, holding it to be cheap, tawdry, and
in utter violation of nearly every precept of good taste.
I just re
read it, and now, three years later, it looks even worse to me than
it did then, particularly Ackerman's sidetracking himself into what
is almost a defense of atheism.
The memorial edition of SHANGRI L’AFFAIRES made us even angrier.
It bore a lithographed portrait of
Paul, which was fine--but on the back of the picture, the pettiness
of the LASFS could not bear to see all that blank space, so they had
smeared on three of the most atrociously horrible poems in the his
tory of fandom.
Purportedly memorials to Freehafer, they were written
by people like Cunningham and Daniels (the latter of whom had never
even seen Paul), and moreover were grotesquely lacking in both taste
and literary merit.
We weren't the only ones who were annoyed; Art
Joquel, who had been one of the mainstays of the post-Outsider LASFS,
had been editor of this issue of SHAGGY.
Both the picture and the
poems were inserted without his knowledge, and. he quit both the edi
torship and. the club as a result.
Paul's death could, conceivably
have brought the warring factions together.
As it was, it alienated
The Outsiders still further from the LASFS.
Early in The Outsiders’
career, an aftermath of the last bitter fighting in the club brought
us one of the funniest letters I have ever seen,
When Ackerman com
menced his collection of proxies, I at first tried to match it.
Am
ong others I approached was the same John M. Cunningham whose proxy
Ackerman had actually voted at the meeting where we all resigned.
Cunningham made a lightning-fast reversal of form, wrote to the club
cancelling his proxy and raising ths devil with Ackerman for asking
for it in the first place, and sent a new proxy to me.
Someone
around the LASFS evidently didn’t like this, for just about the time
we'd forgotten all about the proxies came a most official sounding
letter in duplicate to LASFS and Outsiders from Cunningham.
He used
official army forms, official army-style rhetoric, and made with a
beautiful gob of unintended humor.
Cussing both Laney, Ackerman,
Outsiders, and LASFS with God-like abandon in his well-known inco
herent style, Cunningham outdid himself with the punch-line:
-I am
therefore of my own free will resigning my life membership in the
LASFS at the request of Walter J. Daugherty.In mid-March I had a
spat with Pogo, whom I had been buzzing quite consistently for a
while, taking her dancing and. what-not; and we quit dating each other.
Rather to our surprise, Pogo quit the Outsiders almost at once.
She
has since gotten her divorce, remarried, and apparently gotten into
a satisfactory life-groove which has no reference to fandom.
More
fans should do the same.
Also in mid-March, Yerke startled us by
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asking us if we would be willing to publish his memoirs for him.
He
had for some reason started reminiscing to himself of his seven years
in the LASFS, had actually written down portions of the first section,
and felt an urge to continue if publication would be guaranteed in ad
vance.
Not only did we know that Yerke’s memoirs would be one of fan
dom’s best pieces of folk-lore, but we also realised that if Yerke
told the truth about the LASFS it would damn the group with anyone
who read them.
So our answer was obvious.
It was decided that Yerke
would, stencil the memoirs, that the group would run them off, and that
they would be submitted to FAPA under the franks of Bronson, Brown,
and myself.
He promised four booklets of approximately 50 pages, but
only the first was ever completed, since Bruce dropped the project a
couple of months later when he finally quit fandom entirely.
The re sponsibility of getting these produced, and of trying to get some of
our other proponed. publishing completed, weighed rather heavily on me.
I suggested to the group that we suspend work on Project M for the
nonce--it had about reached a stasis anyway--and institute a month
long program of publishing, during the course of which we would not
only bring out the first volume of MEMOIRS OF A SUPERFLUOUS FAN, but
a third issue of THE KNANVE, and as much FAPA material as possible.
This was quickly agreed to.
Our equipment was meager as compared to
that of the LASFS, but we did have the manpower to make the most of
it.
My old LCSmith was the only typewriter regularly at our disposal;
although Brow's rented Underwood occasionally made the trek to 1104
and Phil's portable was there about half the time.
So most of the
stencils were cut away from Fran Shack, though of course a good deal
was done on publishing nights.
Among us we found we had four letter
ing guides, though we
sorely missed the LASFS Speedoscope. And there
were two mimeographs--junk heaps in comparison with the flossy auto
matic machine at the club--but in good enough working order: my old
original machine from Clarkston, a 1906 model Dick; and Phil Bronson’s
little Sears Roebuck job from Minneapolis and the MFS.
Both were
hand-crank, hand-feed models, and required two persons for most effi
cient operation, one turning the crank and the other slip-sheeting.
It was evident almost immediately that these sessions would have to
be organised, so I took matters into my own hands and put a stop to
the old LASFS custom of everyone doing his ovm work.
We went cooper
ative altogether; stencils to be run off were turned over to me, and
I not only doled them out to the mimeographers, but pretty much boss
ed the whole show, suggestin', needful tasks to unoccupied Outsiders
and taking steps -to assure, as much as possible, an even flow of sten
cils.
It worked like a charm.
Most of the time there were four
people actually mimeographing, one person de-slipping, one or two
cutting stencils, and -one or tw lending "wral support by talking,
playing records,: or what not.
We changed off often enough as not to
get tired of the same old drudgery, and we still found enough fun in
each other's company that wc found the same evening of fun we had al
ways had was turning out an imposing stack of completed pages that
we scarcely realised we had done, so busily were we talking and jok
ing and cutting up.
The #5 KNANVE was the first item put out under
the new program.
Most of it was written, stencilled, and run off on
a Sunday and the following Saturday night.
When the bunch left about
midnight, two pages had yet to be run off, and. Mike Fern and I, having
a midnight snack, suddenly decided to go back to Fran Shack and fini
sh it off.
We worked on the fool thina until 4:00 in the morning.
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But that was the only one of the publishing sessions which went to
any extreme; as a rule they were confined to Tuesday and Thursday
evenings; commencing about 7:00 and lasting until 11:30 or 12:00.
And
these sessions certainly paid off; from them came not only this one
issue of THE KNANVE, but over 130 pages of FAPA material, and nearly
all of the #7 ACOLYTE.
Since they lasted only a couple of months in
all, one has only to compare these results with the average two months
output of the LA.3FS in order to find another of the many things wrong
with the club.
Publishing is usually drudgery, but group publishing
is fun—no matter what you are putting out; and any group wishing to
establish a common focus can by adopting a group publishing program
not only accomplish this aim but in addition add mightily to both the
quantity and quality of contemporary fan publishing.
In the latter
part of March, the feuding factions were treated to a protracted visit
from a Chicago fan, Frankie Robinson.
Frank is chiefly notable for
the possession of the most fantastic eyebrows in the world.
At the
time of his visit here he was just short of 18, had never been away
from home very much, and found the strain of the two factions vying
with each other to attract him a bit too much for his poise.
He ended
up rather sadly disillusioned with fandom, having stayed with Yerke,
that master of intrigue and innuendo, that fountain head of devastat
ing gossip.
Frank's experiences with the LA3FS were not happy; he
met them all at their worst the night he was in town fresh off the
train when Yerke and I in a moment of madness invited the LASFS to
come out to Bronson's with the Outsiders and have a joint welcoming
party.
Ackerman sat on the davenport and pouted, saying scarcely a
dozen words all evening; and Daugherty got into a three way verbal
battle with Bronson and me which surpassed even the epic row Daugherty
and I had had that night in the club.
Needless to say, Frankie was
revolted; and his subsequent experiences with some of us went far to
sour him on the Outsiders as well.
It might be of passing interest to
back-track at this point, and say a few words about the LASFS during
the spring of 1944.
In the first place, the feud utterly shattered
the club.
Despite Daugherty's and. Ackerman's valiant efforts to get
fandom to think all was well with the LASFS, a moment's glance at the
dark window would, have told the true story.
Before the feud, the
room was packed every night, with various members working and publish
ing, some reading, and a half dozen others dropping in and out during
the evening.
On meeting nights, 25 to 30 people usually showed, up;
though many were visitors.
After the inception of The Outsiders, the
club was almost invariably dark except on Thursdays; for a time Ack
erman tried to hold the fort alone, but between the echoing silences
of the deserted room and the frequent heckling from Outsiders as they
walked past the club on their way from the street-car to my place,
Forry very sortly took to doin'; his fanning in a more secluded spot.
And the meetings had dropped off to nearly nothing.
Daugherty was
director, the newcomer Burbee had. been saddled with both the secretary
ship and the editorship of SHAGGY, Moro jo was treasurer, and. Ackerman
was" chief mourner.
Crozetti came to most of the meetings with her
five year old daughter who also joined, the club as the old guard strove
valiantly to increase the roster.
And there was one new member who
stuck, Glen Daniels, a friend of Kepner's who shortly became coeditor
of Crozetti's VENUS.
Kepner pulled out of the club a month after the
feud, utterly fed up with Daugherty.
And, rumor has it, there were
a few casual dropper-inners, who came once or twice, saw the LASFS
was moribund, and moved, to greener pastures.
After Kepner had. joined
o-i
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the Outsiders, he quickly became one oJ the most active of the group,
particularly in the publishing sessions.
He was not at all quiet
about comparing our activity with ths inanities of ths dying club, so
very shortly both Daniels and Crozetti expressed a wish to join the
Outsiders.
Yerke, Bronson, ano others opposed the membership of both
of these individuals--which of course was perfectly within their
rights--but made the mistake of peremptorily telling me not to allow
these two at Fran Shack.
Well, now.
I promptly announced that the
Tuesday night sessions were open to everyone, LASFS and Outsiders alike, and only the Thursday night sessions were limited strctly to
the Outsiders.
This considerably weakened our homogeniousness.
At
about this time, Burbee became quite friendly with the Outsiders,
spending as much time with us as at the LASFS, and even having all of
us to dinner at his house to celebrate Yerke’s birthday in mid-April.
This last furnished, me with my favorite S. Davenport Russell anecdote.
Yerke, always a brilliant conversationalist, was outdoing himself that
day, and a terrific discussion was in full cry.
I kept noticing Sam,
sitting across the room from me.
He at first tried to read, but Burbee’s two-year-old daughter kept pestering him so finally he gave up
and lifted the little girl into his l?.p; where he held her, talking
quietly to her and very obviously making a terrific hit.
She lay
back in his arms, looking up at him with her heart in her eyes, hang
ing on every word.
Sam in turn was looking down on her most affect
ionately, talking toher, talking....
Suddenly a silence fell oh the
other conversation, and Sam’s flat voice cut through it:
"Cthulhu.
Yog-Sothoth.
Nyarlathooep...” (!!)
Burbee never joined the Outsi
ders, though we considered him as a member.
(Our organization was so
completely informal and nebulous at all times that this sort of thing
could happen with the greatest of ease.)
But the brave little group
was foundering. Mike Fern, one of our mainstays, left us early in
April to go to New York, where he managed to make himself quite un
popular with his lack of tact and his inquisitiveness and. his free
comments on different ones.
(A rumor came back to me a year or so
later that- I had financed his trip in order to spy on the Futurians.
If anyone has positive information on the origin of this idea, he will
confer a great favor on me by dropping me a note about it; something
tells me that the inside story on this one would make priceless read
ing) .
Jack Rhodes left us about the same time, tired of us as most
of us were of him.
Yerke was obviously approachina crisis—he had
broken loose from one fan club only to find himself floundering in
the same kind of morass he had tried to escape--and his irritability
and obvious dissatisfaction with the group had repercussions with
Bronson, who fell into a sort of listlessness, characterised by an
Ashley-like unwillingness to do anything more drastic than just sit
ting around talking. And Eddie Chamberlain had gone into ths United
States Navy by the end of April.
By May 1st, the Outsiders consisted,
of Yerke, Bronson, Laney, Russell, Brown, Kepner, and. the anomolous
Charles Edward Burbee Jr.
Though this was not the strong group with
which we had started, it still possessed a certain amount of po.tential.
Yerke, Russell, and I wanted to re-commencc work on Project M.
Kepner and Brown had gotten off onto a socially-conscious tangent
which eventually culminated in their joining the communist party; Bur
bee at this time was just feeling his way into the editorship of
SHANG-RI L’AFFAIRES and had no time for other commitments.
A number
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of factors came up that had to be handled at once.
In its six
issues up to that time-, THE ACOLYTE had boon prompt as clockwork, and
its contacts with the pro world seemed to me largely to depend on
this promptness and regularity.
An issue was due June 15; either it
had to start by May 5, or Project M h-d to get for enough along so
that I could depend on it to take ACOLYTE’s place.
We had the mater
ial for Project M, but it was all ACOLYTE material except for a short
story Yorke had written for us.
Bronson both failed to turn over his
back log and refused to do any work.
"Aw, let's just sit back and
blow smoke rings," he used to say when we'd suggest doing something.
I had no intention of publishing an ambitious magazine single-handed,
and. in fact in the 6th issue had announced a curtailed circulation
and a decreased number of issues per year.
A week or so of Bronsonian lotus eating, led me to approach Sam Russell, and ask him if he
would be co-editor of ACOLYTE, with a 50-50 split on both work and
finances.
(This last meant nothing, since the magazine had been
slightly more than breaking even since its 4th issue.)
-I am com
mitted. to Project M," said Russell.
-Suppose ACOLYTE withdraws from
Project M?"
-Since Project M, basically, is THE ACOLYTE, in that
case I’d be only too pleased to step in and. help it out."
That tore
it.
I gave Project M. to Bronson, with my compliments, and. SDR and I
picked out the material for the --7 ACOLYTE that very night.
When
Yerke, still working on his night shift, heard of this developement
he had a. fit.
Under date of May 15, 1944, he wrote The Outsiders a
letter of resignation.
In it, he assailed us savagely for our short
comings, particularly berating Bronson.
Phil was crushed, for he had
always maintained, a semi-heroworship for Bruce, and Yerke had in this
letter flayed him unmercifully.
This letter was the end of both
Yerke and. Bronson in fandom.
Yerke had. some spasmodic dealings with
Bill Watson that summer, and Bronson, more from habit than anything
else, kept coming around for a couple of weeks--but neither of them
ever again did anything of a fan nature.
An amusing sidelight oh
Yerke 's letter of resignation and. renunciation was that he called our
roll, so as to speak, describing to each of us his personal habits
and peculiarities which made him impossible to associate with.
Only
SDRussell got a clean bill of health.
Bu , oddly, with the exception
of Bruce's remarks about Mel Brown’s unkemptness, every single one of
these accusations applied to Yerke with as great force ns it did to
the person he was condemning for it.
But the Outsiders no longer
existed, except as a name.
Mid-May of 1944 saw the LASFS with four
or five members and The Outsiders with about the same.
Neither group
had any longer sufficient momentum to expand itself.
If Los Angeles
was to have a fan club, it was pretty evident to me that the two
factions would have to combine, and fast.
A certain amount of inter
mingling was already in evidence.
Crozetti and Daniels did a good
deal of work on VENUS at Fran Shack with Outsider equipment, and
since Daniels had also become co-editor of Brown’s FAN SLANTS and
Kepner’s TOWARD TOMORROW, a good deal of work on these two Outsider
fanzines was performed in the LASFS clubroom.
Ackerman still refused,
to speak to me, and there was considerable resentment between various
Outsiders and Walter J. Daugherty, but by and large the groups seemed
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drifting towards a merger.

I commenced angling around, trying to
work out some sort of truce with Ackerman. Walter J. Daugherty step
ped into a role of peacemaker, telling us how implacable Ackerman was
towards us and telling Ackerman how these overtures of friendship
merely presaged some sort of Trojan horse deal.
I dated Myrtle a
time or so, and in the course of talking things over with her saw that
she would eventually cause the hatchet to be buried.
Matters could
have drifted on, except that Lora Crozetti, the very evening after
Brown, Kepner, and I had spent a couple of hours helping her run off
VENUS, took the floor in the LASFS, told the club that the room had
been so full of Outsiders she couldn't work, and demanded that the club
ban all Outsiders from its premises, under pain of having them thrown
in the pokey for trespassing.
Director Walter J. Daugherty allowed
such a motion to pass,.appointed Burbce to come down and tell us
about it, then came down himself and did not allow Burbce to more
than say hello as the Great Daugherty-read the riot act.
I tried to
talk to the fellow in a conciliatory fashion, despite some rough re
marks from a rather intoxicated Bronson, who quit fandom completely
when it became evident that Brown, Kepner, and I were and had been
dickering with the LASFS.
This last week of May was devoted mostly
to negotiations of one sort and another.
The reconciliation was fi
nally implemented by Morojo, who talked Ackerman around into seeing
both the need for a merger and the advisability of letting bygones be
bygones.
The feud was closed despite Walter J. Daugherty’s efforts
as a peacemaker, when one Sunday morning, a nervously doubtful For
rest j. Ackerman tapped diffidently on Fran Shack's door until a dumb
founded Francis T. Laney opened it and peered sleepily out at him.

But that, and the happenings that led from this surprise visit, be
long in the next chapter.
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Such had been the power of the Shangri-La propaganda, the
Russell J.Hocigkins hush-nush publicity policy, which gave a cover-up
to the maniiold failings of the LASFS and its members, that fandom
generally had not completely adjusted to the idea that there was a
rift when lo! all was peace once more.
Or was it?
In any event, near
ly all estaolished fans maintained a strict neutrality.
Larry Shaw,
Raymond, bashington, and Claude Degler publically sided with Ackerman
and the club.- Shaw especially ran the matter into the ground.
He was
puolishing a newszine called NEBULAR with an occasional supplement
called BEULAH'S SCRAPBOOK in which he ran editorials, feature stories,
and other material which was not suitable for the terse, factual news
sheet that.NEBULAR tried to be.
In BEULAH'S SCRAPBOOK, Shaw ran a
long and biased letter from Ackerman, giving his side of the feud.
This was of course all right, but Shaw, removed from us geographically
by more than 2000 miles and. speakina from the depths of a profound ig
norance of the situation, wrote an equally long editorial taking sides
with Ackerman.
Fern and I promptly wrote semi-official letters to
Shaw, taking issue with his lack of neutrality, and I wrote an offi
cial account of The Outsiders up to that time and sent it to him for
publication.
Through some sort of odd coincidence, Shaw quit the news
zine field almost at once--blaming a variety of factors for it, but
we always felt that it was because he was unwilling to be impartial.
The Futurians, notably Wollheim, took sides with us privately, but
maintained public neutrality.
The rest of fandom wrote letters of in
quiry, raised an occasional eyebrow, but were otherwise unaffected.
Jack Speer happened to take a poll of the top 15 fans in the spring
of 1944, with*the idea of seeing how what he called expert opinion
correlated with that of the general fan public as reflected, in Widner's
compilation.
Since Bronson and I were both in this list, we decided
it would be fun to omit Ackerman from our top ten voting,
and both vote for him as the worst fan of the year.
This of course
ruined Forry1 s standing in Speer's poll.
So in some distorted, poll
figures, the feud was reflected, nationally.
But apart from what I ve
just mentioned., the only effects of the Big Fuss were strictly local.

One of the first things the LASFS did after ire resigned was to
write and. ad.opt a new constitution.
It was written largely by //alter
J. Daugherty, ” and was chiefly aimed at keeping the Outsiders out,^ and
preventing a recurrance of the feud..
Since much had. been made of the
fact that I had been in the club only a couple of months before I
started criticising it (as if one had to eat an entire egg to know,
that it was rotten) the Daugherty constitution provided, a threemonth .
probat ion-ary period for new me-''bers, during waich cime they^/fere re
quired to attend 75/» of all club meetings anci were not permitoed to
vote.
(Acheman, I am told, had wanted a special clause requiring
six months of this probation, for any former member of the club who.
wished to rejoin, but Freehafer talked him out of this.)
The Daugnerty constitution otherwise pretty^much continued the old organization

--rent payers' committee, executive committee, and. so on--except it
added, one
of the most pernicious dictatorial arrangements I have ever
seen in an organization, the Governing Body.
This group was a selfperpetuating, self-elected committee of up to five members, serving
for life.
Their control over the club was absolute.
They could set
aside any vote of the club, even a unanimous vote; they could set
aside any election of officers, they could, suspend or depose any offi
cer elected or otherwise, t’.oy could expell any member.
Any of these
actions could be taken; nothing could be done about them.
As origi
nally constituted, the Governing Body was not quite so bad, since it
had the well-liked and balanced Freehafer on it, and a couple of oth
ers having enough emotional stability to give a certain amount of as
surance that these extraordinary powers would not be called, upon ex
cept in time of great emergency.
(Original membership of the Gover
ning Body:
Forrest J Ackerman, Valter J. Daugherty, Myrtle R. Douglas,
Arthur Louis Joquel IT, and Paul Freehafer.
But Freehafer died only
a week or so after the committee was set up.
And. at about the same
time, Joquel quit the club in a huff over the mishandling of Freeha
fer ’s picture in SHANGRI D’AFFAIRES, leaving a three-man governing
body: Ackerman, Douglas, and Daugherty. Myrtle was OK.
She is level
headed and kind-hearted enough so that she can be trusted with this
kind of extreme power.
But all that Daugherty needed to do to rule
the club to suit his whim was to sway Ackerman (and Ackerman is not,
shall we say, unswayable) and there he was.
The minute I heard of
this setup I smelled a rat, and when he explained to me that the GB
lay quiescent unless it was needed, something still smelled bad.
So
the earlier part of our negotiations with the LASFS were largely con
fined to trying to work around the Governing Body setup.
It must be
remembered that Ackerman was still not speaking to me, and that it
looked probable that we would have to be admitted over he’s objection.
At the same time, we were unwilling to come back if there was any
hint of surrender about our action--it merely seemed desirable that
Los Angeles continue to have a fan club, and obvious that ten members
in ’one club might conceivably have a chance of accomplishing something
while two separate clubs of four or five were certain to founder for
good, and soon,
It had been arranged that Myrtle, in her capacity as
a member of the Governing Body, would favor our readmittance under
some sort of peace treaty which would demand no apologies or retrac
tions from either side, and which would, waive either the requirement
of attending meetings or the requirement of the three month probation
ary period.
In his role as Peacemaker, -Daugherty had gone so far
playing both ends against the middle that we felt he would have con
siderable difficulty in voting against our readmittance--though then
as now, Daugherty was unpredictable.
Forry’s early morning visit to
Fran Shack changed the entire picture.
Myrtle finally talked him in
to coming down and discussing the matter personally.
I had had a very
rough Saturday night, and when the first Sunday in June 1944 was her
alded by a light but persistant tapping on Fran Shack door my first
thought was to kick someone's tail clear across the street for waking
me up at 9s00 AM. When I saw it was Ackerman, I nearly swooned with
surprise, but I invited him in and excused myself while I doused my
face with cold water and lit a cigarette in an attempt to get partial
ly awake. When I came back into the front room, Forry was browsing
along my bookshelves with every air o? surprise--he had reiterated so
often that I was a fake fan that he had-come to believe it himself
and walking into what was at that time a first class fantasy and stf
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collection upset his notions considerably.

We sat down and commenced
talking, asking each other about various things that had happened in
the past few months, occasionally trying to explain our motivations to
each other.
In the course of a two hour conversation we got onto a
more friendly basis than we had ever been before--particularly when it
came home to both of us that we had each separately been trying to
carry a club on our shoulders.
I reassured him that there was "nothing
political about returning to the LASFS; he reassured me that we need
not fear the Governing Body.
So the following Thursday, Brown, Kepner
and I rejoined the LASFS--not without a considerable amount of balking
from Mel Brown, who is almost unable to back down on anything he has
ever said, or do anything that looks as though he might be backing
down.
However, he had already agreed to rejoin the LASFS under terms
which Kepner and I were willing to accept, so he came along.
But the
end of the Outsiders really ended Mel Brown in fandom.
He took an ac
tive part in the LASFS through most of the time following, but dropped
all his publishing and most of his collecting.
My chief motivation in
rejoining the club has not as yet been touched on.
I had finally es
tablished what looked to be an entente cordiale with my wife, and it
was evident that Fran Shack's days were numbered.
This being the case
I was faced with the problem of either joining the club, or folding
THF ACOLYTE, since it was very unlikely that I’d much longer have
room for a mimeograph of my own. My increasing contacts with the bet
ter class of fantasy lovers and the surprising amount of first class
materials continually being submitted to ACOLYTE by Leiber and others
made me very reluctant to suspend ths magazine, particularly now that
I had Russell for a co-editor.
And, despite my resolutions of a few
weeks previously, I was having great difficulty in quitting fandom
in the face of all this good material, a fast growing interest in
FAPA, and a still unsatisfactory job coupled with a considerable
amount of pathological self-doubting.
I had finally gotten Jackie to
see that perhaps the housing shortage really existed, that I had not
just made it up as an excuse not to send for her, and she had agreed,
to come to Los Angeles without Sandy and Quiggie, leaving them with
my mother in Idaho, stay at Fran Shack for a while, and hunt for
housing on a full-time basis.
I agreed to go back up North if she
was unsuccessful; she had agreed, to do a whole-hearted job of looking.
She still seemed, to think we could, get a rental.
But her trip needed
money, and it seemed highly desirable to me that I spend as much time
around the club and. away from money-spending temptations as I could.
So, once back into the LASFS, I moved my typewriter and. trunk of im
mediately needed papers to the club, and. shortly fell back into the
habit of spending a good part of my spare time there.
A c k e rm an came
in with me, and it was not long before the LASFS had an approximation
of its pre-feud hey-day, with a number of people in the place every
evening.
Alva Rogers had just come bach to LA from San Diego, Daugh
erty was feverishly active at the time, and Brown, Kepner, Daniels,
and to a lesser extent Crozetti spent a good, deal of time around the
club on non-meeting nights.
A vignette of Glenn Daniels is in order.
He was short, slender, ugly, and. vivacious--definitely a boon compan
ion type of person despite the oddity of his sexual tastes.
His chief
motivation annarently was sexual, but he was an interested and unin— 87 —

hibited. conversationalist, and was almost as great a doer of fanzine
and other drudgery for people as Mike Fern.
From the national point
of view, his activity in fandom was reflected.only in a pile of mimeography and stencil-cutting for VENUS, TC'TARD TOMORROW-, and. FAN SLANTS
but locally he was one of the most active members of the LASFS from
about March until August 1944.
The new entente cordiale with Acker
man was implemented by both of us in various ways.
I commenced writ
ing a good deal for VOM and even mimeographed one issue for Forry; I
invited him to my place as an "accidental" dropper-inner the night
Fritz Leiber came over to see my collection and talk fantasy (an eve
ning which Ackerman reported for me in an article for FAN-DANGO); and
I was enabled to see a revival of METROPOLIS as 4e's guest.
The Lei
ber visit occurred, just before Fritz left town to take over a good
editorial job in Chicago, and was just another of those big bullfests
that is stimulating at the time, but of which little stays with one
as specific impressions of that specific event.
I remember how I
kept trying to keep the conversation steered into fantastic channels
because I had noticed how completely lost Forry seemed to be if any
thing outside this one narrow field was mentioned.; and how nature
took its course, and Fritz and I got wound up on literature generally.
And I especially renember seeing Leiber to his bus, and how we loped
back and forth for over an hour between 6th and Olympic, just missing
a bus on each street, until finally we subsided, panting, on Olympic
ano talked far into the wee small hours until an owl bus came bumb
ling along.
I’ve not seen Leiber since.
The showing of METROPOLIS
was held at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' little
theater located far up in an oper-air arcade which opens off Holly
wood. Blvd, just east of the Pickwick Bookshop.
It was part of their
regularly scheduled program, to which they sold season tickets at
*15.00 each.
I would not have been able to go, except that Myrtle
had already seen the picture a couple of times, and she and Forry
asked me to use her ticket.
The picture itself was mediocre, if inter
esting.
It is replete with very brilliantly conceived sets and spe
cial effects, but the overdone hamminess of the acting proved such a
major drawback that the picture as a whole was stupid.
Individual
scenes, however, made it worthwhile, and then of course the big attra
ction was Fritz Lang himself, who took the floor after the showing
and answered questions and talked for well over an hour.
At first he
stayed pretty close to METROPOLIS, but before long was talking about
his experiences in leaving Germany, and eventually was discussing the
broad field, of cinematic art from the point of view of the director.
Good listening indeed ' An amusing sidelight was the country bumpkin
awe with which I regarded. Lang's monocle, and the way it stayed in
place despite the extreme animation of its wearer's features.
About
the chief social activity of the LASFS during the spring and summer
of 1944 was miniature golf.
There was a course located two blocks
from the club at 5th and Beaudry, and nearly all the members except
Ackerman, Myrtle, Crozetti, and Burbee spent at least five evenings
a week there.
Particularly after Brown began clashing again with the
club, the golf course proved an invaluable place to work off his
stea- , though playing 36 holes with Mel required, a mighty degree of
fortitude.
His always great nervousness became hugely intensified,
and he would rage, swear, prance up and down, throw his club, chew
his finger, and in general behave like a maniac.
I still think half
the golfers on the course that summer went lore to see Mel's perfor

than to play golf themselves.
Two or three weeks after we rejoined the club, Ackerman re
ceived a letter from Donald A. Wollheim which utterly soured me on
the Futurians in general and Wollheim in particular.
It wasn't very
long, but it attacked me pretty strongly personally, told Ackerman
that my only purpose in rejoining“the LASFS was to destroy the club
utterly, and belaboring him in/no uncertain terms for letting me back
in, closed by urging him to throw me out.
What precise purpose Wollheim might have had in mind escapes me entirely; he is known to have
been bitterly inimical to Los Angeles fandom and particularly Acker
man, and perhaps he may have thought that by stirring up the feud
once again he could destroy the LASFS.
As it turned out, Ackerman
showed me the letter, and nothing came of it except to turn me very
bitterly against the Futurians, whom I had previously known scarcely
at all.
Though I was heartily sick of feuding and club politics, it
was not long before I was once more embroiled, up to my cars in a row
with Walter J. Daugherty.
The club was in sorry straits financially,
and various plans were being discussed to increase the revenue with
out turning the club into an insupportable burden for its handful of
members.
Since this discussion was taking place on a non-meeting
night, I did not see any reason why my being disenfranchised should
prevent my taking part in it; particularly since my chief reason for
rejoining had been to use the mimeograph, something I obviously could
not conveniently do if we found ourselves unable to support the club
room,
4e, Myrtle, and others liked some of my ideas--particularly
one aimed directly at the people who kept personal property in the
club for their own personal use--and asked me to incorporate them
in a bylaw amendment for them to bring up at the ensuing meeting.
I
did so; the bylaw passed in the absence of Walter J. Daugherty, who
just didn't happen to be there;
and from then on the three individuals
who maintained personal property for their own use in the club had to
pay a minimum of $3.00 a month key rent rather than the former rate
of $1.00.
Ackerman, Daugherty, and I were the only ones who came un
der this he ading.
It so fell out that on the ensuing Sunday, Daugher
ty called the club to see if. anyone was there, and. I happened to an
swer the phone.
He wanted, someone to help him bring in a large buf
fet, which his landlady had given him, and which he wanted to store
his supplies in.
Sure, I was ’willing to help him, but in passing, I
mentioned, that it would cost him
a month rent if he kept it in the
club, due to this new bylaw.
I told him this, and the fellow practi
cally walked through the phone.
Five minutes later he was in the
clubroom, shaking with rage, and foaming at the mouth about my having
insulted, him, having seized control of the club, having coaspire’d to
make his membership impossible, and god knows what else.
It was not
long before I had enough of this, and I told him off but good, and we
were off.
Bellowing something about the governing body, he dashed
off after Myrtle and Forry, and wasted, nearly their entire day
trying to have the Outsiders evicted from the club.
I went on half
heartedly cranking out ACOLYTE with Mel's help, expecting any minute
that we would be expelled, for having incurred Lord Walter's displea
sure. Ackerman and Morojo, however, refused to act against me.
After
all, I'd only told him of an action of the club--of an action on which
I couldn't even vote--and it is difficult to see how Daugherty could
justify his reaction.
After some three hours of Governing Body deli
berations, Myrtle came over and told me of her desire to keep the
peace in the club, and. that Walter would be willing to forgive and. for
get if I would write out an apology to him.
What an apology that was !
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The old LCSmith virtually 3 oked as I expressed myself in blazing
sentences studded with four-letter words of Anglo-Saxon derivation,
none of which were used in a masochistic fashion.
-There's my apolo
gy to that bastard,- I snarled, and thrust the paper on Myrtle.
She
read it, and turned faintly pink.
-Oh, but this will never do.
It
will just make him angrier.-He can shove it up his --- if he does
n't like it in his face,- I remarked.
-That’s my last word on the
subject.
Do you want my resignation from the club?-Oh, no.She
left the room, and about 6:00 o'clock reappeared with Ackerman, hav
ing pacified Walter J. Daugherty in something like seven hours.
When
I next saw this mercurial gentleman, he seemed to have forgotten the
whole thing, and was happy as a lark as he bubbled with plans for the
next Daugherty Project, a portfolio of caricatures of fans drawn by
Virgil Partch.
But I realised that in order to stay in the club at
all, I was going to have to take part in politics.
As the group was
constituted' under that pernicious governing Body setup, the only way
one could get along with Daugherty was to keep a wedge driven between
him and Ackerman.
I expounded this idea strongly for the next few
weeks, and pointed out that if we once caught Ackerman right after
Daugherty had made him angry (something that happened from time to
time) we'd not only fix Mr. D’s cookie, but would be able to toss out
the entire governing body idea in toto.
(We did, too.)
The FAPA
election for the 1944-45 fiscal year took place at about this time,
and Al Ashley, that caffeine soaked politico, had in appointing the
ballot counting committee blithely ignored the feud, and appointed
a non-partisan board with Daugherty as chairman, and Brown and Bron
son as assistants.
This led directly to another mess.
In the first
place, Daugherty did not read, of his appointment, and. Ashley, unable
to imagine another fan who would not read breathlessly every word in
the official organ, had not notified him by mail.
In the second
place, Brown and Daugherty on a committee worked together about as
well as Molotov and Senator Taft. And worst of all, Bronson not only
lived 18 miles from the club neighborhood, but had no phone and had
definitely quit fandom.
Poor old Walter J. Daugherty had a hell of
a time, which was not especially helped, by his native inclination to
procrastinate.
Before the ballot counting delays were over, a feud
had sprung up between Daugherty and Larry Shaw (that's one I loved;
no matter who got the worst of it, I liked it fine.) and FAPA had
ground almost to a full halt.
I finally wrote to Ashley about it.
I’d struck up quite a correspondence with Sultan, arising out of the
letter he wrote me about the drunken FAN-DANGO of a few months before.
I’d been impressed by his extreme fairness and courtesy, particularly
as contrasted by the reception that issue got from FAPA as a whole,
and very shortly he had me highly interested, in FAPA, both from the
point of view of the contents of the mailings, and as an arena for
the practising of organizational politics, something I tend to enjoy
as an end in themselves.
I happened, to mention, with the idea of
knifing Daugherty a little, that he had totally disregarded the se
crecy of the ballot, and had made a tabulation of who had. voted and.
how.
Al was overjoyed, made a few anti-Futurian remarks which of
course fell on fertile soil, and asked me to get these results for
him.
So I did.
I mention this episode, since it was the first stir— 90 —

ring of the abortive group later to be known as the 0 0 D, Order of
Dagon.
Dae to the three-month’s probationary period before persons
joining the LASFS were permitted to vote, and the extremely small size
of the club at this time, it was not long before the futility of all
LASFS meetings was starkly underlined.
The typical LASFS meeting in
June and July 1944 was attended by from 8 to 12 people, of whom some
times as many as four were eligible to vote.
But traditionalist Acker
man, reigning as director for a three month term, never thought to try
turning the club away from its habitual bumbling rut of business meet
ings, and some rare scenes arose from this.
It made no difference if
a person were eligible to vote; if he had something to say and suffi
cient aggressiveness to get up and say it he could hold, the floor for
hours.
But when the time came to vote on whatever was at hand, only
a very few could or would exercise a franchise.
I'll give two examples
which illustrate the two types of things that habitually happened to
club business during this madcap summer.
I might add that virtually
everything that came up was disposed of in one of these two ways.
One
night, in connection with a discussion on improving club finances, we
discovered that the club was holding the sack for over ’>50.00 worth
of mimeographing supplies which had. been used by different members
who had subsequently left the club without paying their bills.
I got
the floor, suggested that the club drop its requirement of using club
Materials on the club mimeograph, allow any member to use any supplies
he wished, as long as he paid the club a commission on their value to
pay for the use of the mimeograph, that all club supplies be locked in
the closet, and. that they be issued under a cash only arrangement on
whatever nights Ackerman might choose to be there and act as stock
clerk.
I dilated on the advantages of this scheme until I began to
run out of breath, pointed out that I was unable to vote, and conse
quently could, not put this into the form of a motion, and would some
one else please do so.
There was a prolonged silence as the notorious
apathy inherent in the LASFS rose to new heights, I sat down mildly
disgusted, and after a long and embarrased delay, director Ackerman
carried the meeting on to something else.
The payoff came about two
weeks later when I discovered, to my utter amazement that the club was
operating under my scheme and had. been doing so ever since I had men
tioned it.
"What the hell...?" I asked Ackerman.
-Well, it was
brought up in a club meeting," he said.
------- ????------ I re
plied with my chin hanging down on my chest.
-Well, no one seemed to
say anything about it," said Forry, -so I presumed it had been passed.Comment by me at this late date would be superfluous.
The other way
business was disposed of was even worse.
Not only was Morojo on the
threshold of her permanent split-up with Ackerman, but she was in
very poor health; came only to the early portion of the meeting long
enough to collect any money she could and read her treasurer’s report,
and then left for the evening. Walter J. Daugherty, as ever (even
when director) only came to about two meetings in five.
Daniels and
Rogers were both in arrears with their dues, and. hence could not vote.
This left the regular voting, members limited to director Ackerman,
Burbee, and Crozetti.
Since the latter two did not like each other
very well, they habitually voted on opposite sides of whatever came
up, regardless of the topic's intrinsic merits.
The height of this
folly came up one sultry July night when 15 persons, including visiting
San Franciscans Ebey and. Watson, spent nearly two hours wrangling
over some now forgotten topic, finally got it to a vote, and (yes.’)
Crozetti voted yes, Burbee voted no, one Ackerman, characteristically,
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refused bo cast the deciding vote, aluiough it was his clear duty as
chairman to do so.
The net result, of course, was to waste the entire
evening.
My wife, Jackie, had arrived in Los Angeles early in July,
and spent most of that month on a full-time house-hunt.
Giving up on
rentals, she finally consented to our buying, and very shortly we had
a house.
During this month, she naturally saw a good deal of the
LASFS, and this added another source of trouble for our already tot
tering marriage, since there were few of the local misfits whom she
could tolerate.
I’d been around them so long that I’d gotten used to
them, scarcely realising myself how bad most of them were.
Had her
manner of attack been less dictatorial and less "You do my way or else
..." I undoubtedly would have quit fandom completely in late 1944;
the things she said about ths club and its members were only too true,
but I could see no future in permitting myself to be led around by
the nose.
The chief worthwhile Los Angeles activity in mid-1944 was
the publication of Jack Speer's mammoth FANCYCLOPEDIA, a scholarly
and entertaining encyclopedia which not only gave definitions and
background for all terms and words with fannish connotations, but in
passing gave a considerable glimpse into stefnistic history.
Jack
had spent over two years writing and revising and sending the manu
script around to various elder fans, had then stencilled it and turn
ed. it over to Phil Bronson to publish for him.
Phil went all out for
lotus-eating , but did turn publishing permission over to the Outsiders,
who even went so far as to buy some of the paper for it just before
the final disbanding and resumption of LASFS membership.
In the
meantime, Speer, understandably miffed over the protracted delay in
publication, had gotten after the NFFF, under whose auspices Bronson
was supposed, to have been working, and Evans had re-assigned the job
to Walter J. Daugherty, who amazingly allowed the LASFS to take it
over.
So we spent a full month mimeographing, using three machines:
the club's old automatic ABDick, my old ACOLYTE machine, and Walter
J. Daugherty's flossy new Niagara.
The NFFF is given a lot of unde
served ego-boo by being shown as publisher; Forrest J. Ackerman pub
lished it, furnishing 95/£ of the incentive and well over half the ac
tual- work.
He worked pretty much along the lines of an Outsider pub
lishing sessions, and the finished results show that, even the LASFS
can do something worthwhile if a certain modicum of intelligent- direc
tion and channeling is given to the club’s potential.
Walter J. Dau
gherty had an acute outbreak of projectomania in June and July 1944,
starting new magazines and brochures by the dozen.
Most never got
beyond the talk stage, and all were so delayed in publication that
their eventual publication was greeted only by amused surprise on the
part of local fandom.
The second edition of Daugherty's DIRECTORY OF
FANDOM came out first; he compiled a vast array of names and addresses
stencilled them, and ran them off like a house afire.
For over three
months, the completed directory gathered, dust and. obsolescence around,
the club because Walter J. Daugherty could, not figure out a cover
that suited him.
No wonder it was so out of date when he finally
sent it out.
Stray pages turned out at this time for various other
short-lived projects appeared in FAN at various times during the
next year and a half; some of the stuff, I believe, never did get pub
lished.
In her column in SHANGRI D'AFFAIRES, Lora Crozetti very apt
ly took to describing the rooming house at 628 South Bixel as the"Bixel Fairy Palace".
(From November 1943 until now (April 1947 this
building has always had at least one, and sometimes as many as four,
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members of the LASFS who %re also ■'.ctively overt homosexuals). . Anyway, this was too much for some of the alate ones, who frantically
rushed into print with a new name for their house of assignation:
Ten
dril Towers.
Burbee and I took great glee in making up new allitera
tive take-offs on this euphemism--most are now forgotten or unprint
able-hut I still remember Goosey-butt Grotto with a certain amount
of relish.
(Lest I seem to be casting slurs, perhaps I should point
out that the Bixel Fairy Palace has always had heterosexual LASFS mem
bers living there too.)
As the summer of 1944 wore along, I received
a letter from Mick McComas that went far to thrust me back into fan
dom.
This note mentioned that the Random House GREAT TALES OF TERROR
AND THE SUPERNATURAL had -just topped the 50,000 mark in sales, that
McComas and a friend had. been commissioned to compile a companion vol
ume of science-fiction, and could I help them any? This led to a big
session with McComas and his co-cditor, Ray Really, as an upshot of
which I agreed to do a vast amount of preliminary scouting and story
recommending.
The first thing I did was to monopolise a club meeting,
asking -the members to suggest suitable stories, look them up in the
club library, and tell me where they could be found.
I sat there typ
ing like mad and ending up with two single-spaced pages of story re
commendations.
During the next year and a half, I must have had. at
least ten long sessions with McComas and Really, some of which I will
describe in their chronological place in these memoirs.
Jackie re
turned to the North in early August, to sweat out the eviction time
granted the tenants of our new house; I sat tight in Fran Shack, try
ing to avoid spending money and as a result becoming more deeply in
volved in the club for a while, bringing out gobs of crud
ACOLYTE,
FAN-DANGO, and independent writings.
It saved money, since I was do
ing no collecting to speak of, but getting deeply enmeshed in the
LASFS once more was a very bad thing for me otherwise, and I’ve often
regretted it.
But in addition to the immensely exciting collaboration
with Really and McComas, and the ever increasing flow of good mater
ial for THE ACOLYTE, Tony Boucher stunned me with the first of two
highly enthusiastic reviews of THE ACOLYTE in his book column in the
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE.
This one squib brought ACOLYTE no less than
25 cash subscriptions, and the ego-boo involved was a bit more than
my equilibrium could stand.
I began to have visions of building ACO
LYTE into a genuine semi-pro, and going on from there into profession
al editing--a harmless enough will-o-th-wisp to chase if one does not
take it too seriously.
I'm afraid I took it too seriously for a while
though—never stopping to think that I was making more money on my
job than I could hope to get as one of the lesser editors, and that I
am temperamentally unsuited to tackle publishing except as a hobby,
(l.e. why take the fun out of a hobby by making a job out of it?)
Early August saw a major political upheaval in the LASFS.
It had
once more become time for a new director to be elected.
Morojo an
nounced that she would positively refuse to be treasurer again (having
served, continuously since mid-1957), and a wave of consternation ran
through the two or three voting members who took the club seriousljr
as they realised that they had no one available to take over the job.
Finally (and I’ve always thought it was at Morojo's suggestion) Ack
erman and Daugherty came to me and asked, if I were willing to be trea
surer of the LASFS.
-Can’t,- I said.
-I’m not eligible either to
vote or to hold office, and. won’t be for another month.— 95 —

— ./oil,— Said Daugherty, -we can waive that about holding of.O °
|i
llCBc”

-You mean you are willing to waive the rest of my probation
ary period?d
tiOh no,- said Yalt, -you won’t be sb le to vote, but you
can have the job if you take it, and cf course you can keep the job
after your probationary period is over. -V/hat the hell do you think
I am?
If 1 can be trusted wi. th the club’s money I can be trusted vi th
the other privileges of membership.
And furthermore, Brown and Kepner came back into the club with me, and I’ll consider no special con
sideration that does not apply to them as wcll.-We can’t do that.•*Well, I don’t want the job anyway.
I told you when I came back in
the club that I was through with d ub politics.
khat’s the matter;
can’t you find some public spirited fan like Ackerman and Daugherty
who is willing to sacrifice the ti ny amount of time the treasurer’s
job requires?-No o -If you need a treasurer bad enough to restore
all of us Outsiders to full memberh ip now, I’m willing to take the
job just to do you and the club a favor.The result cf all this was
a forgone conclusion; while Walter J. Daugherty had a few minor fits,
the Governing Body gave the executive committee permission to waive
the three-months probationary period for Brown, Kepner, and myself-this after only seven weeks of novitiate.
And it is noteworthy that
this three-months probation was thereafter honored only in the breach
--until I became director again and chose to apply it in one or two
instances as a political move.
(The best way to kill a bad law is
to enforce it rigidly.)
So Morojo found herself elected director,
Alva Rogers was secretary, and I was treasurer.
Something about the
idea of the arch-Outsider in control of the LASFS funds seven weeks
after his return to the club, and moreover by the request of Walter J.
Daugherty, has always struck me as being rather fi nny.
Moro jo’s
term of office was short, and anything but sweet.
Walter J. Daugherty
had taken to collecting mimeographs--! think he had some idea of using
the clubroom as an office for a commercial mimeographing service-anyway he very shortly owned two late-model, fully automatic. Niag
aras, a post card machine, some sort of broken down standard mimeo
graph which I never saw out of its box, the Phil Bronson machine,
‘£30.00 worth of stylii and lettering guides, and the cabinet from
an old table radio.
(I never did figure out what that last was for.)

Anyway, in light of Daugherty’s mimeographical resoir ces, it was not
odd that the executive committee di ortly got in the mood to buy one
of the Niagaras, particularly when the club machine broke down.
We
voted to do so, against Myrtle’s protest.
She went ahead the next
day and had J25.OO worth of work done to the old machine.
We decid
ed to sell it to Daugherty anyway, and turn it in on a reconditioned
Niagara, with automatic paper feed, inking, and slipsheeter.
Myrtle
chose to take this as a personal affront and resigned her gavel, afserving for only about a week. . (I’ve always thought she was just
looking for an out anyway, since she very shortly made her final
break with Ackerman, quit being Morojo,.and became, as now, Myrtle R.
Douglas, an extremely inactive member cf the club.)

This resignation elevated Alva Rogers' to the post of direc
tor, and he replaced himself as secretary by appointing Walter J.
Daugherty,
About the only piece of business transacted during Alva’s
term was to elect Myrtle an honorary member cf the society.
Other
wise the group bumbled along, hold a few entertaining discussions,
and that was about all.
Sometime during the latter part of the summer,
Bob Hoffman came to town to spend a protracted furlough.
Paul Freehafer had left his entire“collection to Bob, with the proviso that
Bob pass on any of it he did not personally want in any way he wished.
Bob decided to give all this stuff to me; including a number of pro
zines, a fat bundle of fan photos, and a very fine collection of fan
zines.
The bulk of Paul’s collection turned out to have been in Idaho;
and I’ll never forget the amazement with which we unpacked the gigan
tic boxes of stuff which his sister sent to us.
Paul’s collection was
the nucleus of my collection of fanzines, and since Ipblj- I have kept
constantly expanding it until it is, in my opinion, one of the four
or five best such collections in captivity--containing as it does al
most all major fanzines from 1930 through I9I4.6 in complete files, and
large quantities of the lesser items.
It is the one portion of my
fan/fantasy collection that I have not discarded or weeded out; so
far as I know now, I will probably keep it always--partly because I
enjoy browsing in old fanzines, partly because fanzines tend to bring
back to me memories of the more pleasant part of my fanning, and not
a little because the collection, started as it was, is in a sense a
memorial to Paul Freehafer.
Considerably publicised by the club in
was the acquisition, on a loan basis,of Donald barren .Bratton ’ s
fantasy file and bibliography.
Don Bratton is a pleasant but quiet
young chap in his early twenties, notable for rosy cheeks and a deep,
if not vociferous, interest in the bibliographical side of fantasy.
The file, contained in a large oak card case of some fifty or sixty
drawers is an attempt at a complete cross-indexed file cf all fantasy
everywhere, is nowhere near complete, but even so contains thousands
of cards, and has proven highly useful to many of us.
The fl le, and
its making and augmenting, is Don’s chief interest in fandom.
Another
character who came on the scene in 19-W ond was for a time the club
librarian was Leonard Golding Pruyn.
He was a peculiar person, un
knowable to the nth degree, and was of so hyper-refined a nature that
the casual conversations of the more virile members shortly caused
him to drift away.
Of a more sturdy nature among 19UU’S members was
Captain Vern Glasser, USA---a glib and handsome Hew York lawyer who
found himself on the coast for a few months, who had read stf for
many years, and who heard of the club through Rae Sischo, a girl who
happened to work for Reed’s Litho Company (the concern which turns
out most LASFS lithography.
Vern was in his element when it came to
bullfesting; he had the actual experience as well as the background
of reading to back him up; and sessions with him were among the chief
highlights of the latter part of the year.
Ho faded out of the pic
ture when the army transferred him elsewhere.
And in the early fall
of 19’k!- I g°t a letter from Art Saha, announcing that he felt ho had
done his bit in the war after having served over a year in the US
Maritime Service (after all, the guy was b_-F), had retired from the
sea, and was undecided what to do next, except that his hometown of
Hibbing, Minnesota no longer appealed.
So l" tossed him off a note
telling him that he’d just as well come to LA for a while and get a
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bellyfull ol the LASFS. He did and he did.
The Saba who arrived in
• October Ipal;. was a far cry from the gawking bumpkin I’d met in Fris
co the year before; the rough edges were knocked off, and here was a
poised and personable guy who very shortly was one cf the more desir
able members of the club.
The latter part of 19'-W- saw me got into a
most deplorable feud with A. Langley Searles of Now York City, publi
sher of tho scholarly and erudite FANTASY COIHiENTATOR.
This was just
one of those things.
I had had a certain amount of desultory corres
pondence with Searles—wherein nearly every thing he said to me was
couched in such words as to make me furious, and apparently my own
-remarks to him acted much the same.
But nothing camo cf -this defi
nite antagonism between us until he got the idea my friends and I in
tended to steal his bibliography of fantastic books, which at tho
time was running spasmodically as a supplement to FFF.
This misunder
standing arose when, arising out of a suggestion by Tony Boucher in
the SHAGGY letter section, a shortlived ‘’Groat Bib" movement arose,
in the course of which some of us volunteered to help Searles with
■his existing bibliography.
Searles apparently felt that he was doing
all -right on his own hook, with a coincident wonder as to vh ero all
this proffered help was during tho earlier stages of his research;,
ho refused the offer in such way as to make mo mad; some of us deci
ded to put out a bibliography of our own and announced this intention
in THE ACOLYTE; Searles threatened to sue for infringement; I blew up
editorially in ACOLYTE; Searles demanded a withdrawal of the editori
al under threat of suing me for libel; I found on second glance that
I would not be able to prove some of my allegations (under California
law the truth is a defense against libel); and eventually made a ra
ther grudging apology.
Sam Russell acted as peacemaker, and actually
got a short-lived, friendly correspondence going between Searles and
myself--but a plan for Searles and I to swap contributions for each
other’s magazines fell through when Searles failed to write an arti
cle for THE ACOLYTE (I did two for Searles, both of vh ich he publish
ed. )
Tho fuss with Searles was considerably augmented by tho stand
he took in FAPA over the inclusion of certain matter which he consi
dered to bo obscene--Langley having stated point-blank that ho was
tired of tho wrangling of tho members over this matter, and the next
time ho saw something he did not like he was going to turn it over to
the post office department. While I usually admire direct action, on
the other hand I have always boon one to over-react towards anything
which smacks of a restriction on personal liberties.
And by tho time
the LASFS FAPA members had gotten done kicking Searles’ threat around,
nearly all were ready to boil him in oil--Forrest J. Ackerman going
so far as to write a really nasty personal attack, in which he refcred to Searles as a ’’white Jap”; the FAPA publication of vh ich led to
a permanent rift between Soarlos and Ackerman.
The FAPA election of
19U-|_ had soon the 75p triumph of a Futurian slate of officers, ridirg
high in an attempt to regain their former prestige in fandom (or for
some reason I don’t know)--anyway, Futurian Doc Lowndes was elected
president, and Futurian yes-men Suddsy Schwartz and Larry Shaw were
elected secretary-treasurer and official editor respectively.
Tho
old Futurian loader, Donald A. Wollheim, was nosed out of tho vice
presidency by Al Ashley--a circumstance which shortly led to trouble
in FAPA<
The first act of the Futurians was to jam through, without
warning, an election of constitutional amendments--some of which 11a de
sense, and some of vh ich seemed to cover or be capable of covering
something else,
I didn’t like the suddenness of the election, which

effectively prevented discussion, nor diet I have any reason to love the
Futurians personally; so I drew up a petition of protest, got it sign
ed by nearly all local Faps, and mailed it to the membership.
The pe
tition discussed each proposed amendment in detail, usually disfavorably, chided the Futurian administration for its railroadish tactics,
and urged the members to reject all amendments.
(All amendments were
passed except for one which proposed to prohibit discussion of racial
prejudice.)
But though the petition did not appreciably affect the
election, it led directly to two results of major importance as they
affected my subsequent fan career.
.
Jimmy Kepner was one cf the sign
ers, and almost immediately he was subjected to a strong barrage of
letters from Wollheim and perhaps others, urging him to change his
mind.
lie actually wanted to put out another local letter to fandom,
or rather FAPA, withdrawing his signature from the petition and urg
ing the adoption of the amendments.
I talked him out of this, but
it was not long before the Tendril Towers bunch had swung en masse to
the Futurian camp, a niov.e which considerably complicated the political
situation both in the LASFS and in FAPA.
Of more importance, it led
directly into a political hookup between myself and Al Ashley--who by
then was up to his ears in waging internecine warfare with the Futu
rians, a warfare which for the mes t part was unpublic, but which
bore fruit in such leaflets as THESE AMAZING AMENDMENTS and. THE PRECI
PITANT.
I’d already interested myself in FAPA politics.
At the time
I arrived in Los Angeles, Clod Degler was still a member of FAPA, and.
it seemed to several of us that it would be highly expedient to expel
him.
Our first attempt came out as a signed, petition dated in Decem
ber I9I4.3, urging the officers of FAPA to take some action.
Al Ashley,
in his typical let-somebody-else-do-the-dirty-work fashion, fluffed
this off; mentioning, however, a constitutional expedient which might
be used for the expulsion.
Bronson and. I promptly took this up, filed
the necessary piece of 3e gislation, and were gratified to see it pass
ed in the 191^!- Fapa election, although by a very narrow margin.
I was,
however, highly disgusted with the shilly-shallying attitude manifested
by so many members of FAPA, and by the actual antagonism which this
ouster aroused, in certain quarters.
Discussing the matter vi th Bill
Watson, we gradually got the idea of forming a FAPA political party
(which never received a name more dignified than ’’potty"); aiming it
directly at the conservatives in FAPA.
Watson was to file for Offi
cial Editor, and I for secretary-treasurer. We got Bob Tucker talked,
into running for vice-president, and. asked. D. B. Thompson to file for
president; however, Don shied off fast, explaining that he wanted no
part of organizational politics.
As second choice, we'approached
Norm Stanley, and he accepted the bid, though la ter he withdrew.
We
had a number of ideas we wished, to try out.
At that time, FAPA was
stifled by non-productive members, yet boasted an imposing waiting
list--we wanted to tighten up membership requirements both quantita 
tively and. qualitatively so as to get rid of the dead wood and get
the new prospects admitted to membership before they got tired of
waiting and lost interest altogether.
Most of our proposed legisla
tion centered a round this one aim, though we did. have other nroposals
which I have by now forgotten.
The political rapprochement with Al
Ashley led to complications, since by the time it happened Watson had
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definitely aligned himself with thePuturians and Al had reached the
point of almost open feuding with them.
But in October
the
point at which this chapter is supposed to break cf f, the potty con
sisted on candidates Stanley, Tucker, Laney and ,/atson--with loyal su
pporters Thompson and Ashley.
In connection with my attacks on Degler,
1 got into a rather amusing fracasw ith Raymond Washington, the one
reputable fan who continued to support Degler after all the rest of
established fandom had turned against him.
Being right on the spot
and knowing what Degler was, I felt rather strongly about ?Ja shing ton ’ s
misguided loyalty in sticking to Degler, and demanded in one of my anti-Degler petitions to PAPA that Raym be directedeither to sever con
nections with Degler or resign from PAPA.
This did not sit well with
most 'fans, including many of Degler’s strongest opponents, nor did it
sit well with Washington,
But Raymond wouldn’t fight back, and it
rather annoyed me that my blood-and-guts facet had grown so anemic
that I couldn’t get a rise out of someone with it.
(II.1)
So I pro
ceeded to snipe at Raymond every time I got the chance, trying the
rather Hearstian tactic of discroditting him by coupling him in the
public mind with something distasteful.
Since Raymond was a year or
so younger than the general run of fandom, I commenced referring to
him as ’’Young Washington11, dismissing everything ho said as being too
puerile to be worthy of attention.
(It wasn’t of course, but it made
an’amusing line to take, particularly as I imagined at t he time with
a certain amount of justification that this psychology was working
with quite a few fans.) So this sort of thing wont on for months, in
VOW, in PAPA, and in my correspondence.
And never a peep from RW.
Then, like a veritable bombshell, Raymond "Jashington ble w up in my
face, sending an open letter about me to the LASPS.
Oh it was a honey--took me around and around--and incidentally was the most effective
piece of attack work I saw in half a decade of fanning and feuding.
The other members of the club had already read it when I arrived and
were sitting around in pleased anticipation waiting for me to explode.
I read it, was disappointed to find Raymond going all out for a form
of idealistic unreality that I have always deplored as being imprac
tical, and sorry to see that he had a number of totally erroneous
ideas about me (as for example that I bore him malice, when all I was
doirg was having fun sniping); but at the same time was delighted to
get a rise out of him.
The LASPS was audibly disrp pointed as I sat
down and wrote Raymond a long conciliatory letter which eventually
led to a protracted correspondence that I at least found highly plea
surable.
But my big time in fandom was about over.
My family was to
arrive around Uovember 1, and we wore to move out away fro m the club
neighborhood to the house at 100£ ’.Vest 3?th Place.
Fran Shack was
about to fold up and vanish; I offered it to the LASFS for the same
,>30.00 a month I was paying, it bang about three times as big as the
clubroom, and fitted up with a toih t and cooking facilities to boot-but it was too far away for the timid provincials of Bixel Street who
a.ftcr all, being emissaries of the future and supermen one and al 1
could hardly bo expected to wander seven blocks out of their hdo itual
orbit--even to got a nice new clubroom.
o
,
,
W plans had not contemplated
making my family live in the store, but a delay in getting the tenants
out of the house dumped us all right there.
It was a horrible place
for the kids--no yard, no nothing--and as a result Jackie and I took
them away as much as^ we could.
It seemed natural to gravitate toward
the LASPS, and the children made such a hit with local fandom that it
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proved a hard habit to break.
1 had rather expected the LASFS to ob
ject to Sandy and Quiggie, but instead the whole membership fussed over
the little girls something scandalous.
Sandy, who was then L|A, very
shortly found herself cranking the mimeograph from time to time, running
errands for the members, going out to play miniature golf va th them,
and in general fitting in like she was one of them.
Quiggie had her
choice of a half-dozen laps to sit in, people to carry her piggy
back.
And both of them had a big time looking at the pictures in the
club's magazines, drawing and doodling on the crud sheets lying around,
going out to dinner with local f andom, or what have you.
I did not re
gard the relationship as particularly wholesome for the children, but
for the two weeks it didn't hurt them, and it was amazing to sec how
reputed child-haters like Forry allowed Sandy and Quiggie to load them
around by the nose,
I was still treasurer of the LASFS; I intended to
servo out my term and then cease activity in the LASFS--dropping in
maybe once a month—and confining my fan activity to a decreasing out
put of ACOLYTE and FAN-DANG-O--with an eventual cessation of activity
altogether —probably by the end of 19k?.
We moved out of Fran Shack
in early November of 1S>);J_i_, and off I went, not without a nostalgic
letter to Tucker about the end of an ora as it wore, to what I thought
would be the beginning of the end.
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CHAPTER IX
-0O0Ebb-Tide
The first two or throe weeks after I ’d._moved into my now
house wore almost totally lackin" in fan activity, as I worked away
netting moved in, continued getting re-acquaintod with my children,
and what not.
About all I did. was to write two or three letters to
Ashley and Tucker concerning the FAPA political situation, though I
did have THE ACOLYTE in the back of my mind, and intended to get to
work shortly on another issue.
My interest in fandom, however, was
definitely waning.
It was given n powerful fillip one day in the
latter part of November 19UU when I returned from work to f ind wait
ing for me an envelope bearing the return address of the Hotel Stil
well, a local hostelry.
Opening it, I was stunned to find a note
from A. E. van Vogt, announcing that ho had just concluded a permanent
move from Toronto to Los Angeles, that he was very anxious to moot
me, and would. I please got in touch with him.
I was knocked over.
Back in 19^-2 I’d gotten van’s address from Johnny Mason, and had sent
him an ACOLYTE.
He’d written a nice, and publishable, letter of com
ment, and. I’d continued to send'him ACOLYTE without over hearing from
him r,gain.
But I had a very high opinion of the man, both from hia.
published stories and from the glowing accounts Mason had given mo of
him, and it was with high excitement that I drove downtown to meet him
at his hotel.
Alfred E. van Vogt turned out to bo tall and skinny-with the same grasshopporish build as Bob Tucker (or myself for that
matter)--has a rather high forehead, straight dark hair, and is bubb
ling over with a vivacity which is sometimes hidden by a superficial
shyness.
At the time I met him, he wore a rather old-fashioned pair
of pine-noz with a ribbon dangling over one oar as an anchor, but the
salubriousnoss of the local climate soon caused him to toss these ar
tificialities to one side.
I believe we were both rather ill at case
during much of this first mooting--! know I was.
But there were so
many things to talk about--tho world, is van's oyster, and he can talk
about most phases of it, particularly the more obscure ones, endlessly
and fascinatingly.
I found myself liking him enormously, and subse
quent meetings with him have only strengthened this fooling.
When I
told the people at the LASFS that I had just had an evening's session
with A. E. van Vogt they thought I was pulling a hoax.
But ho has
been around the club so much since that ho is almcs t taken for granted:
he’s certainly spent more time around the place than eny other pro
author.
(Why, god only knows’)
Another extremely worthwhile person
camo on the scone for the first time in the tail end of 19^!-: Niosson
Himmel.
I never did know just how ho got hooked up w ith the club, but
ho is quite a fait accompli nevertheless.
A police reporter for sev
eral years, ho has worked for the LOS ANGELES DAILY NEWS, THE LOS AN
GELES TIMES, THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, and is at present a Hearst
hatchetman with the LOS ANGELES EVENING HERALD.
Hero is a lad who
spins the prettiest lino of bull I over encountered, who had boon mix
ed up in practically every big murder or juicy sox casothat has hit
LA for the past four or five years.
Talking to Himmel is more fun
than road ng Raymond Chandler.
In appearance, Niosson is the typical
college half-back, though his chief athletic sport, aside from toroa-
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dor work, is bending the elbow,
liis inc erest in stfantasy is almost
nil, but he evidently enjoys associating with many of the fans, judging
from the amount of it he does.
An ornament to the LASFS, even if no
one outside of LA ever did hear of him.
Having gotten pretty much set
tled in our house, we decided to throw a housewarming party on the last
weekend of November.
I was humiliated to discover, with rather of a
start, that 1 had been sticking so close around the LASFS since early
summer that I'd practically gotten out of touch with any non-fan acquai
ntances.
But the brawl (and it was that, believe me!) did have about
every LASFS member, plus a couple of girls from work and some others.
Even "/alter J. Daugherty attended--he and I got along fine, but his
girl friend Tillie got into a ruckus with Jackie which nearly led to
blows.
Two things made the party notable.
In the first place, it was
the debut of A. E. van Vogt and his wife (E. Mayne Hull).
I had mis
givings as to how well respectable people like them would fit in with
such a commotion, but as it turned out they seemed to enjoy themselves.
I particularly remember van backed into a corner of the dining room,
hemmed into this culdesac by half a dozen yapping fans.
The second
thing--Forrest J Ackerman had decided to prove to himself that he was
right in frowning on the use of alcoholic beverages, and showed up
with a pint.
I had intended to mix his drinks personally, to make sure
that he did not get too stiff--having some vague idea that if he were
properly guided-guarded he might find the release of a moderate amount
of alcohol sufficiently desirable to wish to try it again.
However,
someone (Rae Sischo, I believe) started mixing doubles and gave one to
the Ack.
He sat there looking like the wrath of God, and waiting for
something horrible to happen.
It commenced to hit him a little, the
old frozen repression started to slough off, and first thing you knew,
the boy was having a good time.
Thai, all of a sudden, he realised
that he felt the liquor, and collapsed moaning in a heap, spending the
remainder of the evening stretched out on the bed.
Most of us f.elt at
the time that the deal was pretty much put on, but of course we may
have been mistaken.
At any event, he proved to himself that liquor
and Acks didn't mix--which was about all he had in mind.
I le ft my own
party quite early to accomplish the dual purpose of taking van and
Mayne back to their hotel, and giving some fresh air to the excessively
intoxicated Burbee and Saha. We got involved in a couple of bars,f rom
the restroom of one of which we had a hell of a time dragging the r egurgitating Burbee, who quietly passed out in the car.
Saha got in
the back seat by himself, and I started buzzing out towards the house.
Art made some pleasod remark to the effect that he had at last gotten
hiirs elf a room in Tendril Towers, goshwowboyoboy, and was shortly to
move in.
Little realising how much he'd take it to heart, I remarked
casually that of course he knew that all the fans in TT were fruits,
and that of course he’d have to pass a novitiate of promiscuity with
all of them before being allowed to settle on any one or two of the
boys, that they made all the new tenants kick through to them in all
sorts of fascinating ways....
(So far as I know, that was just a gag—
the place has had some heterosexual inmates!)
But Saha really hit
the ceiling; by God they weren’t going to do that to him he'd show them
by God just let one of those fruits try anything...and so on.
So I
told him what one of the Tendril Towers fruits had actually said about
Saha's moist, ruby-red lips--and Art went postively berserk, getting
into such a scroaning frenzy that I overshot 35th place and was clear
down past Exposition before I realised it.
I cannot recall ever having
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kidded anyone with such spectacular success□
In the LASFS itself, a
-political farce was enacted in mid-November, when director Alva Rogers
•finally realised that he had not only served out the balance of Myrtle
term, but had gone six weeks into the next three months term without
calling an election.
I immediately proposed that he be nominated and
elected by acclaim--having been a very good director--but he demurred
and nominated Walter J. Daugherty.
I nominated Alva anyway, but was
astounded when Mel Brown leaned over to me and told me that by god I
had to run for director or he and Kepner would quit the club.
Having
no wish to be left alone in the LASFS with my ACOLYTE publishing at
the mercy of Walter J. Daugherty, and figuring that I had about ns
much chance of bemi elected as Joe Stalin has of becoming president
of the NAM, I said J^Sure, go ahead.- So Mel nominated me.
Well, I
had fully intended to drop LASFS activity for the most part as s oon
as I was finished with my term as treasurer, but, I thought, if it
would keep Mel and Jimmy in line, I’d be willing enough to be a for
lorn hope, particularly since there was no chance of getting this
headache wished off on me anyway.
Bland optimist]
When the ballots
were passed around, I got to thinking that it would be cruel to have
just one vote for Laney (figuring that Kepner would vote for Rogers)
so I voted for myself so as to have two votes to bring up the rear of
the election returns with.
(Never end a sentence with with.)
The
final results: Laney 3? Rogers 2, Daugherty 2.
So single-handed and
without the aid of Walter J, Daugherty I elected myself to be director
And was I stunned at this outcome!
I had no prospective officers in
mind, no program, no nothing.
On the spur of the moment, I appointed
Salia secretary and Kepner treasurer, and told the people that I’d try
to have some sort of program outlined in the next week or so, that I
had not expected or intended to be elected, but that I was too weak
to go against this great and overpowering popular mandate.
So Decem
ber 1 found me director for four months (the balance of the split
term plus the first three-months term of 19U5).
Oddly enough, if I’d
not resigned during the feud, I would have been director anyway, since
my election in 191|-3 under the old constitution was for a full year.
Ain’t fan politics silly?
The next event of the winter was one from
which local fandom has never quite recovered, the advent of Elmer Ben
ton Perdue, formerly of Washington, Wyoming, and other places, and
an active stefnist from the time of the Chicon on.
Ho had announced
in FAPA that he had been declared insane, that he was coming somewhere
for psychiatric treatments, and that he had a prescription for benzed
rine sulfate to tide him over until he could bo placed under psychia
tric care.
I for one was anxious to meet him, since he was about the
only other fan who shared my interest in jazz, and when I received a
card from him announcing that he was coming to LA, I was quite agog
at the prospect of meeting this character.
As it turned out, ho arri
ved one evening when a group of us were partying of the hospitality
of the Burbees:
Jackie and the kids, l|.e, Saha, Kepner, and perhaps
others.
A phone call came from Myrtle that Elmer had arrived, and
shortly he broke in upon us in all his weird grandeur.
He was higher
than a kite on benny, had driven non-stop from Wyoming alone, a nd "was
apparently at the point of physical collapse.
As his footsteps were
heard on the stairs, L|_e quickly put a recording of Elmer’s own piano
playing on the phonograph.
iijesus, what stink-finger piano, U blurted
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Elmer as ho staggered through the door, not cu...lis_.ig that it was his
own pianistics he was hearing.
1 suppose a vignette is in order, but
I hate to tackle it.
Elmer Perdue is such a character that it would
be easy to fill a dozen pages with fantastically unbelievable descrip
tions and anecdotes.
And too it may not be strictly accurate, for El
mer has, superficially at least, changed a lot since he commenced
courting Betty Browder, who is now Mrs. Perdue.
But I knew him be st
in 19)1.5 and 191l6, when ho was a very regular visitor at my house, and
when wo spent dozens and dozens of hours together playing records and
talking of this and that, mostly of jazz.
Physically he is pretty
much of a chunk, rather tall and heavy set, and pretty generally hus
ky.
He has a swarthy, seamed complexion--looks a couple of decades
older than his 25 or 26 years--woars his lanky dark hair about four
inches longer than it needs to bo, and usually in those days his
clothes not only looked as though they had been slept in, they had.
He is a long way from being insane as ho almost proudly claimed him
self to be, though he does have quite a fow quirks of one sort and
another. However, ho is one of the most oxhibitionistic persons I
over encountered, and takes such a keen delight in acting batty that
it is highly difficult to toll just what is put on and what isn’t.
Leaving some of the more dubious antics out of the picture and trying
to consider Elmor objectively, there are one or two things that stand
out.
For one thing, his drinking during much of 19)-|-5 and 19)16 was
definitely bordering at least on the psychopathic, and caused both
him and his friends a lot of trouble.
It irritated me to such an ex
tent that I was forced to toll him, in mid-19)|_5, to stay away from me
unless ho was sober.
He had used my house as a passing out ground
just once too often, and I enjoyed his company too much to bo willing
to put up with him when ho was so sodden as to bo unable to focus.
Because Elmor is definitely a brilliant chap, possessed of depth and
background and a keen analytical ability which combine to make him a
most stimulating companion.
Ho could hardly be said to suffer from
delusions of grandeur, yet when he '"ots on what Burboo and I call his
Homo Superior facet he is not easy to tolerate.
(But. he can bo backed
off this groove quite easily if you know how to do it.)
Lot us say
that he h-s an exceptionally high opinion of himself and lot it go at
that.
And I have moro than once wished that ho coulc bo more at ©aso
with casual feminine acquaintances, quit calling thorn "ma’am" at every
other breath, and talk moro as ho docs with a bunch cf the fellows,
when his conversation is usually worth listening to--whethor you are
looking for wit and humor or serious discussion.
When Elmor gets
really amused about something, ho tends to lapse dangerously near hysteria--in fact I myself have soon him refuse to finish reading some
thing of Burboo’s until ho gets under control,
Well maybe I’m mdcing
my boy sound unprepossessing.
And in lots of ways he definitely is.
On the other hand, Elmor is one of the throe or four fans with whom I
always would like to bo on good terms, regardloss of my own activity
in the field. Ho has moro wrong with him than a lot of us, yet on
tho other hand ho has enough good points to make him come out on the
credit side despite his faults--and that is something I can honestly
say about very fow of tho other LASFS adherents.
By December 19Wj
the Battle Crook-Bloomington-Los Angeles axis had its plans for the
anschluss of FABA well in hand.
Our front was a nebulous group which
wo intended to call tho Freedom Party.
This group was to include all
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PAPA members sympathetic to our overall program, which included stengthened activity requirements both qualitatively and quantitatively,
FAPA sponsorship of important joint publishing projects such as a fan
zine anthologies, and other thing's 01 constructive worth.
Politically,
we-stood in direct opposition to the Futurians and others who might at
any- time wish to use FAPA as an arena for playing power politics, or
who might perform official duties inefficiently.
Backing up the Free
dom Party, was a secret and self-perpetuating group known as the Order
of Dagon.
Founders consisted of Al Ashley, Bob Tucker, and myself.
This group proposed to implement the Freedom Party by the use of block
voting in all FAPA elections, and through the intelligent wielding cf
a bl-ock of 10 or 12 votes control every FAPA election.
All Freedom
Party candidates for office wore also to come from Dagon members, who
were bound not only to veto on masse in FAPA but also inihoir own
party caucuses.
Since Dagon was to remain entirely secret, the effect
publicly would be of free elections, but in actuality wo intended to
take FAPA over and run it progressively and dynamically, and thus pre
vent it from falling into interregnums, spasms of delayed mailings,
and other disruptive contretemps.
Ashley, Tucker, and myself each
had an A list of prospective Dagon members, those whom wo felt wore
definitely ripe for Dagonhood--as well as a B list of qu estionablos
and a C .list of doubtfuls and impossibles.
The combined A list of
Ashley and Tucker consisted of: Walt Liobschor, Jack Wiodonbcck, Ollie
Saari, Paul Spencer, Milt Rothman, and Los Croutch.
(This list is
taken from a letter from Bob Tucker to Ashley and Laney dated Febru
ary lk, 19)45.)
I don’t know which of these wore actually approached,
but I know that some of them are, and that some d? them accepted.
My
own list consisted of Forrest J Ackerman, Elmer Perdue, Hike Fern,
and Los Croutch--all of whom I ap proachod, and all of whom joined the
Order of Dagon.
In t he election of Ipkk, Ackerman and Perdue both
voted according to Dagon orders, giving Dob Tucker the vice-presiden
cy over Harry Varner who otherwise would have had it--sinco those two
comprised Tucker’s margin of victory, and their voce was gotten through
Dagon--Ackerman in fact changing his vote when reminded of Dagon.
(How do you idealists like that one?) (And I’m sorry, Harry--but the
vice-president, with his power of mak ing constitutional interpretations,
is in many ways FAPA’s most important officer--ho had to be a Dagonitc,
particularly since you arc- known to bo too idealistic to play the kind
of politics wo wore, regardless of how justifiable the ends in view.)
Willie Vatson having definitely allied himself with the Futurians, wo
threw him off the ticket, tolling him why; since Ashley was ineligible
to run again for editor, I changed to that job and slated Al as s ocytreasurer.
The rest of the slate still consisted of Norm Stcn ley f or
president nnd Bob Tucker for Vice-president.
Stanley knew nothing of
Dagon, but was acceptable to us both for his fine reputation in FAPA
and because he seemed sympathetic with our program as we’d outlined
it to him.
Right around New Year’s, Stanley wrote mo alottcr ih
vJhich ho mentioned that he’d just discovered Russell Chauvenot inten
ded to run for president, and that he’d not run against him and con
sequently was backing out.
(As it later foil out, Chauvonot quit fan
dom before the election, and Stanley not only ran but was elected.)
But right at that time I was finding myself very much cramped for
spare time, was trying to cut down on fan activity, and when I thought
of how much time Dagon had already taken I boiled over and withdrew
from the slate myself--retaining however an.active interest in Dagon

itself.

It was not difficult to got disgusted with FAPA anyway.
In
tho first place, the Futunan administration was rapidly getting the
group into a jam from which it has never entirely recovered.
Suddsy
Schwartz, tho sccy-troas, was to say tho least being careless with tho
FAPA funds, and mossing up his office in other ways as well.
And tho
* Futurians had also put out an illegal surprise mailing (between mail
ing dates) which had annoyed several of tho members for various reasons
I was especially irked, because this mailing included an incomplete
FAN-DANGO,
(I was at the time taking a music poll of FAPA, and
duo to my move had been unable to prepare tho post card ballots at the
time I sent in FAN-DANGO itself to get rid of it.
As a result of the
premature mailing, I was forced to prepare a supplementary FAN-DANG)
to explain tho card. While I was at it I asked the Futurians point
•blank why they scorned to be inimical to the LASFS, but was never given
any reply except for some nebulous remarks by Doc Lowndes which actu
ally said little or nothing.)
In the second place, I was getting some
pretty rough treatment in tho mailing comments,
i.iy '’drunken” FAN-DANGO of a year previous had said bluntly, too bluntly perhaps, that fans
wore pretty much impossible, poorly adjusted, and that what most fans
needed more than anything else was a normal sox life.
(Now, three
years and more later, I still fool tho same way about it, though I do
deplore the faults of tho FAN-DANGO in question:
a certain crudity of
diction, and a failure to substantiate my charges duo to my imagining
that everyone was aware of tho underlying facts about fans and fandom.)
In any case, for one reason and another, FAPA didn’t like it.
In some
instances, I imagine I hit too close to unpleasant truths certain of
tho members wore trying to avoid noticing about themselves.
And so I
camo in for a good hauling over the coals.
Moreover, since I am con
stitutionally unable to lot someone also got in the last word, I was
having a hard time getting tho acrimonius little wrangle choked off.

So I decided to give FAPA a rest, missing two mailings.
My a vailablo
spare time was further curtailed by my rather abortive enrolling in a
LaSalle course in higher accountancy,
I had done cf ficc work before
tho war, and foared that I’d have to return to this sort of misery
after the war, and wanted to got enough training so as to bo able to
approach the kind of money that a man can make- working in a shop.
So,
grumbling half-hearted protests at the cruelty of life, I commenced
working toward a' CPA degree.
(I dropped tho course- in late 19)p5, af
ter having discovered that I had reasonably good chances of staying on
in shop work as long as I wanted to.)
In between times of working on
that accursed correspondence course and do ing odd bits of carpentry
around tho house, I put out a rather half-hearted ACOLYTE (#9) but it
meant very little to mo--I was just putting it out bodauso it was
cheaper to continue than to stop and have to refund )50.00 or so of
outstanding subscriptions all in one chunk.
But fandom was shoved
down my throat to a f are-yo-well when, in late January 191-!-5$ Jade io
decided to tako a job for a while in order to build us up a small nest
egg for after tho war.
She wont to work as a cocktail waitress in a
nearby nightclub, and. very shortly was dragging down more money in
tips than 1 could, bring homo working for a living.
The job was supp
osed to bo temporary, but she kont on at it until our bustup--tho
concaccs and. what not sue was mailing proving too p]o asant to hor for
her to terminate. Well anyway, fooling that I should try to help all
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in tho building up of the mmc egg, so I commenced staying home every
evening taking caro of Sandy and Quiggie so as to avoid paying off for
child care at^a buck an hour.
Through lack of anything else to co, I
commenced working more and more with fandom--at first putting a groat
deal of time on the ACOLYTE, and then, as that palled more and more,
occupying myself with political shenanigans of one sort and another.
(Well, after all I could scarcely play records all evening every night.)
Not without misgivings I commenced taking Sandy and Quiggie to tho
club meetings--they seemed to have a good time and not to bother tho
members too much so this became a regular practise.
Tho two little
girls missed only throe or four mootings of the LASFS during the first
eight months of 19U5--in fact I remember one mooting which consisted
of Sandy, Quiggie, ’Ackerman, and myself.
Tho club meetings on Thurs
day nights gradually became my only outing except for going to work-othor nights I sat tight at homo, usually alone, playing with tho kids
until it was their bedtime, and then banging out crifanac with in
creasing disgust.
As Jackie and I commenced overtly brosk ing up, I
saw loss and loss of hor--ovon on her nights off--often going for 3
and L|_ days at a stretch w ithout even seeing her to speak to her.
But
this is not a chronicle of an unsuccessful marriage.
Tho necessity of
talcing care of the children made it almost impossible for me to do any
mimeographing at tho club, so it occurod to mo that perhaps I could
arrange to take tho club machine cut to tho house cn certain specified
occasions.
(I no longer had a mimeograph of my own, having given my
old machine to tho LASFS to be used as a partial payment on tho now
club machine.)
So one evening I sprang a proposition of the members,
pointing out to them tho obvious impossibility of my talcing caro of
S&Q~ at the club if I wore going to mimeograph, indicating that the
machine was out of use most of tho time anyway, and requesting per
mission to borrow it for one wook every throe months.
I asked that no
discussion bo hold on this proposal, but that it bo considered by them
during tho ensuing wook, so that they could talk about it in my ab
sence, and that I would bring it up for a vote tho following wook-going on to point out what a poor precedent it was to sot, that as
director I really was opposed to it, but that I saw no other possi
bility of continuing ACOLYTE.
Actually, I was half hoping they’d re
fuse pcrmission--bocauso that would choke off ACOLYTE once and for all,
and I was getting increasingly sick of tho magazine.
But tho LASFS
graciously granted permission, and I found myself with full permission
to take the machine as requested, provided that I fitted in my sched
ule with those of other members who might need to use it about tho
same time I would.
This arrangement led to a well-nigh chronic war
with waiter J. Daugherty, who scorned to take tho granting of this per
mission as a personal insult.
Until E» Everett Evans arrived on tho
local scene in tho late summer of 19-15 and calmed "/alter down a little,
Daugherty and I indulged in open war--with most of tho incidents re
volving around tho mimeograph.
This all camo to a head in tho late
summer, when tho machine broke a spring tho day I was to take it and
Daugherty bought one out of his own pocket.
Tie announced that ho was
retaining tide to this swring, that any LASFS member might borrow it
from him but mo, that my wook to hav.. tho mimoograoh would soon bo
passed, and that after that time I’d have to wait three months before
I could ask to borrow the machine again.
I arrived on tho scene late
Saturday afternoon, after all mimoogrsph supply shops wore closed, to
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uci'i'Ovv the maclx±ne under my agreement only to run into tnis situation*
When I got to the club, Ackerman was finishins up an issue of VOM, the
machine was purring along nicely, and of course I had no Inkling of any
thing untoward.
I told the Ack not to hurry, that I .didn’t mind wait
ing on.him, and commenced chatting with the various people who happened
to be in the clubroom.
Ackerman looked ill at ease, finally told me
he had something private to tell me, and took me out of the room.
When
he told me about the spring and the rest of the sordid story I really
hit the ceiling, raving about it for nearly an hour.
Everett Evans,
who had just arrived in town 2e ft looking perturbed.
I later learned
that he tried to buy the spring off Daugherty, and that Daugherty re
fused to sell it to him because he was afraid Everett might let me use
the mimeograph.
Everett then went down town, andof course found all
the known mimeograph shops closed for the day, but did locate a spripg
of sorts which he bought and brought home only to find that it could
not be made to fit.
Everett then got after Daugherty again, who final
ly agreed to donate the spring to the LASF3 if a panel of members (whom
Daugherty named at the time) agreed that he was in the wrong.
They
did so unanimously, the spring and the mimeogrjp h were on the way to
the weird ,/illys within ten minutes, and the largest battle cf the
Great Mimeograph Jar between Daugherty and myself was over.
The first
half of 19^-5 saw the LA3FS faltering into what appeared to be an almost
certain demise.
Not only were the members apathetic as always, and
bitterly at odds with one another over this and that, but the total
number had shrunk to a mere ten or twelve, three of whom worked nights
in the same war plant (Burbee, Perdue, Kenner).
When this a tuation
was topped by an increase in the club’s rental from )20.00 per month to
„>30.00, the group found itself within a hairs breadth of vanishing.
It
may well be .imagined then, that my terms as director (there were four
of them in 19US)
gave little opportunity of presenting a dynamic pro
gram of accompli slime nt, but were mostly spent in a bitter last ditch
struggle to scrape up the next month’s rent and to try to keen the
staggering society together.
Being director was especially frustrating
not only because the members were more willing to grumble about the
club’s ebbing fortunes than to get in and do anything about it, but
due to the horrible vicious circle which brought to naught every
thing that was done.
What the club needed, of course, was members-and in one way and another a number of likely prospects passed fleet
ingly through the local picture.
Having more members would of course
both made the club more nearly solvent and improved the interest level
of the meetings, most of which were shot through with ennui and bore
dome or else frittered away in an acid battle between a couple of angry
neurotics.
But in order to hold n?w members it was necessary to pep
up the meetings, something that proved impossible to do in the face" of
the EASES’ notorious apathy, a pose of boredom with it all which makes
the liveliest efforts at introducing something worthwhile fall flat.

Several newcomers came on the scene during the first half of I9I1.3, and
some of these stayed around long enough to rate vignettes.
The most
active was Gerald Hewett, a bright-eyed thirteen-year-old to end all
bright-eyed-thirteen-year-olds.
Gerald, was short, slender, noisy, and
exciteable--and his fourteen years of life had not given him either
the poise or the background to make a success of associating with so
many people who were so much older,
'/lien he first hove on the scene,
he was smitten by the most violent case of hero worship I have ever
seen, the worshippee being Ackerman, who was excessively embarrassed
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at the rapt way in viiich Gerry woulu spend evening after evening watch
ing bre1 s every movement almost with awe, and the breathless manner in
which the kid hung on his most casual words.
I imagine Forry suspect
ed he was being kidded.
As Gerry got bettor acquainted with the club,
he passed through a short period of being a useful member (during
which time he was pro-tem editor of SHAGGY) but shortly turned hoodlum.
After several months of making himself increasingly disliked by the
club, Hewett finally resigned and moved on towards greener pastures.
He was very fortunate to get out of the club when he did, as he thus
avoided the pitfalls of being a fan, and has now a reasonably good
chance of living a .normal adolescence and growing up into an integrat
ed man.
Portly, jolly Bob Bradford--an ex-Marine of about 35~-came on
the scone about February 19^!-53 never became especially active in the
club but still drops around from time to time.
He’s just an ordinary
civilised man, with no interest in fandom, but with a yen for reading
stf and getting into bull fests.
He’s a good man to go on a beerbust
with, and a good man to talk with.
Everybody likes Bob, and for some
inexplicable reason he seems to like almost all of the club members.

In one day of February 19^-5? I 3°^ subscriptions from two hitherto un
known localites who had read of THE ACOLYTE in STARTLING.
1 wrote
come-ons to both of them and both joined the LASFS.
Lloyd Casebeer,
a pleasant, intelligent chap in his late forties came around for se
veral meetings, but soon got fed up with the hurly-burly of inane fu
tility characteriseing the club.
That he retained an interest in fan
tasy is shown by the fact that he renewed his ACOLYTE subscription
nearly a year after any of us last saw him. personally.
Pete Grainger
was my other recruit, and he is still an occasional dronper-inner,
though his chief pleasures are intellectual d scussions with Ashley,
Burbee, van Vogt, V/iedenbeck, and others of our local braintrust, and
the playing of a wicked game of chess.
Pete is tall, dark, and slen
der; looks a good deal like Bob Tucker; and in fact might be describ
ed as a Tucker with brains.
((Hiya, Boob?)) He is very quiet and re
served on first acquaintance, but among those he feels are his friends
is noted for a scintillating wit and vivacious conversation.
A hand
ful of other new faces showed up during the first half of
but
none of the rest stuck around long enough to rate a mention. After
all, you don’t have to oat a whole egg to tell if it is rotten, and
one or two mootings of the LASFS are enough for most people.
Despite
the struggle to maintain bare existence, my administration attempted
a certain amount of permanently constructive business.
The first
bit of accomplishment was the engineering of a deal with Elmer Perdue,
under which the LASFS took over the custody of his printing press
and type.
Both wore too badly battered to be of maximum utilization,
but nevertheless made an excellent nucleus for what could have been
rather cheaply developed into a first class amateur printing plant.
The wnole idea gradually fell into disrepute and the press and its
appurtenances were finally moved out to Art Joquel's--due mostly to
the lack of interest with which LASFS members collectively seem'to
greet anything which confronts them.
Discovering that the publicity
director oi the National Amateur Press Association was an Angeleno,
two or throe of us got the idea of working with the NAPA tof orm a
local amateur press club, which could share expenses on our clubroom
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in exchange for the use? of it and ibs equipment.
do merger with LANA
was contemplated, but rather the formation of a sister .cr gamzation,
which might have the use of the clubroom a maximum of one eveninw a
week for meetings, and the members of which might use the clubroom on
non-meeting nights on the same basis as members of the LASFS.
Though
it had somewhat fallen into obsolescence under the Daugherty and suc
ceeding administrations, the rent payers committee as originally set
up by Yerke to be used in keeping Deglers out of the clubroom as much
as possible still existed.
We revamped the setup, wording the rent
payers’ document (a constitution of sorts) so that members of as many
clubs as the rent payers wished to include might join the committee,
regardless of affiliation with the LASFS.
None of us were astute exough
politically to see what this did both to the LASFS and the infamous
governing body--in effect it turned the clubroom and all its contents
over to the jurisdiction of the rent payers committee at all times
except ’
when the LASFS was actually in session on Thursday nights.
The LASFS, in other words, became a mere appurtenance of the rent pay
ers committee, existing in the clubroom only on sufferance--and except
on Thursday nights the LASFS, for all practical purposes, ceased to ex
ist and was supplanted by this committee.
Sounds metaphysical, but in
actuality it was an overthrow of the Daugherty faction in the club,
since the governing body no longer had control of anything except for
a brief time once a week, and anyone could join the rentpayers without
being a member of the club itself.
It left Daugherty holding an egg
shell from which all the contents had bo:n removed.
In early 19*. (-5, owe
of NAPA’s top men, Burton Crane of New Jersey, was in and around'LA for
a couple of weeks in connection with his preliminary training for the
OSS.
Crane had published, in early 19*1-3, a brief castigation of FAPA
and fandom in one of his NAPA publications, and in my earnest way I had
written him a letter taking issue with several of his allegations, sent
him an ACOLYTE, and given him a few selected fanzine publishers to con
tact.
I’d forgotten all about it when about a year later came a most
cordial and interesting letter from Crane, telling me that he’d looksd
into fandom more in detail, had found it of considerably more worth
than he had imagined, and mentioning his intention of taking a minor
part in it for a while.
Very shortly we had worked up one of the best
correspondences I have ever had, so I was highly excited when word
came that Burton was in town.
Burton Crane is-one of the very few in
dividuals I have met who may rightfully bo described by the word fabu
lous.
The fabulous Burton Crane.
Here is a tall, rather athletic man
who very probably is in his late forties but who has that ageless ap
proach to life which makes him fit in with any group, of any age.
He
is handsome, though balding, has one of those rich voices which is res
onant without bein’ booming, and a personality which must be encountered
to be believed.
Winning, analytic, witty, sympathetic, natively
brilliant, Burton Crane is a man who has been everywhere and done every
thing—and who can apparently do almost anything with near-championship
skill.
He is probably the nearest thing to a genius that T have ever
encountered in the flesh, easily the best integrated, most adult per
son I have met.
He is by profession a newspaper man, but he has also
met success as a playwright, as a magazine author, and as a musician.
If he carod to commercialise his hobby of fine printing he could ver^
easily make his mark as a 20th century Aldus.
He spent many years in
Japan in the twenties and early thirties, speaks the language well and
idiomatically, and is definitely qualifiable as an expert on the Land
of the Rising Sun.
At present he is in charge of the New York Times
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office in Tokyo.
During his previous incarnation in Nippon, Crane was
one of Columbia’s top recording stars.
Billed as tne Japanese Llaui ice
Chevalierj he waxed several dozen sides of American hit parade tunes ,
sung in Japanese.
And what a voice that, man has!
Some of us were out
at my house talking about this and that, his recording career came in—
to the conversation, and without warning he threw back his head and
commenced singina the Japanese lyrics to WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME.
I’d rather listen to Crane than Crosby anyday, and that isn't just
idle flattery either; if I thought his singing stank I’d say so.
Any
way, Crane, in his magnetic way, did a lot towards helping the LA Am
ateur Press Club get organised, and got us acquainted with "Jesley
Porter, a local advertising man who was at that time the publicity di
rector of NAPA.
Porter turned out to be a typical business man of the
better class—a good egg and all that, but with a tendency towards be
ing somewhat the bigshot executive type.
After so much piddling along,
the LASFS finally held a meeting at which all local amateur journal
ists were asked to be present; we knocked ourselves out sending mimeo
graphed letters to everyone who had belonged locally to NAPA, AAPA, or
NAPA in the preceding decade--getting for our pains a turnout of six.
The group
seemed rather enthusiastic about organizing, and sharing
our clubroom, but through some sort of singular coincidence the ama
teurs dropped the LASFS like a hot potato immediately following their
second meeting, which'was held at Clifton’s and at which ’Valter J.
Daugherty was present'.
Perdue, Laney, and others of us were incensed,
felt that Daugherty had sabotaged the club due to his known islike
of the administration.
Still, there was nothing on which to accuse
him.
The upshot of it all was that I got Crane to look into the mat
ter a little by letter, he did so and reported, back that as far as he
could learn Daugherty was innocent of any double-dealing.
Crane’s
word was good enough for me--so I have written the matter off as
a singular, coincidence and nothing more, though one or two others are
not as sure.
The eventual upshot was that the LAAPC quickly got on
its feet as a growing organization,and that nothing came of the club
room sharing i-_ ea, though a meeting was hold at my house as late as
September 19U?
which seme last negotiations were made,
Poor Porter 3
the conflab was interrupted by the advent of the Ashleys and menage
an hour after they hit Los Angeles for the first time--he strove manfully but I am afraid had rather a rouinous evening. But I’m getting
ahead of myself.
Apart from the attempt at amalgamation with the ama
teurs, the only other constructive business attempted during the first
half of the year was to set up a series of planned programs, set up
in 12-weok series, and publicised through mimeographed letters,
This
attemptdidn’t do very well--too much apathy on the part of both the
•club and the scheduled attractions.
Notable defaulters were Alva Ro
gers, who played hooky from his own talk on prozine illustrators, and
waiter J. Daugherty who failed to show up for a lantern-slide lecture
until after the meeting was adjourned and I had left the premises,
explained that he had delayed so as to avoid having to show them to
me,-and then proceeded to show them to the handful'of people who were
still at the club,
I gave two or three talks, mostly of a Lovecraft—
ian nature; Samuel D. Russell gave us a memorable series on witchcraft;
ouu the star was none other than Ackerman,
Always dependable, he
proved able to give a good and interesting talk on a moments notice,
and wao one only la.ctor that kept the whole program idea, alive at all .
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As spring wore along into tho summer, word reached Lio society
that E. Everett Evans was on his way, to join our giddy throng.
This
expected arrival left rue with mixed feelings.
In the first place, my
very low opinion of Evans (due to the hypocricy with which he disguis
ed his penitentiary sentence as secret war service) had not been in the
least enhanced by the detailed anti-Evans letters I had received from
various Sian Shackers and other midwestorners, nor did I particularly
care for tho close liason rewUted to exist between Evans and Walter J".
Daugherty.
(One of the most amusing things that happened during the
Evans NFFF administration was the resignation of '.Valter J. Daugherty
from the board of directors.
Daugherty, as always, threatened to re
sign' about something,
Everett soft-soaped him into reconsidering, add
ing that he continued in office as president largely because of the
fine support he was receiving from Daugherty and that if Daugherty re
signed from the board he,. EEE, would have to resign the presidency.
So Daugherty reconsidered.
Then later on something else came up, and
Walter J. Daugherty resigned once more, thinking that Everett would do
so too, or at least hinting in that direction in his conversation at
the club and tolling us what Everett had said before.
So E. Everett
Evans accepted Mr. Daugherty’s resignation, and merrily continued to
be president.)
So, I reasoned, maybe this liason isn’t as close as
one might think.
And, on the favorable side, it seemed to me ’hat I
was in a very minute minority in disliking Evans; practically all of
fandom seemed to hold him in high esteem.
Well, I thought, maybe I
am wrong.
The man must have something on the credit side, or fewer
people would like him.
And, partly in support of this theory, I found
myself enjoying a correspondence I’d gotten into with Everett.,
I made
up my mind that I should try to welcome Everett Evans to the LASFS
just as though he were the best of freinds, and that I should attempt
to .withhold judgement on him until I’d h?.d an opportunity to know him
personally.
This led to my having to s wim against the current; many
of the club members, including several who fell all over Everett when
he did arrive, regarding his advent in a rather dim way.
At about
this time we were having a great deal of trouble with Daugherty, and
one day to my amazement I found a letter from Daugherty to Evans put
up on the club bulletin board, in which Everett was warned not to have
much to do with the LASFS and to realise that he’d do better to have
himself a two-man fandom with Daugherty, or words to that general ef
fect.
This irked mo, and siezing on the opportunity to answer it as
an open letter I knocked off a five or six pager to Evans in Battle
Creek listing the latest half dozen things Daugherty had done to earn
him our execration, and urging Evans to meet us himself rather than
trying to judge the club through Daugherty’s eyes.
When he finally
arrived, it was maneuvered so that few of the members got to see him
for a day or so, except for two or three of tho Tendril Towers
boys who crashed the welcoming party.
T didn’t see him for nearly a
week. But he turned out to be a rather personable individual, tall,
thin as a lath, close-cropped grizzled hair and moustache, and an odd
froggy voice.
He tends to be on the wishy-washy side as a conversa
tionalist, seldom coming out straight from the shoulder and liable to
believe too much of what he reads, but is by no means unenjoyable as
a companion.
If he’d just toss away that pose of saintly patience
and relax into being one of the boys, he’d" be a good egg; and as it
is he’s not such a bad one.
•
I was going to tell about the time that
Everett and I went bookhunting and he erased the price of a book,
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marking it down from J2.1i> to J1,1S>, out ii 1 did people mi^ht think
that ho does not follow the teachings of Our Lord,, Jesus Christ, in
whom he believes, so I won’t'mention it.
Since I was the only witness,
and I have resolved to keep my mouth shut about it, this matter rests
between Everett and his God.
..
it was at about.this time (June or July
191i-5) that the club underwent a machiavellian coup d’etat, for which
Daugherty aonarently blamed me, but which actually not only came as
a complete surprise to me but deflated my office of director to a mere
nothing.
liy chief sunnort was coming, from the neutrals plus the Ten
dril Towers gang, Pnd I fell out violently with those latter 07 or the
matter of communism.
Brown, Saha, Rogers, and Kepner all wont vio
lently red--and while I did my best to hold my tongue, I’m afraid they
learned my opinion of communism, and of American communists as dupes
who have surrendered, their right to intelligent.analytical discrimi
nation and. choose instead to prate the ready-made crod.oos of the party
lino.
As all newer communist converts, those boys had it like it was
religion, and my failing to abandon my faintly loft-of-center liberal
ism cooled our friendship considerably.
So one day the boys .got to
gether, and using the rent payers document as a pretext, tossed, out
the noisome governing body set-up for good, getting the governing bo
dy’s consent to its own demise by promising Ackerman something about
the Foundation, riding in a new constitution which reduced the direc
tor to a more gavel-wielding figurehead, and vested, the real power in
the chairman of the rent payers, Mel Brown.
I was more amused, than
anything else, particularly when I discovered Daugherty thought I had
engineered this deal.
The communists and their follow travelers had
at this time a rival club--the Futurian Society of Los Angeles. ‘ I can
toll little about this group, since I was not invited to join.
Burbee was invited, but laughed at them.
Perdue, my only informant on
the group, told me that it was no better than the LASFS, if indeed as
good.
It existed for only a very few months, and died, quietly when
the communists moved to New York in the fall of 19^-5 •
V-J day found
no drinking a bottle of liberated German champagne with Bob Hoffman,
and laughing at tho excited way all the fans wore acting as though
they themselves, through the reading of a minority group of cheap mag
azines and the participating in the dubious activities of a crackpot
hobby group, had brought about this somewhat dubious scientific dis
covery.
The end of the war showed me a possible end to my efforts as
director.
(I had more or loss vowed, to try to hold the club together
until the boys came back from the wars, and then sten down to rola- ’
tivo inactivity.)
It also dropped in my lap the problem of the Pacificon, originally slated for Los Angeles in 191|-2, and put in cold
storage due to the war.
The Pacificon was a knotty problem, and one
which I fbund myself unable to solve.
Originally, tho chairman had
boon halter J. Daugherty, but I regarded his leadership with grave
doubts, particularly in light of the fact that Yorke had told°me in
minute^ detail of how luckily Daugherty and tho LASFS wore’ rescued’
from tho debacle of another Daugherty projoct by the outbreak of Was
According to Yorke, Daugherty had done nothing except quarrel with
his committee, put out some publicity, and talk as though tho co nvontion wore in the bag.
I would have liked very much to put tho con
vention into someone olse’s hands, but was stymied in this both by
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ulio complete lack of any other prospective convention director and by
the obvious difficulty of shunting Daugherty out of the picture if he
still wanted the job, which, it developed shortly, he still did.
At
the first LASFS meeting following V-J day, Daugherty got wound up on
the subject, talked for something over an hour on how he had not got
ten cooperation in 191|_2/k2, and that he would not take the job except
under his own terms, which chiefly meant that he was to have the say
on everything (his famous veto power) and that the committee was to be
advisory only.
It all seemed silly, but the club gave it to him unan
imously, except for Elmer Perdue.
He then asked for volunteers to the
committee, a group which seemed to change compositione very time it
met or Daugherty had abrainstorm.
I do remember positively that I
volunteered and was accepted, as were Ackerman and Andy Anderson. And
since the first committee meeting was held in Everett’s apartment, he
must have been on it too.
But this can just as well go in the next
chapter.
Late August 19.l[.5 found me in a detestable rut.
Jade ie was
working at the night club and I was staying home with the kids.
The
marriage had gone all to pieces, but I was sticking around chieily
for the sake of Sandy and Ouiggie, but partly because I thought that
since the situation was dissatisfactory to Jackie as well as myself
there was a reasonably good chance that time might tend towards heal irg
the breach.
This is not a discourseon my marriage by any meais, but
it is germane to this account to point out that I had drifted into a
situation where I had practically all the disadvantages of both marri
age and bachelorhood, and mighty few of the advantages of either.
Fan
dom being at hand, I naturally flung myself into it frenetically as an
attempt to keep my evenings from bein^ quite as bleak as they would
have leeen otherwise.
But it meant nothing to me in itself any more.
I contined ACOLYTE partly from force of habit and partly because I
hesitated to refund all those subscriptions (by then ">75 or
worth)
when I could put out another issue for scarcely more than the money
coming in between issues.
Sire e Brown, Rogers, et al had gone commu
nistic they didn’t come around much any more; Burbee was in the army,
and about my only regular visitors wore Perdue and Andy Anderson.
It
was, frankly, a hell of an existence, and before long I was casting
about trying to figure ways to s tir up some excitement in fandom-anything to bredc the deadly monotony.
If any change had come in my
domestic situation in the summer or early fall of 19)1.5, I would have
dropped fandom cold, overnight and without a particle of regret.
Feel
ing: that way about it, it is not difficult to see why I shortly became
embroils d in a series of hectic squabbles.
But a turning point was at
hand.. Two not dissimilar characters, Jack Speer and Al Ashley, quite
unwittingly shot my fan interest into an Indian summer, perhaps aided
a little bit by Halt Liebscher.
But that goes in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER X
-oOoIndian Summer

My virtually waned interest in fandom was revived by t wo peo
ple., Jack Speer and Al Ashley.
Al of course had been a correspondent
of mine, and had also been a fellow conspirator in FAPA politics, so
when he moved to Los Angeles it was just a question of carrying on a
previously established friendship.
But Jack Speer was something else,
I had first heard of him early in my fan career when I was disfavorably impressed by a letter of his in the first VOI.I I ever saw, in
which he enveighed against women smoking and chewing gum.
After I get
into FAPA I of course saw more and more of his writings, but between
their air of almost pontifical aithority and Jack’s tendency towards
prudishness I came more and more to form a vague antipathy towards the
Hily Magnified ,/B. 'This crystalised when I came to LA and met Mel
Brown, who heartily despised Jack, probably because Speer cleans his
fingernails once in a while.
I was fertile ground for the planting oi
anti-Speer seed, and Mel did a thorough sowing.
So I came to spat
with Speer from time to time in FAPA, particularly over the matter of
racial prejudices.
Then when I discovered the awe with which Phil
Brownson regarded Speer, it amused me to snipe at Speer, both verbal ly
and in print, simply because it got Ph I’s goat for me to take pot
shots- at Jack.
In time, this had grown into an incipient feud, with
Speer- and me indulging in some rather acrimonious fencing in VOM, F _/p A,
and even SHAGGY.
But in the meantime I had acquired vastly of back
issue Speer publications, and one day commenced reading them.
Speer
sounded pontifical as ever, makin- his points with aponderous final ity which made them sound like the definitive summation of al 1 know
ledge.
But on reading a sizeable chunk of Speer I also discovered
that he- is eminently readable--something that can be said for few fan
writers--and also that he usual ly has something interesting to say.
I!d been too busy picking out things to snipe at to realise all this.

Along about this time, I received the first STEFHE'JS, and was enor
mously well impressed by its neat succintness, its journalistic style,
and its hearty neutrality (which iiBans that Speer always tends to
make nasty cracks at the same kind of people I do).
It made a lovely
contrast to any of the other newszines.
So I dropped Speer a note
and some: news, and shortly a rather wary correspondence sprang up.
Then, along in September 191i5, Jack Speer paid a short visit to Los
Angeles, and I was dumbfounded to find that I liked him as a person.
He has a highly original sense of humor which scarcely shows in his
writing--rather, which is far more prominent in his persona than in
his written output.
And my ideas about his nontifications faded into
surprised mist when I listened to his rsp id-f ire whimsical patter,
noted the faint suggestion of a stammer, and saw how undogmatic he
actually is.
The customary vignette:
Jack Speer is a little guy,
slender and vivacious, with sandy hair and very f ai r complexion, and
gives the impression of a small dynamo with the governor removed ani
mating a widget consistin'-: largely of piano wires and steel springs.
I’ve met very few people who have the apparent energy, both physical*
and menuaL, possessed by Speer.
Conversing with him is not unlike

fencing without corks, but it1s fun*
The chief characteristic of his
personality is a whimsical puckishness; he might, with justification,
almast be referred to as a puckhead.
A staunch ally or a bitter enemy,
he steers a pretty consistent course through both life and fandom, and
can be expected to be one of the few really prominent fans who will
make his mark in the macrocosmos.
His arrival coincided quite cl osely
with that of the Sian Shackers, within 2)jr hours in fact.
Al Ashley,
who, I understand, was once expelled from the Los Angeles Science Fan
tasy Society for failing to pay his dues, had in his pre-Los Angeles
incarnation sot himself up as the chief factotum of a cross between
a boarding house and a bedlam, filling a large house in Battle Creek
Michigan with a number of other fans as permanent residents, md m
even larger number of transients.
Called Sian Shack, this venture
probably was to bolster Ashley’s atavistic ego vi th an illusion that
he was the Old Lian of some cave-dwelling tribe of prehistories; the
group had also, through heavy activity, made a most enviable mark in
the fan world.
Ashley and his menage had spoken for a couple of years
of moving out to Los Angeles, had induced Bob Tucker, at heavy expense
to himself, to give them an annual farewell party f or some years, aid
had even gone so far as to set at least a dozen Definite Dates of Ar
rival.
We in Los Angeles of course disregarded the date in September
which was supposed to herald the arrival of these people, holdirg
it to bo just another aberration.
Imagine our surprise when a carload
of Michiganders actually pulled into town.’
It was loaded down \i th
Al and Abby Lu Ashley, Abby’s daughter Toople, Jack Wiedenbeck, Walt
Liebscher, and Black Flame (a young cocker bitch).
Al Ashley is a per
son that cannot be described in a printable vignette if one is to get
the true savor of the man who keeps Brazil prosperous.
Physically-he
is minuscule--about 5>T3'\ but his well-muscled and husky--a balding
brunette who intends to liv e to be l£0 years old, and who probably
will, since nothing any of us have ever seen him do is likely to burn
up any great amount of energy.
He is a nice, unscrupulous, toughminded individual that I immediately liked enormously; he has managed
to live a normal life; and he is the best bull-shooter in Los Angeles.
It has boon said of him that he has an IQ of 19U—simple justice make s
me point out that he has never made this claim for himself.
On the
other hand, he has never denied it, and he certainly looks smug when
someone mentions those throe fascinating figurosin his presence.
Al
is a man who found many possibilities in fandom, ejp loredmost of them
to his heart’s content, and is now drifting out of the field.
it took
but a very few weeks of the LASFS to les o for Al his illusions of fan dom and make him just act other trouble maker like myself.
He is a mas
ter at intrigue, a gossip fromw ay back, and can be depended on to
know just who is queer and how and when. Widely read, and with an e xploring trend of mind, ho can usually bodepended on for a stimulating
evening of conversation.
His wife, Abby Lu, is an attractive rod head
who has little if any interest in fandom, but who is not unamused by
some of the wierder antics induled in by the Slans.
.
Jack Jeidenbeck
is one 01 the nicest guys I’ve ever known.
Generous, kindhearted,
stimulating, he has been an intimate buddy of Ashley’s for many years.
no U3Go3or fandom for years, but still occasionally does a
bit of artwork for someone.
A draftsman by profession, he has ebne
commercial sculpture, and is at present writing a novel.
Jack is
quiet and retiring, has never mixed much with the LASFS ( for which he

c'an scarcely be blamed), but is a most stimulating person to be around
and is definitely one of the few people around the Bixelstrasse whose
acquaintance is worth cultivating,
Walt Liebscher is a one-time fan
big-shot, noted equally for Tuckeresque and Tuckerisque humor and for
serious bibliographical doings—both in the lields 01 collecting and
publishing.
He still collects and reads book fantasy, I understand,
but has otherwise dropped all fan activity; having discovered far^
greener pastures, which of course is not difficult to do.
His rather
marked inferiority complex is the least justified one I’ve ever seen,
and it is to bo honed he will outgrow it.
Walt is good-looking, bub
bling over with wit; the lifo-of-the-party type, he can really go
places if he just gets over the idea he doesn’t have what it takes.
He has it to burn.
This boy could very easily make himself a pot of
money as an entertainer--contrary to some opinions ho is not a very
good musician, but ho has facile fmnors on the piano, his playing may
tend towards frothincss but it is definitely the kind of 83 the general
public likes, ho has no smgin voice but ho knows how to put over a
comic song, he has inventiveness and originality, and he has that
touch that sells a crowd.
As a bar-room entertainer ho is just the
sort of guy that could make a pile of money as a featured act at the
Florentino Gardens or some such place, and I doubt if ho’d have to
play in cheap joints like the HangoverClub very long before ho made
the big time. Why he wastes his talent on his friends, Lord knows.
Anyway, the simultaneous arrival of all these people coincide ng with
the weekend on which I met Speer for th? first time brought mo out of
it with a snap.
Very shortly I was going bookhuntiny with the Sian
Shackers, making political plans with Spoor and Ashley, reviving my
interest in FAPA, and goin^ to work on THE ACOLYTE with the first
real enthusiasm I had given that magazine since early lpljJ.i_e
Here,
for a change, wore people.
I don’t mean to say that Speer or the Sian
Shackers are faultless, or that they are necessarily the best inte
grated people in the world--certamly all of thorn have thoir fault s
and failings and minor maladjustments.
But those are people, honcstto-god normal people, andto find that there actually wore some fens
besides Baldwin and Himel and one or two others who were not neurotic
impossibles was wonderful.
Kero, at long last, wore the kind of people I
had once in my naive enthusiasm thought all fans to bo.
Tho chief
club activity of tho late summer and fall of 19’1.5 was- the Pacificon.
And it was nothing but a peck of trouble.
At the first committee
meeting, a good, deal was decidod--tho date was tentatively s ot for
the week of July 1|_, I9I4-O, and it was decided to invito A. E. van
Vogt to be tho guest-of-honor.
Da.ughorty outlined many of his plans
for 19*1-2, indicating what of tho previous work ho thought could” be
salvaged, discussod publicity, and announced to his committee that ho
would have a Pacificon News in the mail within two weeks.
Ho asked
that no leak of plans bo made, since he wanted to have first scoop
in Pacificon News--but I was sending nows to Spoor in a day or so,
was naturally rather enthusiastic about tho onvention, and so t old
Speer all about the mooting.
It just didn’t occur to mo to toll him
not to print it--in tho first place 1 knew that all ho would do would
be to give it a baroy intorest-»whotting outline, secondly I felt that
the Pacij.icon could not be given enough publicity anyway, and third,
though I should, nave known Daugherty bettor, ho was so nlausiblo in
his ontnusiasm that I actually thought he would got the PACIFICON KE:7S
out right away. As it turned out, Sneer’s bare paragraph was tho
only publicity tho Pacificon received fcr a good many weeks.
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’.That a furious turmoil this innocuous oar agree h in 3TEFNE7S
created!
The- next club mooting after the release appeared, Daugherty,
his face as grave as though his mother had died, called me away from
the clubroom and told mo to corns- to a committee meeting in Everett’s
apartment.
Andy Anderson and I went over only to find Evans sitting
there with that same dcath-in-tho-family expression, and Ackerman just
sitting there.
I was handed the issue of STEF1IE7S and told to road it.
I could see nothing wrong, but acting instinctively to avoid a row
said something to the effect that Spoor must have violated a confidence,
and that I’d brin• the carbon of my letter the next time I came.
I’ve
regretted having sale. this, but at the tL inc I figured Daugherty would
have cooled off enough to listen to reason.
But the follow commenced
to rave and ravo--the publicity for the Pacificon was wrecked, forever
and beyond repair, there would bo no surprise effect, there w ould
bo no nows after this one release b cause repetition would bo avoidodin
order to make a successful advertising campaign...and other equally
stupid rantings.
(Avoid of repetition in advertising is no’.doubt
responsible for the wide public knowlod ;o of such things as:
"It floats1'
"LSLIFT1’, "Ask the Ilan who Owns One5', etc.’)
Everett, wearing his best
stuffed owl expression, agreed solemnly with, all this just as if it
meant something.
But this one little episode completely ruined the
publicity for the Pacificon, just as Daugherty said that it would,
■falter J. Daugherty did not produce or allow to be produced an issue
of P AC I fl CO Ilf.VS for at least six months, and then just the sl ngle is
sue.
'.Valter J. Daugherty refused to . ivo Pacificon publicity to the
•7-1 and y2 fanzines of 19l|.6, ACOLYTE and S^ANGRI-D ’AFFAIRES.
(There
was a blurb in ACOLYTE but I made it up myself, largely out of whole
cloth, since oven I, a member of the committee, know little a? nothing
about the pacificon until the month before the convention.)
To my
knowledge, the only publicity given the Pacificon until far too late
to do the convention any good was the one issue of PACIFICOBEYS, one
rather meaningless lithographed poster produced by Goldstono, a cer
tain amount of haphazard and unappealing coverage in FAiTE/S, ana what
bootloggod information could bo given Jack Spoor for STEFNE7S,
In
short, waiter J. Daugherty got his back up over nothing, and used a
premature nows release soon by £0 poonlo as aprotext to send out no
real Pacificon publicity.
It is small wonder that only a handful cf
non-Cal ifornians attended this wou.ld.bo .Yorld Convention.
I shall r ofrain from cailing Daugherty’s actions in this matter juvenile.
I
doubt that any seven year old would refuse for long to play with his
now oloctric train just because someone else clayed with it first.
A
follow traveler of Daugherty’s, Falter Dunkclborger of Fargo, North
Dakota, shortly cooperated to make this utterly nicayune issue of
the premature nows release into a cause eolobre.
Dunkclborger was at
the time having himself a feud with Jack Spoor, and it was not long
before this natter of Pacificon ncvrs ,Tas getting a terrific play in
Dunkclborger ’ s nows magazine, Th 3 JANETS.
Material nrintccl by Dunk
clborger at that time was controversial, and, I felt, showed mo nob
only in an unfavorable but in an untrue light.
Since Dunkclborger
had. boon one of my earliest fan correspondents and I had always boon
onf riondly terms with the follow, it in ver occurred to inc that he
would not print my side of this tory.
But ho didn’t.
And as issue
after issue of FANE ;S took my name in’ vain more and more, with no
trace of anything from my side of the s tory, I became increasingly ex
asperated, ending up with a half-formed notion of loading for boar.
All this helped the Pacificon a lot.
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Tn the meantime, the LASFS seemed to be tairing on signs of
life, as nev; faces and returned veterans appeared to be on the premises.
One of the first arrivals was Edythe Eide of Palo Alto, a rather hand
some young lady who through her VOM-publicised romance • ith Ackerman
received more notoriety and less fame than she deserved.
Tigrina, as
she preferred to be called, took a genuine interest in weird fiction
and cinema, was a not incompetent poet, and, in a pedantic sort of
long-winded way, a pretty good fan writer.
She was rather short, neat
ly built and pretty, and with a whooping laugh which sometimes embarassed her a little.
Everyone around the club seemed to like Tigrina,
and she managed to stay around for close to two years without becoming
embroiled in any fusses, apart from one memorable occasion when E.
Everett Ivans unadvisedly patted Tigrina’s little posterior one night
after the meeting, and camo within a hairsbreadth of having his face
slapped as T told him off in a way that I hugely loved.
Right there
in the clubroom, too.
Sometime during the spring or summer of 19'!-5$
Andy Anderson, who has previously been described, moved to Los Angeles
in order to attend USE.
He has pretty much dropped, both fandom and.
the club, but was moderately active as one of the more desirable LASFS
members for around a year.
One d? the first returning veterans was
Russell J. Hodgkins, an old-time member of the club who had been diroector back in 1937 and 193^, had pretty much dropned out for a year or
so, and had then gone in the army in 19^-2.
Russ is tall, pallid, be
spectacled, and quiet--reserved enough so that I still dp n’t know
him very well even after a year and a half or more.
TTis chief interest
is in book collectin ; he is now rumored to be branching out into
book publishing,• but all in all, I doubt if fantasy or fandom, take up
any sizeable share of this gentleman’s time.
Another was Forman Fillmorth--a squat but hulking 200 pounder who had spent two years in
England at the Army’s expense while he rode high in British fandom
and accumulated an unbelievable collection of fantasy books.
(He also
finally got around to performin'' some military service. )
Gus is jov
ial and1 hail-fellow-well-met, sports a beard much of the timp, is a
mighty guzzler of beer and pincher of barmaids’ bottoms, and is the
one major publisher left in the LASFS.
(Burbee doesn’t count, because
he h?,s more or loss turned dilletante. )
Gus takes fandom much more
seriously than it deserves, and has a touchy streak of idelism which
crops out from time to tiie--on the whole, thou'h, ho is a good egg.
Prospective friends of .Villr.iorth’ s are warned not to go drinking beer
with him unless they have ton-gallon stomachs, two tin ears, and are
capable of outshoutmg the bull of Bashan.
Gus, ordinarily quiet and
tractable,
ots noisy at such times.
Ho noos to USC once in a ;hile
when he can find timebetween boor busts and issues of FANTASY ADVER
TISER.
One non-veteran came to Los Angeles m late 191!-?, a former
fan from Sai Francisco named Louis Goldstone.
Lon., back in iplf.0 or
thereabouts, publishes, the first fanzL ne to sport a truly artistic
and handsome format, setting a mark at which many subsequent ■oublid>
ers have aimed.
Long out of fandom, Lou came to LA to try uarret
dwelling and commercial art for a w^ilo; somehow ho ended up doin~ a
fabulous amount of work for the Pacificon, taking an active’part in
the LASFS, and so on.
I don’t know him very well, so will attempt
no description, other than mentioning that he is tall, slender, and
frail looking;^ and that he has his full share of artistic temrcrament.
On the whole, ho”ovor, he seems like a good joe.
He vanished from
our ken shortly after the Pacificon;
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And there were others who appeared on the scene for a greater
or lesser length of time during the last half of 19^-5? hut s mehow I
don’t at the moment recall any nam^s.
It must be remembered that al
though I was director and thus prodded over each meeting, I was scarce
ly ever around the club otherwise.
In the get-togethers after the
meetings, I tended to go coffeewards with assorted Sian Shackers, Per
due, Burbee, Anderson, Tigrina, Ackerman, and van Vogt.
It was not
snobbishness, simply that I had so much fun with the individuals named
that I failed to branch out as much as I should have.
And my tendency
towards a sort of provincialism in the club was augmented by the gradI was
ual building up of a traditional ' Satu:rday Night at Laney’s'1.
married, sticking close at
still going through the motions of bei
.sir sake maybe thin-s would
home with the kids and hoping that for
get better, and spending my time playin' records and monkeying around
with fandom.
Saturday nights gradually ot so that-from two to ten of
the bunch would come over and stay until Jack i.0 came from work at 2:00
-sometimes
a jazz-minded bunch givALT.
.7e had some mighty good times--s^"
i^'!‘
ing my records a goinr- over, but more often some of the great minds
And there also was
waxing eloquent as they put the world to rights.
a considerable a iount of stefnistic p< > 1 i t i c al int r i gu e - -p ar t i c u 1 ar ly
by Ashley, Anderson, and myself.
The Sian Shackers had boon in Los An
geles for less than a month when they commenced getting fed up with
the LASFS.
Wiedenbeck and Liobschor practically quit the Society, af
ter throe or four meetings, and Ashley very shortly got to the point
where- he was actively anti-club, though he still came around regularly.
Since all the Sian Shackers are outspoken when pressed a little, it was
not long before the LASFS came to hear more and more of their discon
tent with the group.
As a result, an investigating committee consis
ting of the throe LT i chiganders named and perhaps one or two others
was set up to analyse the LASFS and make recommendations as to what
might be done to make a worthwhile a? ganisation out of it.
Tach mem
ber and former member cf the club that could be induced to holo, still
long enough was quite thoroughly interviewed.
After a. couple of months
of investigation, the committee submitted a rather startling report in
which they unanimously rocom.’onded that the LASFS be given back to the
Indians, that there was nothing that could be done with the club, and
that if it ceased to exist it would bo absolutely no loss.
The chie f
obstacle in the way of having a worthwhile organisation, it was found,
is that there is absolutely no common focus held by all the members
or even by . a sizeable group of then.
Each member, on the other hand,
has very strong preferences and tastes coupled with a minimum of tol
eration for the tastes of the other follow.
The various interests and
motivations of the various members are so diametrically different from
one another, often indeed, bein'- at direct variance (as for exai ph
Ackerman who affects to be interested in NOTHING but fantesy-stf-fan 
dom and Joquel who is totally without interest in these).
This situ
ation and analogous conflicts of interest ares o widespread that it
is a complete impossibility to present a mootin' of Aiff sort which
will interest ALL the members, './hen this handicap is coupled with
the extreme prevalence of pathological neurotic symptoms, with a aood
sized proportion of the members bein - so utterly unprepossessing and
undesiroable as personal associates, and with a widespread tendency
towards boredom with the club coupled with lack of get-up-and-git to
move to greener pastures; it is srn.d. 1 wonder that the LASFS is so
worthless.
At the time the committee was deliberating, Ashley and I
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worked. up qu±te elaborate political plans ior the January 1940 LASFS el
ections.
I did not wish to serve any longer as director, Ashley at the
tine thought he wanted the job, and so. we laid plans to elect Al to the
highest gift in the power of the LASFS to bestow.
He was to appoint me
secretary, in which capacity I’d bo the ,-2 man of the administration,
and would also have a chance to write barbed minutes.
But as he saw
more and more of the club, his interest in it waned to such an extent
that he was unwilling to take any active part in its affairs.
Another
factor which affected both the LASFS as a whole and the connivings of
the politicians was the removal of the communists from our midst
Alva
Rogers, piddling, along indolently with commercial art and attempts
thereat, decided to go t o New York City, where he felt that he’d have a
bettor chance of getting commissions.
For some weird reasn, Brown,
Kepner, and Saha>-the other three active communists — decided that they
too must go to Hew York--chiefly, it seemed from trying to got from them
logical reasons for the move, because Rogers was going.
So all four of
them laid plans to move East, selling their possessions, and quitting
their jobs.
Along about October, 19k5, Kepner, Brown, and Saha actually
went to Hew York--Rogers going to San Diego to visit his folks before
taking off cross-country. Rogers never did get there, and the other
three left just in time to have the blowup in the ranks of the Futurians
happen while they were en route, so that when they arrived the strong
Futurian group they had expected to join had dwindled to Wollheim et ux,
and Michel.
The situation amused those of us who either disliled the
Futurians for ono cause or another, or who were out of sympathy with
communisim.
The departure of these four from the local s cene also made
a drastic upheaval in politics in the club.
Those four had been steady
supporters of mine--not because they particularly liked me, but simply
because they hated Daugherty and knew that I would stand up to him and
refuse to allow him to intimidate me.
As Mel Brown actually told me
once in so many words, I was in their minds the lessor of two evils.
But the newer club member, the guy who had been m service and had
built up all sortsof unfounded illusions about f an© m while ho was in
the army, wantodno part of any quarrelling.
Anything anyone said or
did was all right wit1* hii, provided it was not antagonistic.
And for
someone to rise up in his might over some wrong or fancied wrong--as I
did when Daugherty pulled that deal on the mimeograph spring ih ich I
mentioned a few pages ago--or to attempt to n? ick the bal loon of some
one’s illusions was to those people an act of antagonism.
So the dl ub
lost the one stron common focal point which had held it together for
a year and a half almcc t--a violent dislike of ./alter J. Daugherty.
For what after the passage of time s ?em like very insufficient reasons,
I commenced to interest myself in the affairs of the NFFF.
Part of it
was due to a desire to push along certain radically un-Evans-ish ideas
broached to me in personal letters from Harry Varner and Jack Speer.
Part of it was a hangover from my old idea that as long as I al lowed
ACOLYTE to go to so many worthwhile people I should do my utmost to
keep at a minimum the assinity so prevalent in the fandom . of which I
was a part.. Part of it was because T had so often stuck my neck out
in criticisms of the group that I was more or less being backed onto
a spot whore I had to nut up or shut up.
And, I fear, a big reason
was that I saw a chance to have some fun workin out political mancu vers.
Politics, in other words as an end in themselves.
So I let
my name go on the ballot as candidate for the board of directors in
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in the election for 19ko officers.
This was the election which was vir
tually uncontested--there being seven candidates for the five board of
directors posts', and one candidate each for the other offices.
Earner
had seriously entertained the idea of running for president, as my
files attest, but according to a letter from '.Varner ho vias persuaded
not to run by presidential candidate Dunkleberger and his Father Super
ior, E. Everett Evans.
This gave Dunkleberger the presidency by de
fault.
Desp its the fact that Dunkelberger was running unopposed, the
election gave him a priceless opportunity for ego-boo, and he didn’t
miss--not only putting out a special issue cf FANEUS with his picture
as candidate but even going so far as to distribute printed postal
cards, again with his picture, just before the election.
And it was in
the early stages of tho campaign that my growing distaste for Dunkelberger grew into a violent antipathy.
When I had first filed, he had
indorsed me--listing mo in FAN3WS as one of the five ho wished elected
to serve with him--but in a very short while he put out another list
of recommended candidates in which he had rep laced my name with that of
Joe Fortier.
This piqued mo, so I asked Lard Walter how come.
It de
veloped that ho switched, deciding not to back me for the directorate,
simply because I entertained Jack Speer as a guest in my home on the
weekend tho Sian Shackers arrived in LA.
Since every active fan in
Los Angoles except Evans and Daugherty attended this party, and since
the whole affair was strictly impromptu and they could have come if
they’d wanted to (no one being invited or uninvited) it was difficult
for me to sec how I could have refused my hospitality to Speer even
if I’d wanted to.
Keeping my temper for once, I attempted to draw
Dunkelberger out a littlo--saying that there must be something dread
ful about Spoer if Dunk were to react so to my letting him come into
my homo and suggesting that if he could advance factual and logical
reasons forhis violent anti-Speer feeling it ’’might” load to improved
relations between Fargo and 1005 VJ. 3$th Place.
He wrote a typically
incoherent letter, and I made up my mind, that Lard '.Valter needed to
be set down a peg.
By the time that the election was over; I had
fairly concrete plans laid for the term of office.
Speer, Earner, and
I--all candidates for the board of directors--had gotten together lith
multiplicato letters and worked out spite comprehensive elans for ’(io
year;
a now constitution, service features of one sort and another,
publications--much the same sort of p? ogram a s was later announced by
tho Fantasy Foundation. After Speer turned out to be an unsuccessful
candidate, wo of course no longer hold a voting majority of the five
man board, but as it turned out it would have made no difference any
way, since Dunkelberger proved himself so totally unfit for office as
to waste the entire first half of tho yoar with personalities, imposs
ible appointments, and tho mere routine of le oping tho organization
functioning meaninglessly.
I inaugurated a scheme of sending my letters
in response to HFPF presidential messages to all members of the
board ofdirectors, using onion-skin a nd carbons for the purnose,
and received enthusiastic cooperation in this from ‘.Varner and Ilevelin.
Tarr was spasmodic. This scheme proved eminently workable; it came
the nearest to an actual in-tho-flesh meeting as anything that could
be devised, and the opportunity it gave us for discussion made it
possible to work out ideas somewhat before springing thorn half-cocked.
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With growing disgust, 1 waited nearly six weeks xor president
Dunkclbergor to present a program for the year.
Finally, in mid-February, 1 presented one myself, but little ever came of it, due chief
ly to the" fact that by thotime anyone could have done anything about
any of it the administration was plunged in the internecine wrangling
which culminated in the wild talk of treason from Dunk, and m the
wasting of' an entire year.
So far as I know, Dunkelbcrgor never did
present a program for the year.
But nevertheless, his administration
-was a success, since he got to send his picture around to all fandom
a couple of times, and got other ego boo of one sort ano. another .
-iy
willingness to continue THE AGO KITE had drooped to nothing by early
19)l6c ~I still enjoyed seeing the magazine come out; wonderful mater
ial kept rolling in unabated; and the magazine was showing a d. ight
profit on each issue, not enough to do me any good financially but
enough to pay for both ACOLYTE and FAN-DANGO.
But I was absolutely
black in the face from the seemingly endloss ordeal of typing and
mimeographing and assembling and mailing; the mechanical details had
not only grown so burdensome as to destroy my interest in the magazine
but were by association, 1 suppose, killing my liking for fantasy and
science-fiction.
Co-editor Russell helped with the assembling and
mailing (without him the magazine would have folded a year and a half
before it did) but oven so it would seem that IJd just got off the
chain gang from one issue and I*d have to start another one.
It had
ceo.sed being a hobby andhad become an incubus.
So I tried to ring
in some help.
Several of the Saturday night sessions wore devoted
to mulling over a scheme aimed at putting each department under the
complete control of an assistant editor, who would bo re® onsible
both for selection of material and for any needed mechanical details,
leaving Russell and myself to function in thet rub sense as 0 ditcr s,
arranging for material, helping with revisions when needed, and in
general acting as co-ordinators.
'.'Io got some most interesting figures
oil photolithography, and saw that ten co-oditors, each of whom contri
buted )5.00 per issue, would bo able to finance an ACOLYTE to end all
ACOLYTES.
An edition of at least $00, circulation in various book
stores (through McComas and his connections), and eventually (maybe)
the dream of all fan-editors since the beginning of fan-editing -- a
real, di od-in-tlP-wool semi-pro, aimed at fans and collectors.
Some
of the co-oditors who accepted: Russell and I were of course to con
tinue- -Russell as editor-in-chief and Laney as managing editor; Tigrina, poetry editor; Andy Anderson, make-up editor; Al Ashley, art
editor; Forrest J Ackerman, film editor; Bob Hoffman, editor without
portfolio o
Plans for the now magazine wore well under way when the
editorial for. the last ACOLYTE was written.
But then, quite in the
manner of--a sudden stroke of lightning, wo wore bit ton by the Foun
dation bug, and promptly decided to turn THE ACOLYTE over to tho now
or g an i zabi on.
The Fantasy Foundation has had a most noculiar career,
when Ackerman wont away to war in tho fall of 191|.2, it seemed life
^ho cn? of ’^1G
him, and he wrote a long letter to fandom in
■‘■‘AITTaoY liCTIOj! F±ELD, in which ho told of willin*’ his collection to
fanaom ano. setting up a J1000 insurance policy to help fandom main
tain it.
Tnougn the idea as Ackerman broached it wasimpractical
and rather lacking in utility, there was the germ of an idea there,
one which worked on mo all through my fan career.
In some of the
maneuverings around the LASFS, I offered to help Ackerman implement

the Foundation right here and now (instead of waiting for his death
as the... original proposal had envisioned) in exchange for his voting
support.
The support was forthcoming, so as a starter on my part of
the bargain, I jotted down a proposed, program for the Foundation in
mid-lpli-J, gave it to Ackerman, and heard nothing more of it. .
One Sat
urday in early April 19U6, Andy Anderson, Elmer Perdue, Al Ashley,
Sam Russell, and one or two others were at my house.
We had gotten
sick of discussing the NFFF and the futility to which its curvaceous
president insisted on committing it, and, half-seriously half as a
joke, I dragged out the carbon of my rough draft of the Foundation,
remarking that -Here is the blue-print for a real fan organization.-

And the gang went overboard for it.

Ackerman and I had diametrically
opposite notions as to what the Foundation should be.
He wants it to
be a museum, kept directly under fan control and financing.
This
means a Foundation such as we no;/ have--a secondary Ackerman collection
housed in a small frame garage opening into a Hollywood alley, poofL y
arranged and almost impossible for anyone to derive good from.
I
wanted a dynamic organization which would attempt to be of such ser
vice to any student or lover of fantasy and stf that it would grow
into a necessity.
I’ll copy from my files the original program for
the Fantasy Foundation, as it stood after the gang had worked it out
and. revised it:
IMMEDIATE.
Publish checklist of fantasy and stfzines in time to distribute it at the Pacificon.
IMMEDIATE.
Instit
ute circulating library in time to make an announcement at the Pact ficon of the first volumes.
(One of my most important facets of the
Foundation was to be bound volumes of magazines and excerpts and co
pies of the scarcer books, not to be mildewing in a shed somewhere
but in active use as part of a mail-order circulating library,
The
three of four pages of details which were actually worked out to im
plement this scheme are too unwieldy to publish here.)
IMMEDIATE to
SEMI-IMMEDIATE.
Send publicity material to every person who is at
all likely to subscribe to the group, or to donate material either
now or later.
This sending should include amimeographed blank of a
will which would leave all suitable material to the Foundation.
This
form should be drawn up by a lawyer in such way as to be enforceable
at law.
IMMEDIATE TO SEMI-IMMEDIATE.
Set up a system of double-en
try books of account, and a system of permanent inventory.
Arrange
for insurance covering fire and theft of all foundation material not
in the possession of a public institution.
(This refers to a plan
of attempting to induce some Los Angeles library, e ither the Public
Library or the one at one of the Universities, to take the main part
of our Foundation collection as a permanent special exhibit.
This
would not only furnish some excellent publicity, but would save our
having to provide our own fire-proof quarters.)
IMMEDIATE TO SSMIIMI1EDIATE.
Set up an ambitious publishing program of major items,
and commence work on them.
SEMI-IMMEDIATE.
Catalog and inventory
anything belonging to the Foundation, and set up the first and. ma.i n
collection,
SEMI-IIIMEDIATE.
Commence the actual writing and compi
lation of items to be published so as to assure ourselves of a steadv
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flow cd pubiicabxOilSe
1‘his is to include a general investigation of
the field of fantasy bibliography in order to ascertain what assis
tance , financial and otherwL sc, we may be aole co give bioliograpnical
wo rk.
SEMI-IMI EDI ATE •
Attempt to mobilise national fanpower, so as
to put it to wonk on our various projects.
LONG-RANGE.
Out of Foun
dation duplicates attempt to sot up duplicate collections in other
major cities of the United States.
LONG-RANGE. Fork out a permanent
prowram for the expenditure of Foundation funds.
Much of this money
will be used for freight on stuff shipped to us for the Foundation.
Much of it should be used binding fanzines and prozines.
Some might
be used to pir chase rare items for the main collection.
Some of it^
will be required for operational expenses, publication of reports of
business end the like.
A definite percentage of our income must be
set aside for future projects.
LONG-RANGE.
Investigate the possibil
ities of the Foundation going into business as a fantasy dealer, sell
ing surplus duplicates to private collectors in order to adc. further
to the Foundation funds0
End of quote.
In other words, the Founda
tion was designed by the original group at my house as a business pro
position, relatively free from personal idiosyncracies., and aimed much
less at fandom than at scholars, students of literature generally,
?nd serious fantasy collectors.
The actualities that have grown out
of this concept are little more than laughable.
Right off the bat, we
got into a terrific local row when "/alter J. Daugherty heard about it.
Ho had not been consulted, not because some of us don’t like him, but
simply because he wasn't ground.
Everett Evans and Gus V/illmorth al
so felt deeply hurt that they had not been personally ad: ed to take
part in the deliberations.
(Since it was well-known that my Saturd^night sessions were open to anyone, and since the idea just grew up
spontaneously, I don’t see their angle except interms of a craving
for ego-booc)
Anyway, with Daugherty spearheading them, the malcon
tents raised so much hell with the anxious-to-ploase-everybody Acker
man that he hell a meeting to discuss the matter with all localites
who wished to attend,
It started very tensely, particularly as I
counted noses and saw that Daugherty had a clear voting majority in
the event he wanted to force the thing to a vote.
As a starter, Ack
erman read the material I have just quoted, "/hen he finished reading,
Daugherty stunned us ~’l by getting up and stalking out of the room
without saying a word, followed by his wife.
It was amazing the wsy
everyone that was left turned pro-Foundation instantly, and Daugherty
sealed his doom by calling up a few minutes later, apparently expect
ing Ackerman to invite him back,
(He didn’t.)
Daugherty’s walking
out on nis own majority .killed the overt local opposition to the
Foundation.
But I, in an unguarded moment, made a reference to the
Foundation in a multiplicate letter to the NFFF board; Dunk leaped to
the conclusion that the NFFF was being betrayed, and declared his
state ofemergency over this and other matters.
This finished the
NFFF so far as 1 was concerned, showing the group up for a bunch of
childish nitwits.
„
But a combination of circumstances in April and
May 19ko knocked me out of fandom
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Death of a Fan

Two things knocked me out of fandom, a change in my job stat
us and my final realisation that there was no chance of salvaging my
marriage to Jackie.
The change in job came in early April I9I4.6.
I.
was still working in the same shop I had entered when arriving in Los
Angeles in the fall of 19^!-3 •
I had of course had a number of raises,
but I was still just a machine operator, running an engine lathe for
the most part.
A sudden outbreak of unrest--demands for higher wages
plus talk of a strike--came to a head when my immediate supervisor,
who had been chosen to acc as spokesman for the shop employees, lost
his temper and quit his job.
And I was it; the foreman camo to me ai d
asked me to take over the department temporarily, that if I made good
I could have the job permanently.
Actually this put me on quite a q>ot,
The department consists of nine punch presses and five lathes plus
miscellaneous supporting equipment. But the way that shop is set up,
at least one member of the department has to be able to do anything
in the shop, since wo carry department jobs all the way from start to
finish ourselves.
(For example, a circular drilled part, classified
as a lathe department job because it has to be turned, will also, re
quire sawing and drilling--but this will not be done by the saw or
drill press departments but by us.)
And here I was, with gobs of
punch press experience, but a veritable neophyte on the lathe, and no
actual production experience to speak of on anything else except saws.
To top it off, the department consisted largely of green help, and T
found myself on the spot of teaching work which T did not know how to
do.
(heedless to say, I learned’)
Since we were doing very heavy
business anyway, it may well be imagined that I had my hands full.
Not
only did I have to work beyond anything I had ever imagined during the
days, but we wore so short-handed that I quickly commenced working
from 8 to 12 hours overtime per week after supper.
(Anyone who has
not tried to keep punch presses set up for four operators while trying
to break in one lathe man and still trying to do production work him
self is advised to try it as an antidote for inertia.) Well, I was
tired out for a couple of months--dog-tired.
I had just finished stei cilling the last ACOLYTE before this change of jobs hit me, and some
how I managed to get the magazine mimeogrjp hed and mat h d out.
And T
kept trying, all through the latter part of April and the first part
of Hay, to answer some of my fannish mail; but I was simply too tired
to write coherently, throwing away at least twenty letters asbeing
too Dunkish to send out.
Finally I said -To hell with it.By the
time I had gotten acclimated to the new job, and had acme spare-time
oomph once more, I had collided with a most painful fact:
that my chi
ef interest in faneb m was ego-boo, a compensation for the fact that I
had never been especilly successful in any other way.
Particularly
in light of some of the things I had said about ego-boo seekers, t his
was a tough morsel to digest.
But somehow this lead-man*s job, with
its almost negligible authority and its slight amount of executive
work, gave me the self-confidence I’d always la. eked.
Fandom seemed a
good enough stop-gap until I got onto a job I really liked; now the
job was more interesting and rewarding than fandom.
Then came the

blow-off on the marriage.
Sometime in the latter part of hay, a si ight
incident took place which was the straw that broke the camel’s back,
which showed me that there was no use trying to patch up the marriage,
kids or no kids.
So for several months I tried a. marriage-in-name-on 
ly, with the idea of providing some sort of home for Sandy and Quiggie
while their parents wont separate ways though living under the same
roof.
(This didn’t work either, a final separation in October lead
ing to a divorce in February 1947.)
My marital affairs of course do
not belong in these memoirs, but it is obvious that with the motiva
tion which kept me loading the life of a fannish recluse shattered
for good, I very quickly got out of fandom.
Quit fandom.
Sounds easy;
doesn’t it? But I was shortly to learn that it was a tough job.
In
the first place, the four years of plugging away on THE ACOLYTE had
built it up into a rather worthwhile going concern, and I hated to
throw all that hard work away and let it bubble away into nothing.
For this reason, I tried the various schemes of joint editorship that
1 mentioned in the last chapter.
They were abandoned for one reason
and one alone; I found that despite all fans might say about the de
sirability of keening THZ ACOLYTE going, none of them were willing to
do enough work collectively or individually to amount to a hill of
beans.
If ACOLYTE wore to continue, I, and. I alone, would have to do
the hours and hours of hard routine drudgery that each issue required.
And. this I refused to do.
If the local fans cared, enoughf or the mag
azine and for the fantasy field it tried to portray to get in and. do
the bulk of the typing and. other mechanical w ork (or pay for its. being
done) I was quite willing to devote a lot of time to keeping up the
contacts which were bringing in so much fine material, and to writing
serious material for it myself.
But if these people cared, so little
for it as they obviously did (that idea of a jointly prepared, magazine
professionally published, still enthuses me somewhat, oven after a year
of non-fandom) I was through, completely and. irrevocably through.
At
tho time The Foundation’s plans for ACOLYTE gradually wanted, away into
nothingness, an implemented guarantee of 60 hours per month vork
would, have saved tho magazine.
Since the LASFS at that time had over
20 active members, this simply means that if each member had been
willing to devote one evening a month to ACOLYTE, the fantasy field,
would, boast today a L|_8 to 60 page lithographed magazine combining the
better features of ACOLYTE and. FANTASY COMITENTATOR. And, regardless
of other commitments and interests, one Francis T. Laney would have
been doing his full share ano. more.
But when those people, who pro
fess to be interested in fantasy and/or scientifiction, caro so little
for the field as the LASFS has shown itself to caro--caput’
There
were around. ;>90.00 in outstanding subscription to ACOLYTE, owed in
driblets of 12/-/. and 2£/ and. 37// to nearly 200 people.
Until tho
divorce stripped me of assets, I was well able to pay this off.
But
it seemed, like too much of a job to prepare individual refunds, so I
went to work trying to got rid of the magazine as a whole.
And to
you know, I was unable to find, a competent fan publisher who was willing^to take over ACOLYTE’S fine backlog of material together to. th
an iuemised suoscriptidh list and cash, to cover every cent of it?
Not one 1
nore was che ,,-l lanzinc, plus material for 2-1- to 3 more is
sues, plus all the contacts, plus 200 readers, plus around. J90.00 in
cash money--and it went bogging’
Licbschor, Willmorth, and" .'/alter
Gillings of England arc among the ones vh o turned it down.

Th e la c k
01 interest displayed by active publishers was tho last straw.
I let
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Nelen Josson have the backlog, when she stopped through Los Angeles on
her way to Tokyo; but as for the money...phooey.
As I cast back over
those months and months and months of work that resulted in THE ACO
LYTE, I feci I’ve earned it many times over.
If some late subscriber
raises enough hell, or hits me up for it personally, 1111 give him
back his 12-5,o'.
Otherwise, once again, caput’
This defalcation is neb
without precedent in fandom; in fact, most quitting fan editors just
hold onto the money without a qualm. 'Like Phil Bronson or Al Ashley.
The second thing, an active fan accumulates more obligations than he
is aware of.
I found myself with certain commitments, many of vhich I
fluffed off, but most of which I fulfilled after a fashion.
After my
demise was clear in my own mind, I stencilled the Foundation’s check
list of stf/fantasy prozinos, stencilled and mimeographed a. FAPAzine
for Mike Fern, wrote several letters to the NFFF board of directors,
and made contributions to several fanzines.
One thing I definitely
did fluff off was my correspondence, and finally feeling myself free of
this constant typing of letters, letters letters, was the most wonder
ful sensation I ever had infandom.
(Those memoirs have been written
in about one-quarter the typing time I would have spent keeping up my
correspondence during the period they’ve been written in.)
And worst
of all, I had contracted such a habit of going to the LASFS every
Thursday that it was almost like a compulsion.
It took six months
to broak it, but I did.
I now go to the LASFS about once every two or
three months, and then merely to pick up some money from Ackerman, who
has been doing a whale of a job in peddling my collection for mo.
Once
the scales had completely fallen from my eyes, I saw the club, as a
collective entity, with a revulsion amounting: to loathing.
Faggots,
pansies, dykes, queers of every sort and description; bums, loafers,
dead-beats, moochers and parasites on society; pathologically neurotic
incompetents imagining themselves as fine minds and cultured indivi
duals; pretentiousness, hypocrisy, dishonesty with each other and with
themselves running rampant.
I had wanted to sec the club at its best
and I had.
There were and are a modicum of decent, normal, worthwhile
people who pass through the portals of the sacred stye from t imo to
time; and I seized on them as samples of the whole, ignoriig the ques
tionable aspects of the questlonables, unless I practically had my
nose rubbed in it.
There are people I mot around tho LASFS that I
hope to number among my lifelong friends, but there arc damned few of
them.
I have at the present time (Juno 27, lfLj.7) no interest in eith
er xantasy or fano.om, wi’c.n tho exception that I do like a very limited
bit of science-fiction and intend to keep it in my permanent books.
Old fanzines no longer attract mo very much, though*I still like them
enough so that I intend to keep the- files of tho bettor ones.
I am
still interested in FAPA, and will continue to belong on a somi-active basis as long as there arc men like Jack Secor, Milty Rothman,
Harry Harner, Norm Stanley, and one or two others represented regular
ly in the mailings.
I still fool the need for a bit of occasional
written self-expression, I guoss.
?.hy don’t you quit fan& m?
If you
face the truth about fans and their microcosm,"Taco it fairly and
squarely as I havo done or tried, to do, it loo s to mo like tho only
alternative,

Until I get nauseated beyond control, which may occur any
where during "die next eight or ten paoos, I’m aoins* to ^ivo you a
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reader. arc actual happenings in the LASFS, happenings to which I was
either an eye-witness or was told about by one of the participants.
For tho sake of libel, I name no names, give no elates.
But those are
not obsc n •; people who dropped* into the club once or twice and then
vanished.
These are name fans.
The prime actor in every one of^ these
cases ’w..s at tho time of tho happening in question one or more cf the
following:
an officer in tho LASTS, a fanzine editor, a member of FAPA,
ar officer in tho NFFF, or a member of some other local club of repute
(HFS, Strangers, PSPS) who had transferred to tho LASFS.
Tho dates
are between 19^3 and 19-!-7o
First I might name tho homosexual wolf,
tho boy who- caused at least throe sissyfiod but unliomo s oxual LASTS mem
bers to toss their hats over tho windmill and become out-and-out overt
homosexuals.
'.That a harem ho built up among our boys’
Of a less sex
ual nature was a character who camo to LA having run out on his minor
offspring and owing so many bills that ho dapod not post his address
at tho club for fear ho might bo caught up with.
An interesting char
acter to have been caught with during a police raid was tho gentleman
who had. such a gigantic collection of nude female photographs.
Those
pictures are of course classifiable as art, but how shall w o classify
tho fact that ho also had an enlargement of a certain portion of each
picturo--about an 8x10 of this particular woman’s genitals?
At least
two individuals T personal ly know of--minors who wore supposed to bo
attending high school--habitually used tho club as a hideout during
protracted spoils of truancy lasting as long as two months at a stretch.
And there is one interesting lad who, practically in tho same breath,
described the intricate and ingenious mechanical contrivance ho has
built to aid him in his masturbation, and then wont on to explain
quite seriously bhat ho is a superman mutant.
(Poor superman, unable
to bond the females (or maybe males’) of this inferior raco to his
desires;)
(MB.
This was MOT DoglerJ)
Another boy may have boon per
fectly normal m all ways,.
I’ll lot you bo tho judge.
In a moment
of Lowered reticence ho confided in a roomful of nooplc that his bit
terest regret in life is that ho is physiologically incapable of be
ing a /osbian,
(I don’t believe Trafft-Ebing mentions that one’)
A
very rice boy indeed is tho ono who spent a half hour or so in a
Bixol Street living room, lotting the assembled company hoar his soli
loquy on whether or not to marry tho girl.
It seems that if ho mar
ried her ho couldn’t bo queer any more, but that was an awful lot to
ask--even so, ho was getting a little tired of just having other mon,
and maybe ho should branch out.
Perhaps ho should have an affair
with - -who is such a revolting old man that it might give him the
needed boost into heterosexuality; on tho other hand, -- has boon at
it so long that he’s probably so good that he’d make quoerdom more
attractive than ever------ and so on, ad nausoum.
(Just nice- convonti o n a 1 s ma 11 -1 al kJ)
Or how about the boy who got drunk and showed up
under a lady’s bod, stark naked and passed out like a light ono Now
roar’s eve,
(He did not have a date with tho lady, just wanted to.)

oi course there Was tho manly and versatile follow who within a
The ob
jects of his affections’ wore non-fans, but he’s in the top ton.
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.low hours tried co make both a woman and her half-grown- son.

EPILOGUE...... July 23,

ipku.

Ono page of anecdote horrida was all I got around to when I
stopped writing those memoirs over a year ago.
I was going to fill
it on out for a few more pages, but, I dunno, I can’t quite got in the
mood.
I’m not enough of a fan any more to treat of some of those more
typical stefnistic acts without unsettling my stomach a little.
Ono
of the incidents indeed is of such nature that no one has been cb lo
to toll mo how to word it so it would go through the mail.
Imagine
the most revolting thing, I might *say the most far-fetched revolting
thing you can imagine one -queer doing to another, aid maybe you will
have guessed something almost as bad as what one of our former direc
tors admitted ho had allowed one of the '’boys'1 to do to him.
Words
fail mo J
And of course there was a 100$ homosexual group of fans and
ex-fans holding forth in a ■'Southern California city.
I’d like to tell
you about thorn and what one of them d id to a LASFS member, but I won’t.

I could toll you how one fan took charge of another’s record collec
tion while the owner was in tho army; of how ho sold mo a number of
the records; and of how angry tho original owner was when ho came
through hero and found them in my collection.
"Jell, after all, I {pt
them in good faith.
Or on the subject of honesty, you might ask Ack
erman how many sots of FANTASY I'.IAGAZINE and VOI'.I he has given to tho
LASFS.
You might ask him what happened to the club copy of BEYOND THE
WALL OF SLE.TP. You might ask him whore tho club WEIRD TALES wont.
You might got him to toll of tho stfzines with club stickers in them
which show up from time to time in second hand magazine stores, of tho
books that are forever vanishing from around tho place.
Idon’t know
if ho’s started covering this up, now that tho LASFS is under public
attack, but I do know that this used to bo Forry’s favorite gripe
back in tho days when I was-ac.tivo as director--the way stuff s corned
to molt.out of tho club library.
You may call this a charming foible;
I call* it sneak-thieving.
Oh there is one tale I must tell.
It seems
that there was a LASFS member who believed fans should bo above sox,
that sox was not worthy of fandom.
His girl friend didn’t feel this
way about it, so ho told her .she could lay .anyone she wanted to, "as
long as tho follow is a sincere fan".

-- 00O00--On that inspiring note I shall leave you.. . I hope you’ve enjoyed this
little opus of mine, and that you set it down with a resolve to msk0
it a false picture insofar- as your-own participation in tho field 5s
concerned.
If wo ran the misfits out of fandom, wo might ond up wi th
a hobby wo could claim proudly as our own.
Also I hoar that Ackerman
thinks my recollection is faulty or something like that.
I hereby
challenge him to write his own memoirs.
The same challenge goes to
Daugherty, Hodgkins, Willmorth, or any other LASFSian who^thinks I’ve
done tho club wrong.
Personally, I think I’vo painted too alluring
a picture--one that will draw tho LASFS more good will than it desorves.
(Snoaryistic word split used, by permission of tho originator])
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